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Foreword 


W ayne Aspinall was sitting on the bench that borders the 
thick-carpeted, high-ceilinged chambers of the Colorado 
House of Representatives. Under the rules of the House, 

he was not allowed to walk onto the floor where representatives were 
seated, even though he himself had sat in one of those chairs for 16 
years and even though a bust of his image - recognizing both his 
state legislative and Congressional service - rested in the marble hall
ways outside those chambers. The 83-year-old Aspinall sat, cane in 
hand, and observed the proceedings. 

He caught my eye, and I left my chair on the House floor and 
walked over to sit alongside him on the bench. Now I was a State Rep
resentative, elected froin the same district he had represented four dec
ades earlier. We were a few feet away from the oak desks in front of 
each of the 6S State Representatives - the same oak desks that Aspi
nall had presided over as Speaker of the House in 1937 and 1938. 
Missing were the spittoons that had been there in his day. Instead, the 
chamber's dress code, decorum and rule book contrasted sharply with 
Aspinall's regime. Never during his tenure had the male legislators re
moved their suit coatsi never had a Representative drunk coffee on the 
House floor. Wait! Now the current Speaker, Robert Burford, was 
calling a recess so that the calendar committee could meet at the micro
phone to schedule the bills for that afternoon's debate! Never, four 
decades earlier, had the calendar committee met in public. Then the 
committee meetings were so secret that no one outside the committee 
even knew when they met. And the committee virtually always fol
lowed requests of the Speaker. If the Speaker didn't want a bill sched
uled for debate at that time, it remained undebated on the House floor. 

Today Colorado lawmakers must pass laws under "sunshine." And 
other changes have come to the political and economic landscape in 
the state. Now Colorado the Beautiful is more prominent in the na
tion's affairs because its natural resources are more urgently neededi 
Colorado the Bountiful offers coal, natural gas, oil :;hale and uranium, 
prized in the 1980s as much as gold and silver were a century earlier. 
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viii Wayne Aspinall: Mr. Chairman 

Wayne Aspinall had specialized in natural resource legislation dur
ing his 16 years in the State House and 24 years in Congress. Now he 
is one among a handful of Colorado's senior statesmen. He often coun
sels energy developers who need his legislative expertise and politi
cians who seek advice on how to give the state a say in its energy 
destiny. 

During his chairmanship from 1959 to 1973 of the U.s. House Inte
rior and Insular Affairs Committee, Aspinall had quietly and expertly 
laid the legal groundwork for many a federal dam and other water 
reclamation projects in the West, for wilderness designations on pub
lic lands, for creation of national parks and for countless other bills 
that shaped policy for those public lands. 

Aspinall had been one of the first Congressmen to warn of an im
pending energy crisis. In 1973, after the Arab embargo of oil, Time 
magazine had noted that Aspinall, with remarkable foreSight, had 
said "long before the current crunch ... that he was truly frightened by 
the potential conflict between pro-Israel sentiment in this country and 
increasing reliance on Arab oil." In fact, he had chaired Congressional 
hearings in 1972 on the nation's fuel and energy resources and at that 
time had declared, "There are alternatives to brownouts and black
outs, and alternatives to homes without heat and factories without 
power ... There are alternatives to foreign domination of our major 
energy resources ... And these alternatives need not be at the expense of 
a livable world. To the contrary, they may insure a livable world for 
the future." 

Even those who had seen Aspinall as a "destroyer" of the nation's 
natural resources rather than as a conservationist cited the former 
Congressman as a lawmaker who knew how to plumb the system, get
ting what he thought the country, particularly his constituents, 
needed. 

His gavel had presided over the ferment of public land policies 
adopted in the 1960s. His Interior and Insular Affairs Committee 
crafted the Colorado River Storage Act of 1956, the Wilderness Act of 
1964, the Redwoods Act of 1968. That committee authorized more na
tional parkland than had ever been authorized before. Yet it was this 
same committee that gave birth to so many of the environmentalists' 
scourges: dams. 

In his precisionist style, Aspinall had never taken a bill to the floor 
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of the u.s. House of Representatives unless he knew he had the votes 
for passage. Of some 1,000 bills he had managed on the House floor, 
Aspinall never lost one of them . 

He had also maintained discipline and respect in his Committee on 
Interior and Insular Affairs, while allowing each member a voice. In 
an era when first-term legislators were told they were to be seen and 
not heard, when each bill that came out of a committee was usually re
garded as lithe chairman's bill," Aspinall had allowed Representative 
Leo O'Brien of New York to lead debate on the Alaskan statehood bill 
in 1956. And in 1966, Aspinall had allowed Representative Richard 
Ottinger, a first-term Democrat from New York, to carry a bill setting 
up a Hudson River study commission. 

A prominent Denver attorney, John Gorsuch, describes an Aspinall 
trait that Gorsuch first noticed when the two attended the University 
of Denver Law School. Gorsuch, who had managed Aspinall's cam
paign for student body president, observed, "Wayne Aspinall is one of 
the most loyal and outspoken persons I've ever known. His loyalty 
wasn't merely personal; (he was loyal to) his concepts, too. I never re
member Wayne Aspinall angry if we had a different point of view. He 
never made (such disagreements) personal." The two men are of oppo
site political parties. 

Today, Aspinall describes his reputation in Congress: "I was 
known as an average Congressmen as far as intelligence, a little bit 
above average as far as sensing out a political situation, a whole lot 
above average as far as being able to turn out the work." 

One principle that Aspinall prized in both his political and personal 
life was teamwork. "That's the way I was raised," he recalls. "The 
family was a team, a unit. The school was a unit. We worked together 
in athletics and school. The church was a unit, and we worked to
gether in the church. In my father's peach orchards, in our cooperative 
work in the harvest, it was a unit of everybody, working together." 

The days since his retirement have found Aspinall spending much 
of his time at his desk in an office in his home, where he receives calls 
and callers from across the nation. Scholars ask him about the origins 
of public land laws authored by his committee. In 1975, he served as a 
visiting professor at the University of Wyoming - the first person to 
fill the Milward L. Simpson Chair in Political Science, com
memorating the former Governor and u.s. Senator from Wyoming. 
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"That was among the best 100 days of my life," Aspinall says. 
He occasionally travels to Washington, D.C. for AMAX, Inc., and 

other clients for whom he lobbies (he detests the word - calling his 
work "consulting," "informing"). When he returns, Aspinall usually 
comments on the political disarray and burgeoning staff that seem to 
burden, rather than assist, today's Congress. He notes that the staff 
for the Interior and Insular Affairs Committee numbered 70 in 1979; 
in his day, it was 34 staff. 

Despite occasional health problems, Aspinall rarely discusses any 
personal illness. His back troubles him, and he remarks casually, 
"Yesterday I found more S.O.B.s in my garden when I was bending 
over." He confesses, "There are days when I have nothing to 
produce." 

His son Wayne Jr., eldest of his four children, died in 1979 at the 
age of 56 after a heart attack. Aspinall mourned his son. But a month 
after the death, Aspinall, his voice strong, told a friend, "There is a 
strangeness of life. But I always remember, 'Where there's a will, 
there's a way.' These things, they have to be." 

Meanwhile, he sets personal matters aside to "get down to busi
ness" with whoever seeks his counsel. 

After my election in 1978 as a State Representative, Aspinall took 
pen in hand and wrote out 16 principles that he recommended for me 
to follow. Among them: 

"Use all lobbyists to your advantage; listen to them in time avail
able but become no one's 'yes-girl.' Be extremely careful of their din
ners, luncheons and parties. 

"Do not call news conferences. Stay away from the 'Press Room' 
(news media headquarters at the State Capitol). Do not furnish liquor 
for the press room. Be civil and courteous to the reporters within the 
time at your disposal. 

"Be able to listen but not afraid to express your thinking. Don't hesi
tate to ask questions. Timidity has no place in public office - al
though humility is always in order." 

Would the Wayne Aspinall brand of leadership and political style 
work in today's Congress? 

In 1975, I asked John Rhodes, the minority (Republican) leader in 
the U.S. House of Representatives, if Aspinall, often described by the 
press of his day as a IIcrusty committee chairman," could have been 
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an effective power in today's Congress if he were still in office. Or 
would he have been an anachronism - would his style have been akin 
to the gentleman who tipped his hat to the lady, a fine gesture once, no 
longer significant. 

Rhodes responded, "I was thinking the first of this year when the 
Democratic caucus overthrew some chairmen, 'I wonder what they 
would have done to Wayne?' I think he probably would have been 
able to survive and surmount. He did have a great amount of respect 
from the members for his ability. And his philosophy wasn't all that 
inimical to the mainstream of the Democratic party. Nonetheless, 
there would have been an attempt to unseat him." 

If he had survived, would such leadership be effective in today's 
Congress, I queried. 

Rhodes answered, "It's effective if you know how to exercise it. If 
everybody was a Wayne Aspinall - willing to lead in a position of 
leadership, follow when they're in the ranks, it would be great. But 
any man who aspires to run a tight ship has to be really informed 
about every aspect of the ship. Wayne was." 

-January 1980 
Carol Edmonds 
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This book, an authorized biography of Wayne Aspinall, is based 
on interviews with the former Congressman, his Congressional 
colleagues and other political associates, both friends and foes. 

I also have relied heavily on the Aspinall papers at the University of 
Denver and other Aspinall records -letters, notes, bills - still in As
pinall's possession. 

I started this book in 1975, and at first was quite skeptical of the su
perlatives Aspinall's colleagues and constituents often used to ap
plaud his ability to reconcile competing interests. Hacks applauding a 
hack, I suspected. Yet the longer I researched his record, the more I ap
preciated a trend: Aspinall often welded a compromise among long
standing, uncompromising adversaries. 

And since 1978 when I, too, became an elected politician, I can more 
clearly see how rare a personage the mediator is, and why. The media
tor faces a terrible peril: all sides may tum upon him and brand him a 
sell-out. The politician's cleaner, surer path is to woo the allegiance of 
a powerfut vocal interest group by championing, indeed by rubber 
stamping, their platform, even though such blind allegiance to a cause 
usually means that the cause remains just that - a clamor for actipn 
that never finds itself enacted. In contrast, Aspinall sought to craft 
bills that could pass, rather than bills that might win praise in edito
rial columns or in interest group newsletters. 

The beginnings of the Aspinall style of political leadership are in his 
hometown of Palisade, where the first chapter opens. I concentrate in 
that section on his political style, his early ambition to be Governor of 
the State of Colorado, his jobs as a peach packer and high school 
teacher, and his political craftsmanship as exemplified in the Alaskan 
statehood bill. . 

The next section examines his precisionist work on water reclama
tion projects, notably the Colorado River Storage Project Act of 1956,·· 
and the Central Arizona Project of 1968, which foes claimed at one 
point would 11drown the Grand Canyon./I In the midst of these proj
ects, Aspinall emerged as a Solomon, reconciling fierce battles 
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among water interests. 
The remaining chapters portray Aspinall's work on the first Wilder

ness Act, the Redwoods National Park, and the Public Land Law Re
view Commission. This latter body, chaired by Aspinall, analyzed the 
conflicts in public land law and proposed changes, some of which are 
now being implemented. The Commission presaged the crossfire of in
terests that would compete for the public lands in the late 1970s, when 
the West, site of most of the public lands, would face seemingly irre
concilable demands for open space and energy resources, both so 
scarce, both so coveted. 

-Carol Edmonds 
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Chapter One 

The Chairman 


W ayne Aspinall was escorting a friend from the spacious of
fice that was the core of his retirement home onto the patio 
where his garden flourished. He cherished that garden as 

he had once cherished the hearing room of the U.S. Interior and In
sular Affairs Committee. In those earlier days, The Wall Street Jour
nal had described Wayne Aspinall as "The Ruler of the Land." Now, 
on April 3, 1976, he ruled little more than his garden and, on occasion, 
his family. 

True, he still had influence - numerous consulting jobs for natural 
resource companies and political groups and his speaking engage
ments, usually once a week, before civic groups and natural resource 
conventions across the country. And President Ford accorded him the 
respect of an occasional telephone call. Yet, at age 80, Aspinall's once
unquestioned authority now extended only to his garden-a cor
nucopia of marigolds, watermelons, sunflowers, pumpkins ("These 
pumpkins grow as big as a baby's head," he told friends), gourds, 
cantaloupe, corn, turnips, tomatoes and more. The medley of colors 
from that garden shimmered in the sunshine and reflected off the wa
ters of the Colorado River. His retirement home in the little town, 13 
miles east of Grand Junction, Colorado, named Palisade, population 
874, is perched on the banks of that river. 

Aspinall's horticulture impressed his guests - but only in part be
cause they admired his agricultural handiwork. Since many of his 
guests were farmers, they appreciated a man who would rise each 
morning at 6 a.m. to water, weed and otherwise tend his garden. 
Mainly, his guests liked the garden because they liked the gardener
a vigorous man whose broad, warm grin had become as familiar to 
them as a family portrait during the 24 years Aspinall had served in 
the U.S. Congress. Even before that, he was a familiar face to Western 
Slope residents, representing them for 16 years in the Colorado legisla
ture, starting in 1931. So even though Wayne Aspinall had been out of 
public office for more than three years on that day in 1976, he still com
manded respect among his friends, drew wrath from his detractors. 

1 
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To his friends, however, he would always be a regal man. And so they 
had come to pay tribute on this special day, the Chairman's 80th 
birthday. 

The former congressman adjusted a lei, bestowed on him by Tafa 
Aspinall, the Samoan-born wife of his son, Owen Stewart Aspinall, 
former governor of American Samoa. The Chairman posed for a pho
tograph. He has always been a most photogenic man - perhaps be
cause of his gray, alert eyes and his grin. When he smiles, Aspinall's 
face seems to illuminate his surroundings, though his overall frame is 
hardly regal. At 5 feet, 8 inches, his shoulders slightly hunched, he 
was described in earlier years as an "owlish mann by those who had 
observed him when he was a committee chairman, gavel in hand, hun
ched over the oval-shaped table amid the tapestry and high ceilings of 
the Interior and Insular Affairs Committee chambers. Despite his av
erage frame, the Chairman could provoke a witness to squirm, to 
cringe or to retort in anger during a hearing. 

Guardian or curmudgeon 

While Aspinall was not well known outside Washington, D.C., dur
ing his years as a congressman, his name had been a household word 
among his peers, and, for many, it still is. As The Wall Street Journal 
observed, he had also been well known to those concerned with every 
national park proposal, every wilderness proposal and every massive 
reclamation project that now moistens the West. To those who wanted 
to dam a river or to let it run free, Wayne Aspinall had been a 
man to be reckoned with. To some, he had been the guardian of the 
public lands. To others, he had been the curmudgeon, a dictator. He 
was often placed in the bull's eye by national environmental groups 
who saw him as the logjam for significant environmental legislation. 

In contrast, one of his colleagues, Representative Sam Steiger of 
Arizona, claimed, UHistory will show that Wayne Aspinall was the 
lynch-pin that turned the nation's concern for the environment from 
verbiage to solid, national action." 

Logjam or lynchpin7 At his birthday party, there was no question 
which way his admirers would read history. Recalling the furor of As
pinall's last campaign - his only defeat in 13 bids for Congress, a 
friend at the Chairman's birthday observed, "Aspinall is deceptive. 
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The Chairman 

lJke most Westerners, he can't be judged too quickly. There's a lot 
therel but it doesn't come out immediately./I The speaker was a local 
district attorney who had moved a decade before from New York to 
Grand Junction. The district attorney noted that Aspinall was rarely 
good newspaper copy - few flashy quotes, no carefully staged press 
conferences. The congressman had often declared, "I happen to be one 
of those who think Congress was not created for reporters./I 

Another assessment of Aspinall's reign came at the party from a 
guest still active on the Washington, D.C., scene. He was AI Overton, 
president of the American Mining Congress and an ardent Aspinall 
fan. He had made the five-hour plane trip from the nation's capitol to 
watch the Chairman blowout his 80 candles. Overton was telling As
pinall/s guests, "Wayne was the most knowledgeable man in Con
gress about public lands and water law. He read the cases, he knew 
the legal history, he had a most retentive mind." 

Overton, a silver-haired, silver-tongued man, had been described 
by one congressman as "the most eloquent, effective bullshitter I've 
ever known in my life./I At the party Overton had enthroned himself 
at Aspinall's desk, and as visitors descended the stairway into Aspi
nall's home office, the former congressman would greet them and es
cort a few to the presence of the spokesman for the mine operators. 

A West Virginia native and a lawyer, Overton was telling the 
guests how much he missed Aspinall in Congress. liToday," he lamen
ted, "I am faced with invincible ignorance." He cited a congressional 
committee hearing the previous week in Washington, D.C., when 
members were marking up a bill and kept referring to llriparian water 
law in the West." 

Overton finally intervened, pointing out to a staff aide that riparian 
water law, which permits the landowners to use undiminished flow of 
water along the river, doesn't, as a rule, apply in the West. There, he 
noted, the first-in-time, first-in-right doctrine prevailed - whoever 
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agency heads of the Department of Interior, the directors of the Bu
reau of Reclamation, the Bureau of Land Management, National Park 
Service, and so on. The approach, Overton recalls, was to start with 
the basics - just like the old Navy briefing that began with the funda
mental, "Gentlemen, this is an airplane. These are the wings." Each 
agency would explain its mission, its current work. As a result of such 
orientation, Aspinall had lithe best informed committee, a committee 
that exhibited an understanding of its charter and its roles/' Overton 
declared. 

'You/re home now' 

Such lavish praise is not unusual among those who admire the con
gressman. After he retired, so thick was the praise that his wife Essie 
would tell her husband, follOwing his occasional visits to Washington, 
t~en you're in Washington, you're on a pedestal so high, it takes 
you two weeks to get down when you come home. You're home now." 
Aspinall had married Essie Jeffers in 1970, one year after his first wife 
Julia, mother of his four children, had died. Essie Aspinall liked politi
cal society, but the hoopla surrounding her husband never over
whelmed her. At the party, Mrs. Aspinall was making no effort to halt 
the outpouring of compliments for her husband. 

The birthday party was drawing to a close. It had turned into one of 
the biggest celebrations that Palisade had ever seen. Wellwishers had 
come from all the sparsely-populated towns that comprised the west
ern half of the state Aspinall had represented for more than two dec
ades. Even then, in 1976, Aspinall's original congressional district 
remained thinly settled: only two towns in Western Colorado, Grand 
Junction and Durango, had populations over 10,000. 

Above the noise of the throng, the phone rang throughout the day 
and night with birthday greetings from Washington, D.C., Florida, 
New York and throughout Colorado. Another outpouring of greetings 
appeared in the daUy newspaper of nearby Grand Junction. More than 
a page of the newspaper was crammed with signatures of persons, in
cluding the President of the United States, Gerald Ford, wishing the 
former congressman a happy 80th. 

The newspaper and the invitations had said the reception would last 
until 7 p.m. As that hour glided by, Aspinall was shuttling some 
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guests upstairs, and saying farewell to others. His four children, 
Wayne Jr., Owen, Richard and JoAnne, were rounding up Aspinall's 
grandchildren. His broad smile had shortened itself into a grimace, 
and he was telling his wife, "I'll be ready in a few minutes." 

The clock was the Chairman's taskmaster. He always abided by it 
and expected others to do the same. After his retirement, for example, 
one of his secretaries, recalling her days with Aspinall, remembered 
making appointments at odd times such as 10:47 a.m. Aspinall's ad
ministrative assistant, Bill Cleary, remarked after Aspinall left Wash
ington, D.C., that as much as he missed his former boss, there was 
one consolation - in the morning, before going to work, Cleary could 
now dawdle over his cup of coffee without fretting about the possi
bility of being two minutes late. Not that lateness drew a tirade from 
Mr. A. - as he was known by his staff; he just glared. 

Finally, the last of his guests were saying goodbye -and talking 
about a grand 90th. Judge Robert Porter, a former county judge who 
had traveled 130 miles from Gunnison for the celebration, said from 
his wheelchair that he planned to return for his friend's 90th birthday. 
At that time, Judge Porter would be 101. Aspinall wasn't predicting he 
himself would make it to 90. But he was reveling in the current celebra
tion, even as he ushered out the late guests. After all, as he told those 
women he kissed, "You reach 80 only once!" Perhaps the guest of 
honor hadn't found the fountain of youth, but he had certainly located 
several cupsful. 

Bom in the minority 

Wayne Noviel Aspinall was born in Middleburg, Ohio, on April 3, 
1696, the oldest child of Mack Aspinall and Jessie Edna Noviel Aspi
nall. His father farmed on 120 acres in Ohio until Wayne was eight 
years of age, and at that age, Wayne had never been more than 12 
miles from the place of his birth. But in 1904 the family moved to a 10
acre farm in the midst of the peach orchards of Palisade, Colorado. 
The small town was in a valley carved by the Colorado River. 

As he would later tell it, Wayne Aspinall had been born and reared 
and had thrived in the minority: "When I was young, I was in the mi
nority. I lived outside the little town of Palisade, and the townspeople 
always seemed to call the shots. Then I moved to Palisade, and the big-

Before tragedy - Karen Smith, Miss Colora 
her life in an automobile accident. 
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Before tragedy- Karen Smith, Miss Colorado, met her congressman. She later lost 
her life in an automobile accident. 
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ger town of Grand Junction always seemed to call the shots. Then I 
went to the state legislature. As a person from the Western Slope of . 
Colorado, I observed that the lawmakers from the Eastern Slope 
seemed to call the shots. And in Congress the big metropolitan areas 
seemed to hold most of the marbles. But I never felt any hesitation." 

Aspinall embodied the democratic principle that the minority shall 
have its say - and, on occasion, the minority shall prevail, however 
contradictory that sounds in a government based on majority rule. In 
fact, he was well aware of the danger, observed a century earlier by 
Alexis de Tocqueville, of democracy becoming a tyranny of the major
ity. As Aspinall explained it, since democracy is the antithesis of dicta
torship, sometimes the minority can sway the majority - or at least 
convince it that the action that would benefit the minority will not 
harm the majority. In other words, if regional interests want to be rec
ognized, they must align themselves with a national concern. Some
times, they must even seek a trade-off. If Florida wants the federal 
government to share in a flood-control project, then it should look 
kindly upon a reclamation project in Colorado. It is a political practice 
that many spit on publicly, but Aspinall always has seen tradeoffs as 
compromise, and compromise, he says, is essential in a democracy. It 
is through compromise that the minority gets its foot in the door. 

Many a congressman praised Aspinall as a man adept at reconcil
ing diverse points of view. While his detractors claimed he had 
blocked passage of a Wilderness Act until he realized the measure 
would pass in spite of his obstinance, his supporters observed that As
pinall was hammering out a complex bill to insure that Congress, not 
the President, would determine how the public lands were used. Aspi
nall, said his admirers, was a man who could have welded the Mis
souri Compromise of 1820. It just so happened that in 1964, it was the 
Wilderness Act that had to be forged. 

Black hat in the 50s 

In the late 1950s and early 1960s, Aspinall picked up his black hat 
from national environmental groups in his actions during debate on 
the Act. Then and later the congressman lashed out at the IIalmost un
manageable appetite of the newer generation to secure for itself all of 
the good things in life." 
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cOlorado Senator  Republican Senator Eugene Millikin, now deceased, who had 
iIIen appointed to fill a vacancy left by the death of Alva Adams, was elected in 1944 
and 1950. Here, he and Aspinall meet young persons visiting Congress. 

, While he backed national parks, national monuments and other na
tional recreation areas and small wilderness areas, Aspinall was op
posed to large blocks of acreage being classified as wUderness. Such 
classification would prohibit use of any motorized vehicle in the area 
- thus restricting access to the area to the physically hardy. Besides, 
Aspinall noted, most of the lands eligible for wilderness classification 
were in the West; what was to happen to producers in the West who 
depended on those lands for a living 7 In eying the lands that might be 
candidates for wilderness classification, Aspinall proclaimed, "Every 
Tom, Dick and Harry in the United States has just as much right to 
the use of that land as anybody else." Wilderness had to compete with 
other uses. 
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Chairman and President - Aspinall greets President Johnson at Signing of Garri. 
son Project, reclamation effort for South and North Dakota. 
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The Chairman 

... The idea was outrageous to the ardent wilderness supporter. Aspi
was saying that the primitive lands were not simply for those who 

afford backpacks, hiking boots and the time to trek miles into a 
JIUC'ket of evergreens. He was reducing the claim of the nature lover to 

same level as the claim of the miner, the boater, the lumberman, 
the hunter. No, the environmentalist was not sacred, Aspinall told 

. them. This was like telling a tent-praying preacher-evangelist that 
Buddha was as significant as Jesus Christ. 

Aspinall could speak knowledgeably about conservation, and, at 
times, in a manner that caught off guard those environmentalists who 

. labeled him a natural resources spendthrift. He spoke of "soil power," 
and noted, "The farmers where I lived, and I was one of them until 
two years after I went to Congress, used twice as much water as we 
needed; we filled the soil with water i we brought about drainage prob
lems; we disregarded the altitude at which we grew our crops." But, 
essentially, Aspinall sympathized with the farmer. He could not really 
appreciate the city dweller's need - or dream - to retire to the "wil
derness." Even though wilderness wasn't something Aspinall craved, 
he said he recognized the rights of others. He insisted, nonetheless, 
that the craving for "pure wilderness" was a craving of the middle
class minority. 

So, when preservationists sought 52 million acres of wilderness, 
they got 9.1 million, with prOvisions for possibly getting additional 
aaeage later, as set forth in the Wilderness Act of 1964. Not unexpect
edly, preservationists branded Aspinall a staunch foe. Environmental 
advocate David Brower told a Wall Street Journal reporter, "We have 
seen dream after dream dashed on the stony continents of Wayne 
Aspinall. " 

No guilt complex 

Aspinall saw some degradation of the earth as inescapable, since 
man, a finite creature, was bound to make mistakes. Asked in 1976 if 
he thought the nation's water reclamation program had certain flaws, 
he answered, "I see flaws in everything man has done. I would have 
changed the development of this country from the beginning. But we 
did what we did. When we were passing reclamation laws, they were 
not mistakes in those days. That's the way we did it. No question but 
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that we did violate some of the natural laws. If we'd known as 
then as we do now we'd have probably had a lesser degree 
violation." 

But Aspinall galled those who lamented the loss of a Garden 
Eden, who cried a bout the altered flow of the rivers he had helped 
dam. He, on the other hand, felt no guilt about his part in ....."'JIAU.l....... 'A: 

the West, in bringing water to farmlands, cities and industries. 
Aspinall stated, "I don't have one instance of a guilt complex.. 

even in Christianity do I have a guilt complex. They crucified the 
Christ. Who's guilty? Well, if they hadn'l: crucified Him, 
wouldn't have been a Christ." 

Also galling to the environmentalists was Aspinall's description of 
himself as a "conservationist," calling for "wise use" of natural re
sources. He in tum branded certain groups, such as the Environmen
tal Action Coalition that had demanded his defeat in 1972, 
"preservationists." They sought, in Aspinall's eyes, the impossible 
dream: preservation of the earth as it is today. Aspinall saw their aim 
as amounting to a desire that the earth be fossilized. 

As a self-described conservationist, Aspinall readily conceded that 
man's wares, derived from the earth, irreversibly altered the land
scape. And he conceded that the change was not always for the better. 
But man was part of a finite world of change, as Aspinall saw it, and 
"perfectness" was the end of the rainbow. 

He was fond of pointing out, "We live as physical beings in a phys
ical world. We exist on and by virtue of the values in the earth's 
crust." Or, he would observe, "All original natural resource wealth 
with its attendant dollar values comes from the earth's crust or a few 
thousand feet above or below it." The corollary: "I don't know of any 
way to feed people or to clothe them or to entertain them unless you 
trespass on the sanctity of the earth. I have yet to see the: first bird\ that 
can walk on this earth without stepping on it." Such a remark hardly 
set well with the Audubon Society or the Sierra Club, but it delighted 
the National Water Resources Association (formerly, National Recl
amation Association), the American Society of Range Management, 
and the American Mining Congress. 

In essence, Aspinall cherished the earth's resources as a bounty to 
be pursued rather than preserved. It was a natural attitude for the rep
resentative of Colorado's Fourth Congressional District. During most 
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With Vice Admiral H. G. Riclcover - Aspinall, a member of the Joint Committee 
on Atomic Energy, and Rickover observe piece of ice brought from the North Pole by 
the U.S.S. Skate, a nuclear-powered submarine, in 1962. 
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of his tenure, his district lay west of the Continental Divide, an area 
that covered three-fifths of the state yet was populated by less than 
one-tenth of its residents. That land was still, for most of its people, a 
frontier, and its people were still taming the land, rather than revering 
it as a sanctuary. So Aspinall maintained that natural resources 
should be harvested - Wisely, of course, not wantonly. 

He touted "a positive conservation concept," and quoted as an ex
ample President Theodore Roosevelt's words on forestry: "The funda
mental idea of forestry is the perpetuation of forests by use." 
Aspinall's scales measuring conservation seemed weighted toward 
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what his critics called despoUation of natural resources and what 
defenders deemed a thorough understanding of the problems of 
producer who harnessed those resources. It became a classic chasm 
America: the argument between environmentalists and pr()(1Ulcers.;' 
The ecologists argued that their nurturing of the environment was 
sential to mankind's survival. The producers countered that without 
natural resource development, the environmentalists 
America to the lipristine environment of the caveman." 

Bloody, not polite 

These environmental battles of the early 1970s were bloody wars, 
not polite skirmishes. The environmental banner helped lure funds 
that undergirded the successful effort to defeat Chairman Aspinall in 
the Democratic primary election of 1972. Quoting environmentalists, 
the press cast Aspinall as the corporate-backed Goliath, and painted 
his opponent, a University of Denver lawyer, as an environmentalist 
armed with a potent slingshot - the fervor of the entire environmental 
movement. Much of the support for Aspinall's opponent, Alan Mer
son, came from the national League of Conservation Voters. Four 
years after he had beaten Aspinall, only to lose the election to Republi
can James Johnson, Merson recalled the primary campaign, which he 
characterized as lia terrible period for Wayne." 

Merson observed (in an interview with the author), "Here was a 76
year-old man who had served his country well. And here were his (op
ponents), people far more radical than I, people who were ready to dis
mantle the American private enterprise system. They were flower 
children who had become very militant. I believe in civility I 
people would express contempt for him and everything he stood for." 

In fact, Merson said, Aspinall was a likable man. But, with those he 
opposed, the congressman was also very direct. Said a 
"Wayne's an ornery S.O.B. sometimes. He tells people exactly what 
he's thinking. He's not a diplomat." Environmentalists who thought 
they were saving the world from Armageddon hardly appreciated it 
when Aspinall lashed out at their "unmanageable appetite for the 
good things in life" or spoke of their "selfishness." Nor did they like it 
when'he told them they didn't know what they were talking about, or 
that their presentation was limost disorderly." 

Bi-partisan start - Aspinall starts new, 
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Bi. artisan start _ Aspinall starts new Congressional session with Colorado col
lea:ues Representative Donald Brotzman, who served in Congress from 1963 to 
1973, ~d Senator Peter Dominick, who served in the Senate from 1963 to 1975, both 

Republicans. 
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At the symphony - National Symphony Orchestra official- Mrs. Carrel B. Larson, 
pins Colorado carnation on Aspinall, who was a guest in the Presidential Box at con
cert in 1962. 

The ChaiJ 
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At home and in Congress, orderly procedure was a hallmark of the 
Aspinall style. In fact, decorum and tradition have been, to Aspinall, 
the sinews of civilization, not its plastic wrapper. He would point to a 
beaded gavel that Indians had once presented him, and explain that he 
had told them, "The gavel is mightier than the tomahawk." Indeed it 
was mightier than the news media, sometimes mightier than the Presi
dent. For when the Chairman wielded his gavel in congressional com
mittee, he was supreme. 

Aspinall's fondness for correct parlimentary procedure pre-dated 
his congressional career; he studied rules of legislative behavior when 
he served in the Colorado State Legislature, then when he reached 
Congress. Aspinall devoted long afternoons, cloistered in his office, to 
the study of Jefferson's Manual of Parliamentary Practice. The legis
lator's bible, the manual noted, "It is much more material that there 
should be a rule to go by than what the rule is; that there may be a uni
formity of proceeding in business not subject to the caprice of the 
speaker or captiousness of the members; it is very material that order, 
decency and regularity be preserved in a dignified public body." 

This kind of philosophy was music to Aspinall's mind. The wages 
of disorderly life were chaos, and Aspinall would have none of it - de

'-spite the fact that order brought no immediate public acclaim and was 
about as alluring a campaign issue as a dowdy old maid was sexy. 

One reason for his belief in orderly procedure was that there was 
little room in Aspinall's daily schedule for spontaneity. Woe to the be
fuddled tourist who arrived in the congressman's of£ice 10 minutes 
late; he found Aspinall had another appointment and couldn't squeeze 
in a tardy constituent. 

Aspinall always seemed to organize his life into patterns and slots, 
whether they were minutes, philosophies or rules. He would waltz 
through life, but rarely cut loose and jive. There were exceptions. He 
would, during slow moments in his first congressional years, find time 
to play cribbage and bridge with his staH. And when he retired from 
Congress, he seemed to relax and to allow for the unplanned. He even 
permitted petunias to grow wild in his garden - though he did con
sider cutting them back. 

Orchestra official, Mrs. Carrel B. Larson, 
who was a guest in the Presidential Box at con
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Handwashed socks 

The rule in his life, despite a few exceptions, was to maintain a rigid 
personal code of conduct and habits. It was part of a creed of home
spun self-reliance. In fact, he was never one to glory in the royal treat
ment extended to a congressman. If he walked on a red carpet, it was 
always because that was the shortest path between two points related· 
to efficient execution of his job. But the congressman declined to revel 
in privilege or to demand that his staff extol him. 

In fact, at times he seemed downright homespun. On the campaign 
trail, for example, he would take two pairs of socks, and hand wash 
one pair each night. In the office, he arrived early enough to open his 
own first-class mail, and he would usually dial his own calls. As he 
read the mail before his secretary arrived in the morning, Aspinall 
might jot notes in the margins to advise his staff how to respond. He 
might also pen editorial comments. A frequent comment: "Nuts!" 
Such an expletive was about as harsh as the congressman ever got. 
One of his favorite expressions, which could be delivered with venoml 

was "What the Sam Hill!" When he was angry, the expletive could 
sound far worse than anyone else's "What the Helll" 

While Aspinall never seemed to partake of privilege for the sake of 
self-glorification, he did use the benefits of his office when it involved 
what he would call "a more efficient operation." One of his former 
staff members, Lee McElvain, remembers with chagrin the standard 
Saturday luncheon when Aspinall would talk informally with his leg
islative aides. They would lunch in the cafeteria for congressmen. At 
that time, the cafeteria was open to the public. Later it was restricted 
to members and those who had special passes. In, Aspinall's daYI 
tourists might crowd into the cafeteria, especially on Saturdays. 

Aspinall would frown at the line, and announce to his staff, "What 
the Sam Hill!! We can't wait for this!" Recalls McElvain, "He would 
march himself up to the front of the line. And we'd have to go, too. I 
mean, we could have waited. But I went because he paid for my 
lunch." 

A Saturday luncheon and an occasional Friday-afternoon party 
over a round of Scotch summed up the limits of the staff's informality. 
Yet, while office decorum was maintained, the atmosphere was far 
from tense. Aspinall's staff did not indulge in coffee breaks with other 
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office staffs, and no one brought doughnuts into Colorado's Fourth 
Congressional office. In fact, Mr. Aspinall looked askance, though he 
!leVer said anything, when staffer McElvain was bold enough to bring 
in an electric coil to heat water for tea. One of his secretaries summed 
up the feeling of decorum: "You practically saluted when Mr. A 
walked into the office." 

But in spite of his intense personal discipline, Aspinall didn't try to 
foist his own code on others. He was, his staff recalled, an excep
tionally tolerant individual without any residual hautiness. He might 
disapprove of a fellow congressman's conduct if it affected his per
formance as a legislator, but even then Aspinall bore no grudges. 

In one instance, a member of his committee accompanied Aspinall 
to a meeting in the Virgin Islands. The member answered roll call on 
the first day, and then proceeded to depart with a beautiful, bronzed 
young woman who occupied his attentions for the remainder of the 
trip. Aspinall didn't voice a reprimand, but that was the last time that 
member took a trip with Interior Committee funds. "I wasn't going to 
have him getting his pleasures at the expense of Uncle Sam," Aspinall 
said. 

However distasteful a colleague's personal habits, Aspinall 
wouldn't let his own disapproval interfere with congressional busi
ness. He explained, liVery few members of Congress, myself included, 
tried to pass judgment on a wayward colleague, unless he was car
rying on at the expense of the government. II But Aspinall didn't con
done such behavior. 

Once, two prominent Democrats who were prone to brag about 
their sexual exploits found Aspinall was not one to pretend he was 
amused. As he sat in the congressional dining room in the southwest 
comer where Democrats would usually congregate, he overheard 
these two members entertaining their colleagues with tales of their sex
ual feats. Aspinall recalled, "It was distasteful to me. The foul lan
guage they used carried over to the cashier," a woman. He moved to 
another table. 

S<) not all of the Chairman's rules were written. He abided by anun
spoken, unwritten code of conduct in his personal life and in the halls 
of Congress. In the latter, it was unsaid but assumed by the Chairman 
that the implications of a bill should be researched and that the legisla
tive leaders should be contacted before a bill was "ready" for the care
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ful, line-by-line committee scrutiny known as markup. Reaching the 
leaders in Congress meant consulting with chairmen like Wayne Aspi
nall. Those freshmen who failed to observe these unwritten rules often 
felt they had collided with a blockheaded despot. 

100cks in order' 

First of all, they had better, as Aspinall said, "have their ducks in or
der," before they even approached his committee. Did the sponsor 
know precisely what he wanted in the bill? Aspinall could be harsh 
with those who had only vague, good ideas. He once explained his im
patience, "Since I first came to the state legislature, I've always been 
available, within the time at my disposal, to talk to anybody who was 
interested in a legislative matter. 

"Now I don't believe in people taking over your time, and making 
asses out of themselves by using your time thinking that they need 
two or three hours to state a position that they could state in 10 to 15 
minutes if they studied that position. They knew later on, when they 
wanted to talk to me, that I expected them to have their ducks in order. 
You can present any case - I don't care whether it's Watergate or 
what it is - in a very few hours if you have to. If it's a smaller dimen
sion than Watergate, you can present it in a few minutes." 

A Washington newspaper correspondent recalled that during Aspi
nall's early years, she would prepare extensively for a once-a-week in
terView, always feeling she was facing a prosecuting attorney, 
brooking no ill-formed question. Though he was polite, Aspinall was 
a precisionist; he carefully measured out the allotted 20 minutes for 
the interview, and cut it off when the time expired. The reporter re
called, "My gawd, honey, I would leave his office, go to the rest room 
and bawl." 

The passion Aspinall exhibited for detail, order and preparation 
was not always admired, especially if it was perceived as dictatorial 
whim. After Aspinall retired, Representative lloyd Meeds of Wash
ington called the Chairman "a benevolent dictator." At times Meeds 
wasn't so charitable. 

He recalled one incident: "We got off to a bad start. I was totally 
convinced when I came to Congress that I would cure all of the 
world's problems in two years. I ran up against Mr. Aspinall when I 

Senate colleagues - Aspinall chats at a 

John Carroll of Colorado and u.s. SenatoI 
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Senate colleagues - Aspinall chats at a Democratic function with U.S. Senator 
John Carroll of Colorado and U.S. Senator Frank Moss . 
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proposed a bill for a diking district in my home state. I put up the bill. 
Nothing happened. Then I called Mr. Aspinall, asked if I could meet 
with him, and marched in with an ultimatum: 'My God, let's pass this 
bill!!' When I came on like that," Meeds recounted, smashing his 
right fist into his left hand, "he came at me like that," and Meeds 
slammed his left fist into his right hand. The bill eventually passed, 
but not as quickly as Meeds would have liked. 

'Piffle' if they want everything 

Aspinall's reaction to ultimatums was that their authors "want 
everything. They don't care what they do to other members of Con
gress." Rules were a way to accommodate a crowd - a foot trail 
through the forest. Those who disregarded rules were trampling on 
rights as precious and delicate as wild flowers. "A sponsor just didn't 
get his bill (from my committee) until he did what he was supposed to. 
If he didn't know what he was to do, then it wasn't necessary to take 
care of his legislation. Passing legislation is the art of getting together 
minds and action. Piffle if they want their work taken care of and 
don't care about anybody else's." 

"Piffle" was hardly the answer an ambitious congressman could tol
erate, yet he was often powerless in the face of this owl-like man. Aspi
nall's eyes stared sternly at the visitor, and his mouth would form a 
thin line as his silences lengthened, and the absence of any promises 
grew more apparent to the petitioner. 

Another legislator who considered Aspinall's adherence to the rules 
suffocating was Phil Burton, who was later to become chairman of the 
powerful House Democratic Study Group. He ran afoul of Aspinall's 
practice of noting members' attendance at the committee meetings. 

Recalled the committee secretary Pat Murray, "We kept attendance 
records at all committee meetings. At one point the members were 
really bad about shOWing up. Mr. Aspinall announced to the staff that 
we were to put down the time a member arrived, and the time he left. 
With 38 members, it got pretty difficult to record when they would go 
out to talk to someone in the hall, then slip back in. It was then that 
Burton said he felt like he was back in grade school." 

Burton was to feel far worse about the Chairman's insistence on 
steady attendance at a committee meeting. Once, when Burton was 

TheCha: 
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ment Secretary Stewart Udall and others. 
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trying to add an amendment to a bill in the committee, he left fori 
brief visit to the rest room. Meanwhile, as he later recalled the event~ 
"My amendment was deleted while I was in the can." 

A legislator, Aspinall thought, must be ready on the front line. He . 
often stated, "A person who is knowledgeable and has power keeps 
his mouth shut, goes ahead and does the job, then keeps his ranks in 
order." Aspinall kept his ranks in order. The committee members 
showed up - on time at 9:45 a.m. sharp for meetings every Wednes
day - and they showed up regularly. Otherwise, they found, their op
ponents would gather the carefully-kept attendance records for armor 
in the next congressional election. 

While Burton chafed under such tight rein, other congressmen ad
mired the diScipline and the resulting efficiency. After Aspinall re
tired, U.s. Senator Dan Inouye of Hawaii, a former House Interior 
Committee member, said he tried to pattern his subcommittee pro
cedure (in appropriations and in commerce) after the Aspinall brand 
of leadership. 

Order and EPA 

Not only was order a path through the dense forest, but it was also 
in the Chairman's eyes the best way to pound out legislation. This 
kind of attention to detail marked Aspinall's role in the legislative 
drafting of the National Environmental Protection Act (NEP A) in 
1969. The political winds of the time carried a clamor for environmen
tal reform. It became a Siren's song, and one of the leaders of the 
chorus was U.s. Representative John Dingell of Michigan. He told his 
House colleagues that the environmental bill would "encourage a pro
ductive and enjoyable harmony between man and his environment./I 

Aspinall served on the House-Senate conference committee that re
conciled the two bills from each chamber. He told his colleagues dur
ing House debate on the conference report, "Since I first became 
involved in this legislation, it has been my purpose to try to establish 
an orderly procedure for bringing the operations of all existing federal 
agencies into compliance with the environmental policy requirements 
of this legislation." 

And he stressed, "It has been my position from the beginning that 
existing federal agencies should not be given new statutory authority 
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load that might overwhelm a freshman congressman. His work was 
far more than ritual; in a sense, he was a House member in exile, be
cause his former constituents still appealed to him for help. One caller 
might inquire: how can a veteran with Parkinson's disease get help 7 
Aspinall found a way. In many cases, area residents were quick to call 
a man they regarded as a family friend, since they couldn't recall the 
name of "that other fellow," elected to IIAspinall's seat" in 1972. And 
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by this legislation." The congressman was always wary of eroding 
congressional authority by allowing the bureaucrats to go beyond the 
intent of the law through the regulations established by adminis
trators. The environmental safeguards hemg set forth in NEP A, Aspi
nall maintained, should use the muscle of existing agencies. If the 
agencies needed more authority to meet NEPA safeguards, they 
should retum to Congress to request specific authority. (The bill pro
vided that they report to the president, not Congress, within two 
years.) 

But Congress chose to ignore Aspinall's heeding. A new agency 
EPA - was created. Aspinall maintained that "we made the Environ
mental Protection Agency supreme. Instead of coordinating, dovetail
ing, we let the bureaucrats sit in their golden chambers in 
Washington, D.C. and decide that the temperature in the Colorado 
River should be the same as the temperature in the Potomac." 

Activist At 83 

In 1980, it could be said that one of the liveliest chapters in Wayne 
Aspinall's life came at a time in life when most politicians had long 
since heard their last hurrah. Though he was voted out of office in 
1972, he refused to retire. Setting up a lavish office in the basement of 
his home, Aspinall installed his old congressional desk and chair, be
decked his office with a few of the scores of awards he received during 
his 24 years in Congress and earlier in public life, and covered the 
floor with Indian rugs that Chief Jack House and other close Indian 
friends bestowed on the congressman before such gifts became as ille
gal as shooting a buffalo. 

In the 1970s the former congressman's workday in Palisade began 
later than it did in Washington, D.C. and ended sooner - from 9 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. But each day he donned a business suit and tackled a work
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-

Campaign chief - Charles Traylor, at left, Aspinall's campaign director, and 
Charles Conklin, a lawyer and long-time friend from Delta, Colorado, ready for the 
1960 Democratic convention. Traylor said of Aspinall, "He was not a great orator, 
not emotional or arousing. He had a lot of guts, he was sometimes blunt and gruff, 
he was honest." 
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those industries that Aspinall championed in Congress still called on 
. the Chairman. Aspinall served as a natural resources consultant for 

several groups, including AMAX, Inc., developer of molybdenum in 
Colorado, the Federation of Rocky Mountain States, and Club 20, a 
consortium of the sparsely-populated counties on the Western Slope 
of Colorado. 

Aspinall remained qUick to leap into the fray when journalists or or
ganizations called him to ask his views on development of natural re
sources. His philosophy always suggested a kind of manifest destiny 
- man's inexorable need to tap more and more of the earth's crust in 
order to feed, clothe and house mankind. So, for example, Aspinall 
was quick to voice stem disapproval in 1977 when President Carter 
recommended aborting reclamation projects that Aspinall had played 
a key role in authOrizing. 

Matching the fervor of reclamation's foes, Aspinall crusaded for 
such projects, calling them the backbone of the West, its wellspring of 
economic health. The earth's resources, he stressed, are the only Foun
tain of Youth this nation has. Without "real" natural wealth - water, 
minerals, agriculture, livestock, forestry - the nation's economy 
would shrivel up and die, he maintained. 

While he crusaded for reclamation, Aspinall conceded that the bed
rock of support for these projects was a matter of faith. Speaking of 
the dams President Carter wanted to torpedo, Aspinall said, "I can 
take any of them, if you want me to, from the standpoint of plain, cold, 
logistical thinking, and show reasons not to build any of them. If I 
didn't believe in reclamation, I certainly could find arguments to end 
these projects. You just can't measure the value of natural resource de
velopment in dollars and cents alone. The human element enters into 
that just like everything else. When you speak of pork barreling, the 
critics only use those words when the money is going to somebody 
else." 

Aspinall was referring to one almighty yardstick used to measure 
reclamation projects - the economic costlbenefit ratio, yet both foes 
and fans of reclamation often attacked the ratio as a dubious criterion. 
While the projects Carter opposed had, at the time of passage, justi
fied themselves in terms of their costlbenefit ratio, costs had escalated 
and the formula for computing the rate had changed. Even those proj
ects that showed up well against such a fluctuating yardstick could 
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Alan Merson - The Democrat who beat Wayne Aspinall in the 1972 primary, said 
"I never denied in the campaign that he had rendered long and excellent service to 
the district." Merson learned after the campaign that Aspinall's public relations con
sultant had prepared "a hard-hitting, below-the-belt campaign at the very end, ac
cusing me of being a carbetbagger and a fraud. This was Wayne's chance to destroy 
me. I think he could have. He said no." 
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still have flaws - for example, they might destroy wildlife habitat, 
they might increase the salinity of a river, they might be located on 
questionable geologic structures. In the final analysis, Aspinall ob
served there would always be opponents to any reclamation project, 
whatever its virtues. 

50, he often voiced his faith in reclamation itself. Aspinall agreed 
that man should curb his consumption of natural resources, but he as
serted that man's voracious appetite must also be recognized. Those 
who would preserve nature for nature's sake were ignoring man's hun
ger and need for food, fiber and shelter, Aspinall said. Their claim, he 
felt, amounted to a naive assertion that Eve should never have eaten 
the apple, and therefore man should quit eating apples. 

Aspinall was especially critical of those who called for saving cer
tain elite species of wildlife. When construction plans were halted on a 
dam in Maine because survival of louse-wart plants was endangered 
there, Aspinall remarked, "We don't need louse-wart plants today 
anymore than we need dinosaurs today." 

When a scientist described reclamation projects as so much folly, 
man's puny attempts to change and thereby bulldoze his way through 
nature, Aspinall answered, IIA dam doesn't change nature materially. 
All that a darn does is to try to hold water so it can be used construc
tively. A dam doesn't call for a storm." Aspinall said of the observer, 
"That scientist, he wishes that the dinosaurs had never become ex
tinct, not realizing that what he really wishes is that everything had 
stayed like it was in the beginning. He doesn't understand that he 
lives in a changing world." Change, Aspinall asserted, meant that 
mankind would alter the landscape, but did not dictate that man 
would destroy it. 

He frequently traced the history of reclamation to prove his point 
that alteration of the landscape was as inevitable as birth and death. 
Gazing out on the banks of the Colorado River, Aspinall sounded as if 
he were recounting an ancient, revered legend, as he described to a vis
itor to his Palisade office this history: "In the early days of our nation, 
it was decided we would inhabit this continent. The first person to 
land on the Eastern shore in a little bit of a boat began to change the 
ecosystem. Man went into the forests, cut down the trees, built shel
ters, bumedthe wood, trapped the animals, cultivated the land, har
vested the minerals, never stopping until he got to the distant ocean. 
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Then man turned around and began to harvest what he had 
when he went through the first time. Every movement of man 
changing the ecosystem all the time. 

"Man began to build dams in the early days of this country in order 
to catch flood waters or tum water wheels or to build drainage ditches 
to use the land. Every ounce of effort was bent toward changing the 
ecosystem. With man starving and cold, it didn't make any difference 
that he was changing the ecosystem. Man was in charge." 

Aspinall recited those laws that abetted man's efforts to use and 
change the land. He recalled the impetus behind the Newlands Act, 
sponsored by Representative Francis G. Newlands of Reno, Nevada, 
who urged the federal government at the tum of the century to shoul
der the financial burden of irrigation and reclamation. 

Also encouraging Congress to authorize federal participation in recl
amation was President Theodore Roosevelt. In his State of the Union 
message in 1901, Roosevelt observed, "Great storage works are neces
sary to equalize the flow of streams and to save flood waters. Their 
construction has been conclusively shown to be an undertaking too 
vast for private effort." 

While Newlands campaigned for a new frontier, his opponents ful
minated against federal aid for reclamation. Representative W. P. 
Hepburn of Iowa forecast doom if the Newlands measure passed. He 
called it lithe most insolent and impudent larceny that I have seen em
bodied in a legislative proposition involving filching from the common 
fund, a give-away of an empire." Seventy years later, Ralph Nader 
could not put it more forcefully when he spoke of 1/damming the 
West." Filching, larceny, give-away or not, Congress voted in Roose
velt's day and voted again and again in Aspinall's day to impound wa
ters for those 17 Western states classified as arid or semi-arid. Relief 
for the parched desert was to become as massive a program as the re
lief later sought for the nation's cities. 

Originally, Aspinall recalled, the aim in reclamation was to bring 
water to agricu1turallands. But later, proponents began to see the 
£lood control and hydro-power benefits of dams. Even later, suppor
ters saw reclamation as a source of domestic and industrial water. 
And, still later, advocates urged that dams also be used for recreation 
and sheer beauty - boating, skiing, fishing, simply looking. Mul
tiple-use reclamation projects had been conceived. 
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For Aspinall, that was as it should be, and he couldn't understand 
lithe spoilers." He decried them, "self-proclaimed ecologists" who be
came prominent in the 1960s. He recounted their emergence as a na
tional force with the clout to halt reclamation projects: "Along came 
an entirely different breed of people. They decided that none of this 

. was good because it destroys the ecosystem. They forgot that we've 
been destrOying the ecosystem since man's residence on this planet. 
Man himself is part of the ecosystem." 
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And so, as of this writing in 1980, Aspinall still stands behind a phi
losophy he once articulated in a letter written to a constituent in 1955, 
when the Colorado River Basin Storage bill was being debated: 

"I think the most basic reason for my support of reclamation in gen
eral and for the Upper Colorado Project in particular can best be ex
pressed by saying that it makes the desert bloom. The Western part of 
the nation is arid and semi-arid and only a few spots receive enough 
rainfall during the growing season to support crops. Without some 
manmade modification of the western water cycle, the land will not 
support more than meagre life . . . 

"The most impressive demonstration of this situation is to stand on 
the bank of a canal as it wends its way over the land. On the uphill 
side, you have virtually a barren desert with nothing but scrub growth 
and little green. On the downhill side you have green and growing 
crops, houses, cities and life. This is the choice in the West, irrigation 
or desolation, abundance or scarcity." 
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The Man Who Would Be Governor 


Jr - Shortly after his election to the U.S. House 

W ayne Aspinall wielded a gavel starting in the seventh 
grade. He always felt comfortable wrangling in legislative 
halls; he served 16 years in the Colorado legislature and 24 

years in the U.S. Congress. Yet fate sometimes frustrated the am
bitious office-seeker from the little town of Palisade, Colorado. First, 
he sought his party's nomination for a state legislative seat, and yet 
met resistance from the Grand Junction, Colorado, Daily Sentinel pub
lisher Walter Walker, a statewide Democratic figure. Later Aspinall 
yeamed for the governor's mantle, yet once again he got no support 
from the Sentinel publisher. 

Those experiences taught him to IIroll with the punches," he later re
called. But earlier in his career, he met less resistance. In the seventh 
grade, for instance, he was easUy elected to a class office. In college 
years, he served as a student body president. 

Intense campaigning began at the University of Denver. Aspinall 
wanted to be student body president. But World War I intervened. 
When he returned to school in 1922 at the age of 26, Aspinall was 
elected representative of the interstudent councU. Two fellow law
school students were also active in DU government - Byron Rogers, 
who later served in Congress with Aspinall, and John Gorsuch, a Den
ver native who was to become a prominent attorney in his native city 
of Denver. 

At the interstudent councU's organizational meeting, Rogers backed 
Aspinall's candidacy for the presidency. Gorsuch recalls, "We had a 
bitter fight. There was a rivalry with the older men on the campus, 
sometimes men up to 30 years old," many of them veterans. 

Aspinall won the presidential post and assumed several leadership 
roles. For example, when the councU named the University of Den
ver's sports team, Aspinall presented the sUver cup to the winner who 
thought up the name - the Pioneers. As interstudent body president, 
he also spaded the first shovel of dirt for a new sports stadium. ''We 
also set up relationships with the university administration," he 
recalled. 

33 
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Dealing with a university president offered a challenge matched 
only in later years when Aspinall jousted with U.S. presidents, among 
them John Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson. As a law-school student, 
Aspinall met on occasion with one of the early chancellors of the 
fledgling University of Denver. The chancellor, a former Methodist 
preacher named Henry Buchtel, had been a missionary in Africa, and 
was a prohibitionist and a Republican of "perfect integrity," Aspinall 
recalled. In 1907, when the Republicans were in sore need of a leader, 
Henry A. Buchtel was elected governor of Colorado and also contin
ued as chancellor. 

Aspinall said that Buchtel wore a long coat on his big frame and 
that he was somewhat deaf. "He had a horn instead of a hearing aid. 
~en he got through talking to you, he just turned it off by flipping a 
sWltch. You knew you were dismissed," said Aspinall. 

After college, Aspinall was elected to the Mount Lincoln School 
Board, a district adjoining Palisade, and then to the Palisade Board of 
Trustees. 

In 1926, when Aspinall first decided to run for the state legislature, 
he asked Mesa County political leader and Daily Sentinel publisher 
Walker for his support. That's when Walker refused. Aspinall took 
the refusal in stride. He says today, "Walter Walker was one of the 
keenest politicians that this state has ever known. He was also a dedi
cated party man. This man was a genius in his field. He didn't find 
fault with me, the person. He faulted me because Wayne Aspinall, a 
young man, wasn't ready to be accepted for these jobs." In 1930 Aspi
nall was 34 years old. "I was still working my way in," he recalled. 
. But when Aspinall won the election in 1930, the newspaper pub

lisher, who was also state chairman of the Democratic party, turned to 
Aspinall for leadership. About 36 hours before the party members in 
the legislature were to caucus, Walker huddled with Aspinall, who re
members Walker's words: "Wayne, we've had a bitter fight (in the 
state elections), and we don't have too many numbers to do the job. 
We have the governorship, we have the House (of Representatives). 
You're new. You think you could handle the caucus chairman's job?" 

Aspinall said, "At the time, I didn't know what the caucus chair
man's job was. I said, 'Mr. Walker' -13 years my senior to the day 
(later it was Walter) - I said, 'Mr. Walker, if you think I can handle 
the job and you would be willing to work with me, all right.' II 
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The Man Who Would Be Governor 

Said Aspinall, "1 kne)V how to handle a meeting from the time I was 
the seventh grade when they taught Robert's Rules of Order and I 

fltal'nea to handle a gavel." 
. So he served, and enjoying a majority position, Aspinall managed 

keep the ranks in order, persuading his fellow Democrats to vote 
img party lines once a caucus position had been voted on. He ob
aerved, "It's easier to hold that kind of a group together (the slight ma
Jority) than when they are a larger majority." 

One of the few bills the Democrats did lose in the legislature was a 
cigarette tax. A key "no" vote came from a fellow Democrat, Craig 
Vincent of Denver, whose father had been a lawyer in Mesa County. 
Aspinall remembers, "Craig stayed with us on the second reading of 
the bill. But on the third reading he voted the other way. I got on the 
Boor and chided him about it. This was in 1933." 

After Aspinall's reprimand, Vincent took the microphone: "Since 
when does the distinguished member from Mesa County think con
sistency is necessarily a virtue in politics7" 

Aspinall grinned as he recalled the incident, remarking, "Craig got 
out from his vote very nicely." 

Despite an avid dedication to the legislator'S job, Aspinall needed 
additional sources of income. In those days the solons made $1,000 for 
two years of service (compared to an annual salary of $12,000 in 

So Aspinall also worked and drew a salary as a Palisade public 
school teacher and bus driver. But in 1933 the warrants were not cash
able at face value; in addition, in those Depression years, the com
bined salary dropped from $2,100 to $1,700 a year. 

Times were tight, especially since Aspinall had four children at 
home. With the Democrats in power in the federal government, he 
once again sought Walker's advice. Walker suggested that Aspinall 
seek a federal job, the District Counsel of the Home Owner's Loan 
Corporation, located in Grand Junction. In Depression days, that fed
eral government program bought out the homeowner's mortgage and 
refinanced the delinquent loan with lower monthly payments. The cor
poration helped the savings and loan institutions, as well as some 
banks, and protected hundreds of Western Colorado homeowners 
from foreclosure. 

At Walker's direction, the Mesa County Democratic Chairman 
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The Man Who Would Be Governor 

Cyde Moslander, also manager of one of the town's pool halls, sent a 
telegram to U.S. Senator Alva B. Adams. The telegram requested that 
Aspinall be named district counsel. Adams bristled at the word 
"request," which he took to mean "demand," but nonetheless he did 
agree to appoint Aspinall to the post. The district counsel job paid 
$2,500 a year, a real salary in Depression years. 

President Roosevelt destroyed Aspinall's set-up 15 months later 
when he issued an order forbidding state legislators from holding fed
eral government jobs. Aspinall decided to keep the federal job, and so 
chose not to run for re-election in 1934. The primary election was Sep
tember 12. Three days later Roosevelt abolished the Grand Junction of
fice of the district counsel. 

Aspinall thought he was jobless, but the government did allow him 
to close out the last of the loans and to work for commissions. The 
change proved to be valuable for Aspinall. He made as much in six 
months as he would have in two years under the former arrangement. 

He also began to lobby in the state legislature for several groups: 
the Colorado Education Association, the Small Bucket Shop operators 
who were brokers in mining and oU stocks, and the Continental au 
Company. He made $5,000 in just four months. 

In 1936 he could afford to run for office again. Despite a three-way 
primary that pitted him against the Democratic County Chairman 
L.O. Marshall, Aspinall was returned to the state legislature. And, de
spite his two-year absence, his colleagues elected him Speaker of the 
House. 

In the election of 1938 Aspinall chose to run for the Colorado Sen
ate. The Republican incumbent was a blind veteran of World War 1. 
Aspinall won. 

He was elected to the Colorado Senate in 1938, 1942 and 1946. 
When U.S. Congressman Ed Taylor of the Fourth Congressional Dis
trict died in 1941, Aspinall wanted to run for his post. Once again he 
appealed to the party leaders - among whom were Walter Walker 
and Ollie Bannister, co-owner and manager of the Bannister Furniture 
Store in Grand Junction. 

They asked Aspinall if he had $7,500 to gamble on the job. He told 
them, "I wouldn't bet that much on a regular election, let alone a spe
cial election." Besides, the state was beginning to go Republican. 

Robert Rockwell of Paonia, a Republican who had been a state legis
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lator and lieutenant governor, was elected to fill the vacancy, and re
elected to the next three Congresses. 

In 1948, midway through Aspinall's third state Senate term, he de
cided to challenge Rockwell. At first, Aspinall had been sorely 
tempted to run instead for the lieutenant governor's post, because it 
looked as if the job would be a stepping stone to the governor's 
mansion. 

Even though Aspinall by this time was Democratic State Chairman, 
he deferred to the wishes of western Colorado Democrats, including 
Walker. That is, Aspinall agreed with Walker that Rockwell, the Re
publican incumbent in Congress, should be removed if possible. And 
Aspinall also knew that his own political risk was small, since he 
would still be a state senator if he lost his bid for Congress. 

"I didn't think I could beat Rockwell," he recalls. "Even during the 
campaign, I didn't think I could win. The Republicans had been in 
control in 1947 and 1948 in Congress." But, along with Truman, Aspi
nall was victorious. 

Thus began a congressional career that was to span more than two 
decades, until his defeat in a 1972 Democratic primary at the hands of 
a University of Denver law professor, Alan Merson. 

In 1948 and again in 1950, Aspinall cast backward glances at the 
governor's mansion. He recalled, "I was 52 years old when I went to 
Congress. That's the time when most of Americans today are thinking 
of retirement years. I had wanted to be governor, and maybe I contin
ued to want that for a few years into my congressional career. 

"But by my mid-50's, I had concluded that my responsibility in life, 
my destiny's own demand, was to be a congressman. I would be as 
good a congressman as I could be." 

Chapter 
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Chapter Three 

Peaches and Helen B. Happy 

W ayne Aspinall was in a peach packing shed again - the 
first shed he had inspected since he left his work in Pali
sade, Colorado, 30 years earlier to hold office in Congress. 

The packing shed was the funnel for all the orchard's fruit as it was 
prepared for market. The 30 years since Aspinall had left the orchards 
had brought mechanization: machines for washing, sorting, grading 
and defuzzing the peaches, machines for nailing shut the shipping 
boxes, machines for loading the boxes onto trucks. Yet it was not the 
mechanization that brought Aspinall's frown. His eyes narrowed as 
he watched the teenage girls, giggling and talking while they packed 
peaches in plastic, cupcake-like dividers placed in wooden boxes. 
Now, although the bins were full of peaches that needed to be packed, 
the girls were stopping for a break. They turned to nearby cans of 
soft-drinks and to a bag of barbeque-flavored potato chips. 

Aspinall thought back to the day when he was a teenager. In 1912, 
when he was 16, he had supervised the eight or nine girls who worked 
in his father's packing shed, whUe his 15-year-old brother Ralph had 
bossed the picking crew, some 15 or 16 workers. The two boys over
saw the orchard harvest on the family ranch because their father 
Mack Aspinall was both a peach grower and a night engineer at the 
Stub Ditch Pumping Plant about two miles east of Palisade. He also 
worked as a carpenter to supplement the meager profits from the 10
acre Aspinall peach ranch. 

Wayne and Ralph had grown up around peaches. Wayne's appren
ticeship had started at the age of eight when he went to work for a lo
cal orchardist, Dr. J.H. Divine. The young boy would label each peach 
box by stamping it with the number and variety of peaches it con
tained. Wages for that job? Ten cents a day, the smallest amount of 
pay Wayne Aspinall ever received. 

He didn't pick fruit until the age of 12 or 13, when he was strong 
enough to handle the picking sack. When full, the sack Weighed some 
20 pounds. At age IS, Wayne graduated to a supervisory job - boss 
of the packing shed. He taught the girls how to pack, and he made the 
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wooden shipping boxes. Constructing the boxes was an art, accom
plished with hatchet and nalls. Wayne would make some 1,100 boxes 
each day ---driving 16 naUs into the lumber that comprised each box. 
It was important to position and drive the naUs straight. Then they 
wouldn't protrude from the box and jab a person handling the box; 
nor could the nalls be allowed to jab the peaches inside the box. 

Each season the Aspinall shed would yield some 21,000 boxes. 
Teaching the workers to pack the fruit efficiently was Wayne's job, 
one he was later to recall fondly. At the age of 80, he remarked, "I 
wish I had pictures of the girls I taught to pack." Pretty girls, he said, 
and they worked hard. 

In 1977 one of his former workers, his sister-in-law Anna Aspinall, 
remembered, ''Wayne wanted it just right, like he does everything. It 
was a lot of hard work. But it was a nice place to work." One of the 
reasons packers favored the Aspinall shed was its cleanliness. Wayne 
fought dust and any untidiness. He was careful to sprinkle down the 
dirt floor each night. But dirt was only one of the enemies for a packer. 
An unconquerable foe was the peach fuzz; it clung to the packer's skin 
as tenaciously as it had clung to the peach. Unlike the peach, however, 
the packer itched. 

The modem shed Aspinall now surveyed in late August of 1977 was 
clean, and fuzz no longer preyed on the workers. Instead, water 
washed the peaches and gently removed the fuzz, in deference to the 
discriminating consumer who preferred a smooth peach. Nor did the 
contemporary packers have to contend with dust, since the floor was 
concrete. Packers stood on rubber mats that cushioned their feet dur
ing eight or ten-hour workdays. Trees and a fan cooled the shed. 

Still, Aspinall surveyed these better working conditions and 
frowned. He watched the young girls snatch up the peaches and place 
them in the plastic dividers. He walked to the front of the shed, where 
workers were bringing in bushels of freshly-picked peaches. The fruit 
was placed on a conveyer belt; here sorters culled the overly ripe and 
blemished peaches. Most of the peaches moved on to an automatic gra
der, a method of segregating the peaches according to size. Rollers 
were spaced so that as the peaches tumbled along, the fruit would 
drop into a bin just as soon as the space between the rollers was wide 
enough. The space gradually increased, like an inverted cone. Smaller 
peaches dropped first into one area; larger peaches dropped later in 

Peaches and Hele 

Early days - Wayne, at left, eight years 0 

1904 on First Street Ranch in Palisade. 
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another area. 
Viewing this mechanization, Aspinall was far from impressed. "In_ 

efficient" was his judgment as he watched one woman whose sole job 
was to direct the peach traffic once it had been graded. Aspinall 
summed up the work: "They treat the fruit like potatoes. They aren't 
interested in putting up a quality peach. II He was particularly in
censed by "those girls joking and not paying attention to their work. 
Do you think I would have allowed that in my shed 7" 

* * * 
In his father's peach orchard, the young Wayne would watch each 
spring for the tree to blossom. First, the pollen from the stamen of the 
peach had to fertilize the pistil of the blossom. Then came the time 
when the peaches would break their jackets, the fibrous covering that 
cradled the fruit in its dormancy. Once the jackets began to fall, the 
peaches were most vulnerable. A freeze could kill the delicate fruit, 
which was at that stage no bigger than a small green pea. The heart of 
the fledgling peach, its pit, was beginning to form. If the pit froze, the 
crop was lost. 

The whole valley bloomed - a carpet of colors, created mostly by 
peaches. The dull color of the Elberta variety offset the lighter color of 
the Hales Early. Other varieties commingled to create a medley of or
anges, magentas, whites, reds and pinks - colors that seemed to live 
up to the bright-sounding names of the peach varieties, Clings, El
bertas, Hales, Triumphs, Champions. 

As the fruit developed, growers inspected the trees for insect in
vasions. The insidious creatures had evil-sounding names 
peachtree borer, sucking bug, humpbacked beetle. They might bite off 
chunks of the fruit. But the scourge of peaches in the region was peach 
mosaic, a virus detected by the mottled pattern of yellow and green in 
the leaves, a mosaic whose pattern could cast the shadow of death for 
a peach tree. At the least, the mosaic foretold a sick tree that would 
bear bumpy, misshapen fruit. 

Watching for these hazards, Wayne would note the continued devel
opment of the healthy peach. Its pit was hardening. No longer could 
his knife blade cut through the middle. So it was time for thinning, 
leaving about three peaches to a limb, each limb being about twelve to 
fifteen inches long. Thinning gave the remaining peaches room and 
nourishment to mature, and lightened the load on the limb. 
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As the ripening continued, the texture of the peach changed. The El
berta covering grew more fuzz. The Cling variety developed an espe
cially sharp fuzz. The peach filled out and softened slightly. As the 
rancher felt the peach, he made sure this softness did not deteriorate 
into mush. Picking time was critical. If a peach were picked when 
green, it would shrivel. Its sugars would be insufficient, and it would 
not be very tasty. A ripe peach, ready for the picking, would come free 
from the stem. So sensitive was the fruit that a day's delay could mean 
an overly-ripe peach. Perfection for the peach was as fleeting as a col
orful sunset. Aspinall observed, "You don't pick peaches tomorrow af
ternoon when they are ready to pick today. II 

So father and sons would rise early to harvest the peaches while 
they were still firm, cooled by the night. Daylight savings time 
brought an earlier call to begin the day's work of harvesting - except 
for Wayne's younger brother Ralph, who would begin the day's work 
on standard time. Wayne disapproved of Ralph's starting time - as 
late as 8 a.m. daylight savings time. Once warm, the peaches bruised 
more readily. 

The pickers dropped the peaches into a packing sack, suspended 
like an apron from a harness that hung from the shoulders. Once the 
sack was full, the picker would loosen a snap at the sack's bottom, 
thus allOwing him to empty the peaches gently into a box or basket. 

A horse-drawn wagon or sled, or, in later years, a truck, would 
travel up and down the row of peaches to collect the boxes or baskets 
the pickers had filled. The containers were hauled to a packing shed 
and emptied onto a bench where an accomplished packer was engaged 
in a juggling act. With his right hand he would grasp a peach; with 
his left hand he would gather up a piece of paper. Peach and paper 
would meet as the packer wrapped each piece of fruit, then twisted the 
paper to secure it firmly around the peach. "Packer's wrist" was a 
common affliction, a sprain caused by the repeated twisting motion. 
The packer also graded as he worked-using his eyes to judge the size 
of each peach, so that similar peaches were packed in the same box. 
An average-sized peach was one of 70 in a box. Aspinall worked with 
some eight to nine girls, and they would pack 1,500 to 2,000 boxes 
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and late pickings were slight; the second and third pickings reaped ,he correctly calculated how much, all: 
the bulk of the crop, and the fourth collected the late ripeners. ,quer such uncertainties as a sudden 
Throughout the harvest a good peach grower would discard about one , could kill the £lowerbuds, thereby df1 
out of every 10 to 15 peaches harvested, because the culls would be work with nature," Aspinall said aga: 
overly ripe or insect-damaged. Aspinall observed that a "dead-ripe , His environmental creed and his di 
peach" was mushy, broken down for the reproductive process, ready peach orchards, and Aspinall referred 
for the flesh to fall away and leave the seed to dry on the ground. 'land could, and should, be coaxed t<l 

Harvesting peaches during the years 1900 to 1945 was primitive, man operated on nature's terms, a:nd 
growers in the 1970s agreed. Yet Aspinall, viewing the modern oper- ' out notice. The winds might waft to 
ations, could not applaud them. Why? Wasn't he overlooking the ad caused the trees to wither and the £ru 
vances of science? In fact, wasn't the product better than ever? Wasn't " might plunge the orchards into a dead 
he slighting the devices now available to the peach rancher, such as a Aspinall sought to control what he 
pressure tester to determine maturity of peaches, plastic cup trays for was the best offering the farmer cou 
packing, conveyor belts in the packing shed, hydrocooling before ship And, if nature cooperated, man was 0 

ment? And the peaches that were harvested so precisely, surely they care and timeliness. For his part, Aspi 
were better fruit than their predecessors? They had been fed their nec erate the packing shed. Posted on a We 

essary diet, including such essentials as potassium, phosphorous, Work like Helen 
magnesium and calcium. The rancher could consult manuals carefully He did 
prescribing, for example, a nitrogen dosage of "one-eighth of a pound 
of nitrogen per year up to the tree's age." 

In the face of science and techology, surely man could afford to re
lax. IIAren't we closer to perfect peaches today?" Aspinall was asked. 

He shook his head, tapped his pencil on the desk and proceeded to 
bemoan the questioner's ignorance. "There you go again. You're talk
ing about present times improving upon nature. This valley was never 
put here to be an orchard." Peaches could not grow indigenously in 
the valley. If nature permitted them to flourish at all, she did so only 
through the imprecise efforts of man. Since the rainfall was in
sufficient, man had to irrigate the lands. Since the soils weren't rich 
enough, the farmer had to fertilize. The land would only yield in pro
portion to the homage the farmer paid it. Insufficient watering, too 
much watering, inadequate pruning, improper thinning, all took their 
toll in quality and quantity of fruit. No magic potion, no super ma
chine could ever eliminate the basic ingredients nature supplied and re
quired for a good peach - the necessary water, nutrients, sunshine. 
Man could try to supply these ingredients, but he had to do so when 
the land and the fruit needed them. And, if he was able to discem 
when water was needed, he then had to figure out how much. And if 
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he correctly calculated how much, all his machines still failed to con
quer such uncertainties as a sudden drop in temperature. A freeze 
could kill the flowerbuds, thereby devastating a crop. "You have to 
work with nature," Aspinall said again and again. 

His environmental creed and his discipline in life budded in those 
peach orchards, and Aspinall referred to them throughout his life. The 
land could, and should, be coaxed to provide for man. But always, 
man operated on nature's terms, and those terms could change with
out notice. The winds might waft to the peach leaves a fungus that 
caused the trees to wither and the fruit to blemish. The cold weather 
might plunge the orchards into a deadly freeze. Facing such variables, 
Aspinall sought to control what he could. "An efficient operation" 
was the best offering the farmer could make to the fickle elements. 
And, if nature cooperated, man was obligated to reap the harvest with 
care and timeliness. For his part, Aspinall could and did efficiently op
erate the packing shed. Posted on a wall in the shed was this motto: 

Work like Helen B. Happy. 
He did. 
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Chapter Four 

Wayne, the Teacher 


T he bookends in Wayne Aspinall's life were teaching jobs. At 
the start of his career, he taught high school, and after he left 
Congress, he taught graduate students in political science for a 

semester at the University of Wyoming. In fact, throughout his profes
sional career, his style was that of the teacher - whether he was edu
cating high school students in Palisade, Colorado, or freshmen 
congressmen in the Interior and Insular Affairs Committee of the 
House of Representatives. 

In 1928, Wayne Aspinall taught high school, drove a school bus, 
tended his peach orchard and started a law practice in Palisade. In 
1978, at the fiftieth reunion of the Palisade High School class of 1928, 
Wayne Aspinall told his former students, "I enjoyed teaching more 
than anything I have done./I 

Teaching in the 1920s came during hard times, when students 
dropped out of school to help support their families. One of Aspinall's 
former students, Mrs. Harry Talbott, recalled that peaches in those 
days sold for 35 cents a box. Thirty cents of that was for the box itself. 
(Fifty years later the fruit sold for $5 a box.) Times were tough, but so 
were the students. One of them, Howard Kissel, came from a hard
working, coal-mining family. He walked six miles to school and six 
miles back each day. 

Aspinall taught civics, history and English. Even then, on the eve of 
his political career, "You could see that Wayne was thinking of a polit
icallife," recalled George Bunte, the only one of Aspinall's high school 
students who ever sought office. Bunte was the first president of the 
Mesa County District 51 school board, and later he was the county as
sessor. He said in 1978 that Aspinall's students had always thought 
their teacher would become governor of the state. 

Mrs. Talbott recalled, "He told us, although not exactly, how he 
was going to rise in politics." Aspinall told his students that the 
would-be politician began with "flunky jobs," going door-to-door on 
a candidate's behalf, tacking posters on telephone poles, attending lots 
of meetings. Aspinall would also speak frequently of his mentor, Rep-
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1909 until his death in 1941- the longest tenure of any Colorado con
gressman. He became a legend, even while he lived. 

Taylor, like Aspinall, was a Democrat and a transplant to the statej 
he was an Illinois native. Also like Aspinall, he had grown up in Colo
rado, and he was a lawyer. Taylor, too, had been an educator-super
intendent of schools in Lake County, Colorado, in 1884, then a 
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art of compromise. In the 1930s Taylor sought to bring relief to the fed
eral rangelands which were suffering from catastrophic declines in 
livestock prices and overgrazing. Both sheepmen and cattlemen,long
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time enemies, were suffering at the hands of a common foe, the par
ched rangeland; overgrazing was destrOying the better grasses, allow
ing poisonous plants to flourish and steep hillsides to erode. Taylor 
proposed grazing districts, to be organized by the live stockmen them
selves, under the aegis of the Interior Department. Thus the Division 
of Grazing was born with a budget of $150,000. Opponents objected 
that the agency would be a bloated bureaucracy, perpetuating federal 
ownership of the lands, rather than encouraging homesteading. Tay
lor argued that these arid lands were unsuitable for homesteading. It 
was a complex Western issue, and Taylor was able to nurture a suf
ficient Western bloc that swayed Easterners. What emerged became 
known as the Taylor Grazing Act of 1934. 

In the 1920s, Aspinall told his students that Congressman Taylor 
was working to bring peace to the cattlemen and sheep rangers. He 
also told his students that his "hero" was Edward T. Taylor. Mrs. Tal· 
bott remembered these words from Aspinall: "Girls are fortunate. 
Boys always have to have a pattern, a hero. Girls seem more satisfied 
to be themselves." 

When Mrs. Talbott compared Aspinall and Taylor in 1978, she ob
served that both "were always doing things that needed to be done for 
the Western Slope (of Colorado). So moderates of both parties voted 
for them." She also commented, "History meant something to Wayne. 
He could see the great characters of history." Whether it was Plato, 
Charlemagne or Sam Rayburn, Aspinall spoke of historical figures as 
if they were neighbors whom he knew well. 

In the late 1920s, Aspinall was in his early 30s. Class photographs 
show that the young teacher looked a mere couple of years older than 
his students. They called him "Wayne," though they called other 
teachers by their last names. Aspinall's classroom decorum was re
laxed, but with only a dozen or so students, there was hardly the need 
for absolute rule. In fact, his students recalled one incident that 
seemed to support the view that Aspinall was almost, though not 
quite, one of the "gang" - a word he still used in 1978 to describe his 
former students. The incident involved the class of 1928. The students 
were troubled by another teacher, "Miss Incompetent," they called 
her. A young woman who apparently didn't know how to control row
diness, she would send students to the principal's oHiee rather than 
reprimand them herself. IIOne boy, in particular, aggravated her to 
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death," Mrs. Talbott recalled. He had been warned that one more trip 
to the principal would result in his suspension from school. 

The students, most of them Methodists, took their problem to their 
Sunday school teacher, who also happened to be their class sponsor, 
Wayne Aspinall. He told them, "I just wouldn't take that. I'd walk 
out." The next day, shortly after class had convened, the boy who was 
on the edge of suspension somehow managed to annoy "Miss In
competent," and she ordered him to report to the office. 

The entire class got up and walked out with him. 
That was 1927, and walkouts were unheard of. The principal react

ed sternly: the entire class was suspended from school for a week. As 
for "Miss Incompetent," she left on the next train. ''We did the school 
district a favor," the former students recalled in 1978. "She walked 
out on her contract, so they didn't have to pay her anything." 

Did Aspinall, who prided himself on orderly procedure and abiding 
by the rules, actually encourage such a rebellion7 He doesn't remem
ber the incident. 

He does recall his fondness for civics, though. And so do his stu
dents. One of them, Mrs. Laura Brown, said of her former teacher, 
"He had a one-track mind on politics." Mrs. Brown recalled that she 
got so tired of politics that she once ended a paper with the words, 
"The main reason I'm a Republican is because Wayne N. Aspinall is a 
Democrat." She got a good grade on the paper. "He thought I was 
kidding," she later said. 

Mrs. Rush remembered, "If we got him interested in politics, we 
didn't have to think about history or English." Students knew that if 
they didn't have their lessons prepared, they could bait Wayne with a 
question on politics. 

Over the years, the students kept track of their former teacher's po
litical fortunes. He was an especially gracious host when they visited 
the nation's capital. Mrs. Mabel Thorpe Smith said that one year 
when Aspinall faced what looked like a tough election he advised her, 
"If you want to come to Washington whUe I'm here, you'd better come 
now." She and her husband did, but they needn't have rushed. An
other decade passed before his own party denied Wayne Aspinall the 
nomination in the primary election. 

Sometimes, it seemed his students had more confidence that their 
teacher would remain in office than he did. In one election, Mrs. Rush 
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bet against her father that Aspinall would win. Her father was A.G. 
Tilton, president of the Palisade National Bank. She remembered, "I 
bet $50 to his $1,000 that Wayne wouldn't lose." The year was 1952. 
Aspinall won by 29 votes. Lamented Mrs. Rush, "I wish I'd also bet 
on Truman. I wasn't sure on that." 
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Chapter Five 

Julia 

j ulia Kuns Aspinall was described by her friends as "sweet" and 
"a good mother." Her husband Wayne told friends it was she 
who raised their children, particularly during their youngest 

years, when he was in the state legislature in Denver and she contin
ued to keep their home in Palisade, 250 miles from the state's capitoL 

Wayne and Julia had known one another since 1912 when they were 
schoolmates at Mount Lincoln High School near Palisade. They were 
married in 1920. Friends described Julia's personality as "warm and 
gentle. II She never did seek the attention that was showered on her dis
tinguished husband. 

A measure of Aspinall's deep love for his wife can be gleaned in the 
letters he wrote her every day when he was a state legislator. Writing 
on stationery from the Shirley-Savoy Hotel, where he stayed in Den
ver, he spoke frequently of political life, but not in detail, since Mrs. 
Aspinall had scant knowledge and little interest in such matters. 

One morning at the start of the 31st General Assembly in 1937, As
pinall wrote his wife, "We worked right up until midnight ... There 
were 1,196 bills introduced in the House - a few over 700 in the Sen
ate." Aspinall had just been elected Speaker of the House, and so he 
had presided over the late-night session. He wrote, "Many have said 
that last night's session was the most orderly night session ever seen 
in the House, and they gave your Speaker much credit." 

Later in the session, on March II, he was to have less orderly days. 
He wrote to his wife, "Yesterday ... the session started off with a fight 
(physical) and ended with one (mental). It had the Speaker working 
all the time. The members complimented me many times on the way I 
handled the situation." 

One letter contains a newspaper clipping, indicating that the Gen
eral Assembly had named an official sweetheart - their Speaker's 
daughter, Joanne, age 5. 

A good part of Aspinall's letters contain advice to his wife on con
cerns she has about the children. When one child is misbehaving, As
pinall says, "He must learn by mistakes and our job is to see that the 
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. family first - Aspinall always said his alleg
"Social whirl" - Neither Julia Aspinall nor the Congressman cared for "the social . glance to his country. When Congress was it 
whir!:/I as he described it. "We went to command performances more than anything est apartment in Washington D.C. 
else, he says, among them the Eisenhower inauguration. 
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ill nor the Congressman cared for "th . 1 Family first - Aspinall always said his allegiance to his family came before his allecomm d.......l e SOCla 
. an 1"OUormances more than anything giance to his country. When Congress was in session, the Aspinalls lived in a mod

ower Inauguration. est apartment in Washington D.C. 
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same mistakes don't occur too often. My suggestion to you is don't 
nag or show too much nervousness ... ," and Aspinall promises to 
speak firmly to the child during an upcoming visit. 

Most touching in the letters are the affection Aspinall never fails to 
express toward his wife. He writes that he can hardly wait to tele
phone her each day, and that he waits for the times they can be alone, 
reunited. A typical close to his letters: "1 am holding you tight and 
like it more and more." In one of the most passionate letters, which he 
is writing at noon, Aspinall says, liMy noon love goes with this, that 
is, love at high meridian. It is pretty hot, lover girl, but I shall keep it 
all for you. Always, Wayne." 

She bore him six children, two dying in infancy, and four surviving 
her - Wayne II, Owen, Richard and JoAnne. Julia Edith Aspinall 
died at age 71 in Georgetown University Hospital on July 8, 1969. The 
Aspinalls would have celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary the 
next January 27. 

Sharing 11th victory - Mrs. Julia Aspin. 
11th term to Congress, and beat State Senl 
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Chapter Six 


Essie: 'He was so polite' 


Essie Aspinall always said one of the reasons she was attracted to 
her husband Wayne was, "He was so polite, and I loved that in a 
man./I He would tell her, when they were about to leave for one 

of the many Washington parties they attended, liMy, you look sweet 
tonight. II 

As for Mrs. Aspinall herself, she was a gracious woman, quiet yet 
spirited, "a pistol," as one Washington reporter described her. The 
couple had married a year after the congressman's first wife had died. 
While the second Mrs. Aspinall had lived all her life in Palisade, she 
felt quite at home in the excitement and parties of the nation's capital. 
She had been a childhood sweetheart who had dated Wayne when 
they attended the same junior-senior high school in Palisade. Wayne 
had married Essie's girlfriend, Julia, who bore him six children. After 
Wayne and Essie each had been widowed, Aspinall returned to his 
hometown to claim Essie Best. In 1970, he married her, despite her 
concern that /II just don't think I could ever live up to your standards. 
I've lived in this little town all my life./I He answered her, "Now lis
ten, Essie, just be yourself and everything will come out fine./I 

/IAnd," Mrs. Aspinall would recount a few years later, lilt did." 

Essie: 'He Wl 

Bride Essie - Essie Jeffers and Wayne 11 
1970, after each had been widowed, the) 
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1970, after each had been widowed, they married one another in Grand Junction. 
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Chapter Seven 

Alaska: 'I refuse to yield' 

M any of Aspinall's congressional colleagues described him 

r me 
.r 
ll\Ore 
was own 

X, 

man 

as a professional politician. Senator Dan Inouye of Hawaii 
observed, after Aspinall left office, that he was a man who 

knew the thoroughfares of lawmaking and understood and respected 
its ethics as well as its rough-edged realities. 

Aspinall's record in shepherding through Congress the bills that ad
mitted Alaska and Hawaii to the union were classic demonstrations of 
his expertise as a lawmaker. Afterward, one of the members of his 
committee, Representative Leo W. O'Brien of New York, observed. 
that the key to Aspinall's success was his patience and kindness. As 
chairman of the Subcommittee on Territories, O'Brien had managed 
the legislation when the Alaskan statehood bill came up for House con
sideration; he became known as the father of Alaskan statehood. Aspi
nall, acting chairman of the Interior and Insular Affairs committee, 
could have chosen to lead the debate. Instead, he followed his pattern 
of placing the subcommittee chairman in charge of a bill. Aspinall was 
always close at hand if problems arose, but, he recalled, "That didn't 
happen very often." 

Interior Committee Chairman Oair Engle had ceded overall super
vision of the Alaskan statehood bill to Aspinall. Engle was campaign
ing for the U.S. Senate and, anyway, Aspinall had a better following 
on the House floor. Engle, an outspoken, feisty man, had been called 
Congressman Fireball, Wildcat and other, less complimentary names. 
Aspinall, on the other hand, was solid. 

One of the key, little-known roles that Aspinall filled was to break 
the legislative logjam which had blocked admission of both Alaska 
and Hawaii to the Union. He proposed a strategy of admission to Jack 
Burns, the delegate from Hawaii. 

For years Congress had played Alaska against Hawaii and vice 
versa. Opponents of one would agree with opponents of the other not 
to admit either. Alaska, they pointed out, wasn't contiguous. Neither 
was Hawaii. Alaska countered that when California was admitted in 
1850, it was separated by 1,000 miles of wilderness from the nearest 
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state. Well, then, said opponents, Alaska hardly had sufficient people 
meaning there would be insufficient dollars added to the treasury 
to support statehood. And what was the benefit to the union, ~hen 

more than 99 percent of the 365-million acres of the Alaskan temtory 
was owned by the federal government? 

It was still"folly" to admit Alaska - once thought of as a frozen 
wasteland and known after its purchase in 1867 as "Seward's Ice
box," after Secretary of State Henry Seward who negotiated the pur
chase from Russia in the 1950s. Nonetheless, Alaska's gold and other 
treasures, notably oil, were acknowledged. Much of the opposition 
boiled down to an unrelated, social issue. Southern Congressmen, 
many of them powerful committee chairmen, feared more "Yankee" 
members in Congress. As a state, Alaska might send yet two more 
votes to the Senate and one to the House to oppose Southern views on 
civil rights, particularly on issues of school de-segregation. So, the 
Southerners argued that Alaska was a "never-never land, a fabulous 
place up North which had polar bears and Eskimos." 

As for Hawaii, it had too much "Oriental influence," opponents 
were to argue. Only 32 percent of the populace was Caucasian; the 
rest were Japanese, Hawaiian, Filipino, Portugese, Chinese, Negro 
and Puerto Rican - not especially a winning factor for Southern 
voters. 

The "shoehorn" argument was invoked. Once the Union admitted 
either of the territories, admission would be eased for the other - and 
then who knew what remote region would try to attach itself to the 
United States - Puerto Rico? Guam? The Virgin Islands? Said one 
statehood opponent, Representative John Pillon, of New York, " ... 
Once Alaska is in, the stampede will be on to give Hawaii statehood 
next." 

Hawaii was also to be feared, opponents said, because of its Com
munist influence. Pillon warned that with a mere population of 
500,000, the "Communist controlled" Teamsters would "certainly in
fluence or control the selection of two United States Senators and two 
Representatives." 

So, hearings were held yearly on statehood. In 1951 the House Inte
rior Committee made its first extended trip to Alaska to sound out the 
territory's people about statehood. In the following years, statehood 
bills continued to be proposed and yet floundered in one house or the 
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other. 
In 1957, Aspinall suggested to Hawaii's Bums, "If you people in 

Hawaii would let Alaska go first, we could bring Hawaii in the next 
year." It was easier for the South to swallow Alaska, since its popu
lation was predominately Caucasian. At Aspinall's suggestion, Bums, 
an indefatigable worker, canvassed Senators to make sure that they 
would follow the same strategy - admit Hawaii in the next session af
ter Alaska was admitted. Bums announced his decision to Aspinall, 
"lf you will make this the first order of business (for your committee) 
in the next Congress, I'll go along./I Bums was gambling that he could 
persuade the people of Hawaii that he was acting in their interest by 
supporting Alaskan statehood before Hawaii's. He realized it would 
be an issue in the re-election campaign. Aspinall, too, had to stand 
election before he could fulfill his promise to Bums. 

Aspinall later recalled, "We'd never before had anybody in Hawaii 
willing to take that chance. All during my experience in legislative 
matters, I've never seen a man willing to take that risk./I 

Bums was. 
And what a risk it was. Hawaii waited in the wings, while the Alas

kan statehood bill stumbled at the door. The Rules Committee had re
fused to grant the Alaskan statehood bill a rule for debate. Aspinall 
studied the rules of the House of Representatives until he came across 
Rule XI, clause 20, (later Clause 22) allowing the Interior and Insular 
Affairs Committee to report directly to the House, bypassing the 
Rules Committee, on any bill for admission of a new state. 

He pulled the rule out of the mothballs on May 21, 1958, when he 
was recognized by Speaker Sam Rayburn and moved that, "The 
House resolve itself into the Committee of the Whole House on the 
State of the Union for consideration of the bill, H.R. 7999, to provide 
for the admission of the State of Alaska into the Union." 

Immediately I Representative Clarence Cannon of Missouri, chair
man of the Appropriations Committee, rose to make a point of order. 
Cannon blasted the bill as "iniquitous./I He claimed that if it was to 
qualify under Rule XI as privileged matter, "It must conform in every 
respect to the rule, or its privilege is destroyed." Cannon stated that 
the bill was "loaded with unprivileged matter -matter wholly unnec
essary to the accomplishment of the act of conferring statehood. And 
it seeks to give away under guise of a privileged bill such vast 
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amounts of property as have never been given away in the history of 
the admission of any state to the Union." 

Aspinall countered that the pattern in the Alaskan bill was "very 
similar to that which has been employed in other admission cases." 
He pointed out that eight of the nine states allowed into the Union im
mediately before Rule XI had been adopted were admitted "in the 
same way as provided in H.R. 7999 for Alaska." Aspinall argued, "It 
makes no sense to say that the Congress regarded the bills which laid 
the groundwork for admitting these States as not being admission 
bills." 

Cannon attempted to interject a comment: "1£ the gentleman will 
yte. Id ... " 

Aspinall maintained control, "Mr. Speaker, I refuse to yield." He 
continued by citing former Speaker Nicholas Longworth on the matter 
of privilege. Then Aspinall concluded, "The privilege is not to be 
whittled away by a niggardly approach to it. It has been granted for a 
purpose ... The purpose is to permit consideration of matters of tran
scendent importance to be expedited, to prevent them from being bot
tled up." 

Outlining the main components of H.R. bill 7999, Aspinall noted 
that the bill described the territorial boundaries of the state, provided 
it with a "dowry," and prOvided for smooth transition from the status 
of territory to that of state. Aspinall stressed,"All of these provisions, 
I contend, are competely germane to the subject of Alaska as a state." 

Representative Howard Smith of Virginia, chairman of the Rules 
Committee, objected, "This bill contains an appropriation, and the lan
guage, therefore, is not in order in a legislative bill ... This bill neces
sarily invades the jurisdiction of every committee of the House. It was 
necessary to do so because it was essential to the purpose of the bill. It 
invades the jurisdiction of the Committee on Banking and Currency, 
for instance. . . (But) those things are essential to the purpose of the 
bill. But when it comes to paying money out of the United States 
Treasury to the State of Alaska, (invading the jurisdiction of the Com
mittee on Appropriations), that is another thing." 

Aspinall knew he was fighting an uphill battle. Speaker Rayburn 
was to rule on the point of order. As a Southerner, Rayburn was not 
particularly enamoured with Alaska. Southern Congressmen had ar
gued that Alaska was not contiguous to the United States, thus threat-
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Alaska: 'I refuse to yield' 

ening the nation's continental entity, that the territory was too 
sparsely populated, and that it would add nothing to the tax rolls. 

Aspinall also knew that Representative Smith was a close personal 
mend of the Speaker's. Yet Aspinall conferred only with the House 
parliamentarian, not the Speaker, before the debate. Asked later if he 
privately briefed Rayburn on the parliamentary questions before the 
debate, Aspinall exclaimed, IINo, no, you don't do that, goodness 
gracious. 1£ you admire a man like I did Rayburn, you either rise or 
fall on what you say on the £loor./I 

Besides, Aspinall had a strong bulwark to stand on -his own par
liamentary expertise. In his service in the Colorado legislature, he had 
been known as a superb parliamentarian. The reputation had followed 
him to Congress. In fact, throughout his congressional service, he was 
never defeated on a question of parliamentary law. His opponent, this 
time, was a parliamentary king himself - author of Cannon's pro
cedure and Cannon's precedents of the House of Representatives. 

When the ruling came, Aspinall was not stunned, simply pleased. 
The Speaker ruled: "Where the major feature of the bill relates to the 
admission of a new State, lesser proviSions incidental thereto do not 
destroy its privilege when reported by the Committee on Interior and 
Insular Affairs./I 

Aspinall would always remember the decision on the point of privi
lege. He reflected, "This was a matter that had never been decided. 
The precedents were lacking. And to stand in the well of the House 
and argue as a lawyer would before a court, and to have the Speaker 
as supreme judge of the issue, was unforgettable. And then to win that 
argument from a Speaker who was known to be fair -and yet who 
had to rule against his old friend Judge Smith in order to give the deci
sion to Wayne Aspinall. To me, that was not only pleasing to myego
ism, it was a highlight in the history of the House: to think that you 
would see a matter decided on principle rather than personality." 

The matter was ready to come before the House, which would vote 
to resolve itself into the Committee of the Whole, and begin debate on 
Alaskan statehood. 

During debate, Aspinall stressed that Alaska would be a boon to 
the nation. He told his colleagues, /II Sincerely believe that once state
hood has been achieved, there will be a tremendous upswing in the 
population of the area . . . With the status of colonialism - be it in
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Alaska: 'I refuse to yield' 

tentional or resultant - abolished, there will be an increase in capital 
investment which will premit and accelerate the growth of the eco
nomic development of Alaska. The area is blessed with tremendous 
potential in natural resources./I 

Eight days after the debate on whether the Alaska bill should be al
lowed to come before the House, the measure itself passed 64 to 20. It 
was signed into law July 7, 1958. 

As President Eisenhower was signing the bill, Alaskans were wear
ing embroidered badges: "Bigger than Texas. Better than California 
- God's Country./I 

The following congressional session found Aspinall and Burns re
elected. Burns was promising his people, "With the admission of 
Alaska, as we view it, all of the contentions against Hawaii are erased 
and opposition in Washington, D.C. will be hard put to submerge our 
people into that abysmal sea of second class citizenship./I 

He predicted, "Of course, the Commie bugaboo will be raised 
again./I Indeed, it was, as were questions about the non-Caucasian 
populace in the territory. The New York Times summarized these 
anti-statehood arguments in an editorial that fulminated against 
them. Said the Times (March 3, 1959): "Nothing has been more im
pressive in the recent discussion of this issue than the flimsiness of the 
arguments of those who oppose statehood. Sometimes these argu
ments are directly contradictory, as when some critics charge that 
Hawaii is in the hands of a few large corporations, while others claim 
it is really ruled by henchmen of (Teamaster) Harry Bridges. Some
times these arguments enter the realm of fantasy as when they allege 
that admission of Hawaii as a state would give Communist propa
ganda grounds for accusing us of colonial imperialism. 

"But the most unworthy argument against statehood is the one 
which stresses the non-Caucasian nature of most of Hawaii's popu
lation. This is a racism with a vengeance ... Hawaiians of every back
ground have proven their loyalty by fighting and dying for our 
country on equal terms with Americans from the mainland. Against 
that background, statehood for Hawaii is an obligation the rest of us 
have long owed our fellow Americans who live on those beautiful 
islands./I 

The Hawaiian statehood bill passed 323 to 89 in the House; 76 to 15 
in the Senate. 
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And one of the first persons to greet Hawaii's new LOln.gr'essnwt 
Dan Inouye was Chairman Aspinall. As Inouye debarked from 
plane in Washington, D.C., Aspinall met him. Twenty years later, 
ouye remembered the Congressman's first words: "I just wanted 
see the result of my endeavors." Recalled Inouye in 1977, "He was 
father in Congress. II 

In 1977, reflecting on the two states he had helped admit to 
union, Aspinall spoke of them as if they were his children. '-l~;CI.u,y. 
Alaska seemed closer to his own state, Colorado, and yet Hawaii 
had a claim on his affections. Said Aspinall, "I understand Alaska a 

Fruit of his labors - Aspinall was one of the first persons to greet the new state 
Hawaii's Congressman Dan Inouye, who called Aspinall "my father in Congress." 
From left are Hawaii Territorial Delegate Jack Bums, Inouye, Speaker Sam Ray
burn and Aspinall. 
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bit better than I understand Hawaii. Alaska is a 1ittle bit more 
DriDtiti'\ire. Hawaii is pretty sophisticated. The Hawaiians I sympa

with because they are in the minority - they've had their lands 
away from them. Hawaii is a 1imited area physically. Alaska is 

'WlOe-olDen spaces." 
So Alaska had wide open spaces akin to the West, and Hawaii had 

aowded islands whose population could someday be squ~zed 1ike 
Eastern urban areaSj both states were to be cherished in Aspinall's 
mind. He had spoken in the 1950s of the states' dowries. In the 1970s, 
looking at Alaska's natural resources and at Hawaii's famed spirit of 
warmth and "Aloha," Aspinall had no need to state the obvious: the 
two states had, indeed, enriched the nation. 
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Chapter Eight 

River of Trouble 


T he Colorado River has always been a notorious river - "a river 
?f .trouble and controversy," as Wayne Aspinall once described 
It m a speech to the U.S. House of Representatives. Another 

Colorado water-law expert, Felix Sparks, observed that the root of the 
controversy was"a combination of human ambitions in which nature 
~lays ~nly an i~direct part." But nature did conspire to make any deal
mgs Wlth the rIver treacherous. Aspinall once characterized the river's 
history as "undependable, unruly and wasteful." He noted, "There 
has been controversy between individual water users, between and 
among the states of the basin, and between the Upper Basin and the 
Lower Basin. The major factor contributing to all this controversy has 
been the shortage of water, and the fact that the river has never pro
duced the water expected of it." 

The 1922 Compact was the precipitate of a strong mistrust among 
seven states1

, each served by the Colorado River and each fearing the 
other would burglarize its share. Before 1922, rights to water on the 
Colorado River system fell under the rule, "First in time first in 
right." California had been first to use large quantities of wa;er on the 
~ver, and other states were worried that California might become a 
nver monster, voraciously gulping the lion's share of the water. For 
her part, California needed federal muscle - that is, money - to tame 
the river, upstream from California, to store water in seasons of plenty 
for use in times of shortage. 

P~evious projects in California had met engineering and other diffi
culties. For example, one of the earliest California efforts was a private 
venture finished in 1901. It diverted water from the Colorado River via 
the Alamo Canal to the Imperial Valley, once described in legislation 
as :'a valueless and horrible desert." The project was a dangerous one, 
built before the unpredictable river flows were controlled. F .H. New
ell, who later became director of the federal Reclamation Service, 

(1) Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, Wyoming. 
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River of Trouble 

warned before the canal's construction, "If we go into this depression 
below sea level and interfere with natural conditions, or - as we say 
- 'develop the country/ we are brought face to face with the great 
forces of the river and the uncertainty as to whether it will desire to 
continue in the channel in which we happen to have found it. II Indeed, 
the river was to show her might, though the canal itself never brought 
the wreckage hinted at in Newell's warning. However, the canal was 
abandoned in 1904 because of quarrels with Mexico over water rights, 
and because of troublesome silt deposits in the upper reaches of the 
canal. 

A new heading, several miles downstream in Mexico, also encoun
tered the river's wrath in 1905. Floods destroyed the diversion, and 
control of the river was lost. The angry river poured through two 
enormous canal breaks, ate away at the channels and poured into the 
Salton Sink. That depression, the site of ancient Lake Cahuilla, was 
transformed into a sea. The river flowed for almost two years, and left 
evidence of its might: the Salton Sea, a lake surface of 330,000 acres. 

Reservoir, rights needed 

The aftermath: in 1922, California still needed a huge reservoir to 
channel the river for her uses. Other states feared such a project, be
cause although they were not ready to put water to use in their own 
states, they realized that a California diversion would give her water 
rights superior to theirs, under the "first in time, first in right" law of 
the river. 

To counter this prospect, the states agreed to the 1922 Colorado 
River Compact. Years later Governor Ed Johnson of Colorado elo
quently recapped this period in a newspaper article, "There was only 
one way out of the dilemma for everyone, and they undertook it. They 
drew up a compact which divided the waters of the Colorado river sys
tem." However, to divide the waters among each of the seven states 
served by the river was like apportioning one glass of water among 
seven men who had just crawled off the desert. So, the states simply 
divided themselves as geography had done, into Upper and Lower Ba
sin divisions of the drainage of the rivershed, and gave each Basin 
what appeared to be half of the total supply. 

But great expectations found their way onto paper in the compact, 
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Reudi - Aspinall, Interior Secretary Stewart Udall, Governor Steve McNichols 
and Colorado Representative John Chenoweth, plunging the trigger for the first part 
of the Reudi on the Fryingpan-Arkansas project in 1964. 

based on studies that indicated the average historic 2 yearly stream 
flow was about 18 million acre-feet 3 at Lee Ferry in Arizona - a few 
miles south of the Utah-Arizona boundary where the two basins join 
on the river '. In comparison, five decades later, tree ring research at 
the University of Arizona showed that the average flow of the Colo

(2)Before usage of water by man. 

(3) An acre-foot is the amount of water required to cover one acre of land to a depth of one foot. John Wes
ley Powell stated in 1890, "Ultimately, the West counts its values in acre-feet of water:' In 1979, an acre
foot of water was roughly enough water for one year's use by a family of four. 

(4) The Colorado River drained seven states, which were divided by the 1922 compact into the Upper Ba
sin and Lower Basin. In the Upper Basin were Colorado, Wyoming, and parts of the States of Arizona, 
New Mexico and Utah, all waters that drained into the river above Lee Ferry, a few miles south of the 
Utah-Arizona border. Waters below Lee Ferry comprised the Lower Basin and covered California, Ne
vada and parts of the states of Arizona, New Mexico and Utah. For political purposes, the treaty divided 
these states into two divisions, Upper and Lower. In the Upper Division were Colorado, New Mexico, 
Utah and Wyoming. In the Lower Division were Arizona, California and Nevada. The treaty obligated 
the States of the Upper Division - Colorado, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming - to deliver a specified 
amount of water to the Lower Basin. 
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River of Trouble 

rado River over the past 400 years had been significantly less than 18 
million acre-feet - had, in fact been 13.2 million acre-feet each year. 
Since 1922 the virgin flow fluctuated from a high of 24 million acre
feet in 1917 to a low of 5.4 million acre-feet in 1977. According to Bu
reau of Reclamation 5 estimates in 1979, the long-term average virgin 
flow at Lee Ferry has been 14.8 million acre-feet. Yet the compact was 
forged when water experts thought they could allocate 15 million acre
feet between Upper and Lower Basin states, leave the Lower Basin 
"the right" to another million acre-feet, and provide treaty water each 
year to Mexico. And, they thought they would have water left over, so 
they planned to meet in October, 1963, to divide the surplus. They 
never met. 

'Rat race' still on 

Rather, the compact that had been designed, in its own words, "to 
remove causes of present and future controversies," became instead a 
part of the misunderstanding, as applied and misapplied as the Ten 
Commandments. 

In effect, each basin was given the right to 75 million acre-feet of 
water every continuous ten years, or the equivalent of 7.5 million acre
feet of water a yeari more precisely the Upper Basin was obligated to 
deliver 7.5 million acre-feet of water each year to the Lower Basin, and 
it was presumed there would be an equal amount remaining for the 
Upper Basin. 

As Johnson recalled, "The compact was expected to forever set 
aside the 'rat race' to put the water of this river system to use 'first.' 
The compact effectively set aside the theory of 'first in time, first in 
right,' and made it possible for an orderly development of the river." 

Yet among the seven states, particularly between the Upper and 
Lower Basin divisions, a kind of sibling rivalry remained - a feeling 
that the compact might be shunted aside when the going got rough. 
However, both Basins realized their common need, and so they hud
dled together to overcome their tendencies toward continuing that "rat 
race." Various water development laws reinforced the 1922 compact: 
the Boulder Canyon Project Act of 1928 - authorizing the construc
tion of the Hoover Dam that was started in 1935, the Colorado River 

s. Today the Bureau of Reclamation is known as the Water and Power R.esources Service. 
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Flaming Gorge - Aspinall visited this unit in Utah and Wyoming of the Colorado 
River Storage Project Act in 1960. With him are, from left, Colorado Water Con
servation Board member Bill Nelson, Aspinall aide Tom Neal, and Project Construc
tion Engineer R. Walton, at visitors' lookout point. 

Storage Project Act of 1956, and the Colorado River Basin Act of 1968. 
The understanding, unchallenged in any of the seven states, was 

that water had to be husbanded. It was essential for any development. 
Aspinall told his House colleagues that "In the West, water has been 
the magic ingredient, which has converted a once-barren wasteland 
into the most prosperous and fastest growing segment of the United 
States." 

Shortages of water spelled out the need for storage of water. That is, 
the fluctuating river supply - expected to give so much - had to be 
stored. The reason was simple. While parts of the nation were 
drenched with 30 and 40 inches of moisture annually, Western recl
amation states were arid and semi-arid, sometimes receiving only 7,8 
or 15 inches of moisture each year. In the months of high flow, the wa
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ter from the runoff had to be captured to atone for the months and 
years of low flow. After the famine of winter came the feast of spring, 
when the snows melted in the high country. Then the river would 
swell like a pregnant woman. But her progeny was short-lived. After 
May and June, the proud river modestly retreated, like a Cinderella 
that had had her night in the palace and felt obligated to return to the 
cinders. 

So little for so many 

The Colorado River stream flow was especially precious, because it 
served so many persons with so little. Another great northwestern 
river, the Columbia, made the Colorado appear sick and spindly in 
comparison. Each river served a land area about one-twelfth of the to
tal land area of the contiguous 48 states. Each served parts of seven 
states and a foreign country. Yet while the Colorado river flow 
amounted to nearly 15 million acre-feet a year, the Columbia River 
Yielded a bounty beyond the imagination of the Colorado River Basin 
states. While the Colorado dumped no water into the ocean, the Co
lumbia discharged an average of 180 million acre-feet each year into 
the Pacific. The leftover from the Columbia spilled into the ocean more 
water than 12 times the total supply of the Colorado. 

The precious waters of the Colorado River and its tributaries had to 
be stored. The Bureau of Reclamation began to devise ways to contain 
this "holy water," and ways to pay for those expensive containments. 
The Bureau planned a jungle gym of aqueducts, dams, reservoirs and 
pumping stations. In the parched Southwest, such a sight was a cathe
dral. Elsewhere, it was thought of as a waste. As plans became more 
sophisticated, it became increasingly obvious that the only way to 
fund such a massive effort was through the federal government. Thus, 
politics on a national level made the final decisions on where the dams 
were to go -or not go. Although observers had long maintained that 
politics and water don't mix, the huge costs of these huge projects 
made it clear that politics and water would always be together, and 
that messy politics would float to the top and often appear to pollute 
the water. Pro-dam forces wanted to capture as much of the precious 
resource as they could. Dam opponents avowed that technology could 
not wring from nature that which she had decided not to provide. 
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"Dams cannot create water," said some public office holders. To 
them, reclamation represented not boon but boondoggle, doling out 
government funds to build needless, costly projects, today's pyra
mids. These funds, millions of dollars, would mummify a worthless 
federal agency - the "Bureau of Wreck the Nation," the environmen
talists called it. 

Again and again these conflicting views would surface. 
Westerners countered that water diversions had and could convert 

the uninhabitable desert into a flourishing civilization. Most of the big 
cities in the West had thrived at the site of water projects. Aspinall 
and others frequently proclaimed that 'reclamation makes the desert 
bloom' -as the Mormons had so courageously demonstrated in Utah. 
Aspinall observed, "Without some manmade modification of the 
Western water cycle, the land will not support more than meager life." 
Reclamation meant life for the West. 

Reclamation champions - Aspinall and Commissioner Floyd E. Dominy of the Bu
reau of Reclamation inspect Lake Powell (Arizona) during a 1964 trip. 
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Echo Park 

In 1909 in a remote region along the Colorado-Utah state line, a 
professor of the Carnegie Museum of Pittsburgh made a discovery 
that would frustrate dam builders four decades later. Professor 

Earl B. Douglas unearthed a rich deposit of fossilized remains of pre
historic animal Hfe: dinosaur skeletons. The remains were duly pro
tected in 1915 when President Woodrow Wilson set aside 80 acres 
where the deposits had been found. This reservation of public lands 
was designated the Dinosaur National Monument. 

Recognizing other values in the area-scenic, geological and wilder

larged the monument in 

But not for both. 

tional park. 

1950's Echo Park was to 

ICommissioner Floyd E. Dominy of the Bu
I (Arizona) during a 1964 trip. 

Chapter Nine 

ness, as well as archaeological, President Franklin D. Roosevelt en
1938 to a total of 209,744 acres. The 

monument was described as a IIcolorful, rugged wilderness of deep 
canyons, dissected erosional benches and bold promontories." In that 
monument, the deep canyons, whose gashes had been cut by the Colo
rado River, were ideal for river runners-and for dams. 

Nearly two decades after the monument was enlarged, river runners 
were daring the rapids and dam buUders were talking of the birth of a 
major project that would "develop" the park area while advancing 
lithe frontiers of civilization." The glOrious dream of the dam buUders 
was known as the Bureau of Reclamation's Colorado River Storage 
Project. This federal project proposed to inaugurate development of 
the last of the nation's major undeveloped river basins, the Upper Col
orado River. But proponents were to flail for two years in Congress in 
the roily waters of debate about one part of the project-a dam in a na

Echo Park became a fitting name for the proposed dam, to be buUt 
in Dinosaur National Monument, three miles east of the Colorado
Utah border on the Green River, a tributary of the Colorado. In the 

be the watchword for conservationists 
pledged to protect the nation's parklands from "invasion" by man
controlled waters and other commercial interests. 

Gting the virtues of such a dam was a pamphlet, "What's So and 
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What Isn't," published by the Colorado River Commission: "Pioneers 
have struggled and died to tame a small percentage of this boundless 
(wilderness) area ... Needed dams should not be looked upon as a na
tional calamity." Proponents quoted Senator Wayne Morse who said 
the entire upper Colorado River Project was "the last and best hope of 
the Upper Colorado Basin states to get the water they need for irriga
tion, industry and municipal purposes." 

The (Herbert) Hoover Task Force on water resources and power 
had issued its report in June of 1955. It found a federal interest in the 
development of such projects. Said the report, "This interest lies in the 
opportunity for the creation of new basic enterprises, new commu
nities, new homes and the stabilizing of the agricultural economy over 
a large surrounding area." 

But the Upper Colorado project had an Achilles heel. Echo Park. 
The proposed dam threatened to doom the entire multi-million dollar 
project. To conservationists, Echo Park was indeed a calamity. One 
critic, Jonathan Marshall, publisher of Art Digest and a former Bu
reau of Reclamation economist, wrote to Representative Wayne Aspi
nall, chief congressional sponsor of the Colorado River Storage 
Project: "Our American wilderness is vanishing rapidly. Soon it will 
all disappear unless we take steps immediately to protect it. At times, 
I have a nightmare that the whole of America will be covered by a 
solid sheet of concrete, and I see the last surviving tree being swept 
away by a bulldozer." 

A mountain or a sheet of concrete? 

A solid sheet of concrete smothering America the Beautiful was 
hardly what the dam proponents had in mind, but their great engineer
ing feat did involve one mountain of concrete. Echo Park was the sec
ond largest proposed dam in the Colorado River project. Largest was 
to be Glen Canyon Dam, hailed as promising to be /Ione of the great 
dams of the world." It was to be 710 feet tall and would provide a ca
pacity of 27 million acre-feet of water to create a lake (later named 
Lake Powell) in southeastern Utah. Hydropower produced at the dam 
would be used to generate electricity. Next biggest dam site in the 
project would be Echo Park. Together Echo Park and Glen Canyon 
would provide two-thirds of the water storage capacity and one-half 
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the cost of the main system. Other dams were to be built on tributaries 
of the Colorado River-the Flaming Gorge Dam in Utah on the Green 
River, the Navajo Dam in New Mexico on the San Juan River, and the 
Curecanti Dam in Colorado on the Gunnison River. Except for the 
Navajo, all water from these dams would generate electricity. Eleven 
smaller irrigation projects-that provided no hydropower-were to be 
known as participating projects. 

Despite the furor surrounding Echo Park, the debate came in the 
1950s when ecologists had not universally indicted dam-builders, nor 
had the dam builders branded the ecologists as anti-development. It 
was a day when regions could get together to forge a project, and the 
rest of the country would let them-without automatically describing 
~proces~ as "pork barreling./I There was, in short, what Wayne As
pmall, chamnan of the House Subcommittee on Irrigation and Recl
amation, saw as a climate for compromise. 

Yet, at first, there was more fury than sound debate. One of the 
most grandiloquent champions of Echo Park Dam was Colorado Gov
ernor "Big Ed" Johnson. U.S. Senator from 1937 to 1955 he said 
"The purpose (of the act) is to convert a menacing and wa~trel ri~ 
into a great national resource." Johnson, who had homesteaded in 
northwestern Colorado, was always a frontiersman, sometimes shoot
ing at legislative buffalos which conservationists claimed were no 
longer menacing but instead were now endangered. Opponents of the 
bill-including the Sierra Cub's David Brower-predicted that the 
proposed Echo Park dam would, in Brower's words, become a ''hot 
and glaring lake with no attractive woods at its fluctuating waterline. 
Vast areas of denuded landscape would be exposed year after year.1I 

One publication, printed by The Farmington (N.M) Daily Times, 
touted the dam's virtues, liThe reservoirs will provide fiord-like lakes 
in the bottom of the canyons. They will offer magnificent fishing and 
recreation areas which will be accessible to thousands of visitors each 
year-visitors who now have no way to see this beauty." 

For its proponents, Echo Park's charm lay in its ability to generate 
both electricty and money for the total Colorado River project. Falling 
water channeled through pipes would generate electricity i power 
users would purchase the electricity i the handsome revenue would 
then be used to help pay for irrigation projects, the participating proj
ects that the act would also authorize. 
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Echo Park 

Explained The Farmington Daily News publication, "The water 
users of the Upper Colorado Basin states cannot pay the costs of the 
entire project, no matter how vital the water is to the economy of the 
region; the dams, necessary for storage and control of the river, hap
pily become the means with which to provide the water allocated to 
these states in a (1922 interstate compact)." 

The dam's proponents proclaimed, in the words of one of them, 
"Maximum benefit to mankind will result from the earliest possible 
completion of the Upper Colorado River Storage Project including 
Echo Park Dam." The dam itself, said an endorsement by O. A. 
Knight, Secretary of the Utah Wildlife Federation, would enhance 
wildlife and fishery resources of the upper basin states. 

An evangelistic letter came to Aspinall from a Rifle, Colorado, ran
cher, Gordon Graham, who wrote, "Gentlemen of the U.S. Congress, 
put your trust in God as Pharaoh of Egypt did in Genesis Chapter 41. 
Build water storage dams for posterity as an insurance bulwalk 
against drought and famine." 

Just as fervent were the Echo Park dam foes. Said one in a letter to 
Aspinall from her home at St. James, Long Island, New York, "I am 
writing to beg that your committee will kill the bill for construction of 
Echo Park Dam." Implored the letter writer, Miss Edith W. Tiemann 
of Knox School, "It seems to me that future generations will be justly 
angry with us if this invasive bill is put through." 

Would future generations regard Echo Park as an invasion of the 
sanctified national parks, or would they see it as a bulwark against 
disaster7 Was the dam flooding out aesthetics or was it providently 
providing for drought7 

Studying the dam site 

The Interior Department had closely scrutinized the dam site in 
1950, when Interior Secretary Oscar Chapman conducted hearings on 
the project. Chapman had also solicited advice from the states and 
other federal agencies. In a final report to President Truman in Decem
ber of 1952, Chapman urged immediate construction of two dams, 
Echo Park and Glen Canyon. When the Eisenhower administration 
took over, the tedious process of reviewing the Colorado River Storage 
Project began anew. The Bureau of the Budget Director Joseph Dodge 
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Fryingpan-Arkansas Project One of the largest water-service contracts in history of 
Bureau of Reclamation was signed in ceremony January 13, 1965; left to right 
are (seated) Aspinall; Interior Secretary Udall; Colorado Congressman Byron 
Rogersi (standing) Colorado Congressmen Frank E. Evans and Roy H. McVickers. 
Total project cost was to be $170 million, and water conservancy district was to reim
burse $60 million. 

returned the Chapman report to the Interior Department's new secre
tary Douglas McKay. A troubleshooter, Undersecretary Ralph Tudor, 
was assigned specifically to look into the issue of Eecho Park. In No
vember of 1953, Tudor recommended that Echo Park be kept in the 
project, and in March of the follOwing year, President Eisenhower en
dorsed that recommendation. 

Tudor maintained that the dam would IIalter the scenery of Dino
saur National Monument without destrOying it." The alternative, he 
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stated, was to deny the four-state region of Colorado, Utah, Wyoming 
and New Mexico precious water - 6.5 million acre feet - that could 
be stored if the dams were built. The Salt Lake regional director of the 
Bureau of Reclamation, Ernest O. Larson, said the total Colorado 
River project, including Echo Park, would make possible the use of all 
the natural resources of the Upper Colorado River Basin - from ura
nium to coal, timber to agriculture. 

The major issue related to Echo Park involved the sanctity of the na
tional park system. Such a dam would be a precedent, said both the 
project's opponents and proponents. It would invite Congress to open 
up all the nation's parklands for commercial exploitation, said the proj
ect's opponents. In the view of Representative John O. Saylor, a Re
publican who led the fight against the dam in the House Interior and 
Insular Affairs Committee, Echo Park signaled the start of an "in
vasion" of national parks and monuments by the Bureau of Reclama
tion. On the opposite side, Aspinall warned, "If we let them 
(preservationists) knock out Echo Park, we'll hand them a tool they'll 
use for the next 100 years." Articulate spokesmen grouped themselves 
into two camps. Among the most vocal dam proponents were the 
Aqualantes, water vigilantes who spoke for the entire project. Damop
ponents were well represented by the Sierra Club, which spoke only 
against the project's "invasion" of national parklands, not against the 
entire project. The Sierra Club stand was by today's standards a mod
erate one. They opposed only one dam of dozens originally proposed 
in the bill. Years later the club was to bemoan its tacit acceptance of 
the rest of the Colorado River Storage Project. 

In the 1950s, spokesman for the ecological contingent was the 
Sierra Cub's Executive Director David Brower. In his testimony be
fore Congress, Brower stressed that national parks, a Walden Pond 
for the masses, should not be raped, and that dams would sully the 
natural, scenic wonders of the park. He cited previous conservation 
battles, including "Hetch Hetchy," a beWitching case study described 
in a Sierra Club publication, "Hetch Hetchy Once Is Too Often./lln 
1911, the Hetch Hetchy dam in Yosemite National Park was proposed 
before the National Park Service had been created. Its locale: "an ir
replaceable scenic valley," in Brower's words. Defenseless, the valley 
was sacrificed on the altar of specious arguments, he claimed. Prop
onents had asserted, said Brower, that the dam was essential. He re
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counted their arguments: "San Francisco will wither without this 
water; we must have cheap power; there are no good alternatives; the 
scenery will be enhanced; greater accessibility will result; nature 
lovers are obstructing progress." The dam was built, but the litany in 
the battle over Hetch Hetchy sounded current, for the same claims 
were made for Echo Park. 

Learning from history 

The moral of Hetch Hetchy, said Brower, was apparent in 1954. 
"We know better, too late. Not one of these claims proved valid ... there 
were alternatives, which still exist. But ... the wrong choice was made 
back in 1911...Yet we are now hearing parallel claims for Echo Park. 
We are still not faced with a choice between water and scenery i sound 
planning will conserve both." 

He cited another case, this one involving Yellowstone National 
Park. In 1921 dam proponents recommended a project to raise Yellow
stone Lake six feet. Though they claimed it would increase the beauty 
of Yellowstone Falls, the project was nixed. Former Secretary of the In
terior John Barton Payne, referring to the commercial interests that 
would be helped by the reclamation project, told the Interior Com
mittee, "There's a heap more in this world than three meals a day." 

Now, turning to Dinosaur National Monument, which he insisted 
faced the same perils that had flooded a part of Yosemite and had 
threatened Yellowstone, Brower said the issues were essentially the 
same. 

He spoke of the beauty of the Dinosaur Monument, as the Colorado 
River coursed through its canyons. Brower conjured up a Marilyn 
Monroe image as he referred to his secretary, "one of those blondes 
who tan beautifully." He confided to the committee that she had just 
returned from a river trip in the monument, "And she came back a 
week ago Monday from the six-day trip, beautifully tanned. Ask her 
about that trip and all you get is a rapturous sigh." He noted that the 
Dinosaur National Monument's splendor had been enjoyed by 300 
persons in the summer of 1954, and 200 the summer before that. 

Perhaps knowing that rapturous sighs wouldn't persuade most of 
the congressmen to abandon a dam site, Brower went on to make a 
dire prediction. He railed, "Not in our time ... but in due time ... this res-
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ervoir, and all the beauty it inundated, would completely silt up." Us
ing Bureau of Reclamation figures, Brower said the entire project 
could be recast, for the public good, if those figures were eyed from a 
different vantage point. The perspective, he stressed, should not be 
how much power, but how much water a particular project would 
yield. 

Eloquently, Brower argued, "It is the logical question to ask, for un
like most of the rest of the country, the Colorado Basin is essentially a 
land of little rain. Major Powell discovered this when he first traveled 
down the river and named Echo Park in 1869. It is still true. This is an 
arid land. Power can come from many other sources ... But water can
not come from other sources." 

The power from the dam would also provide revenue to finance irri
gation projects proposed in the same bill, as Brower well knew. He 
proposed alternative sources of funding, among them a tax of one-half 
mill on power that was presently produced in the area. Aspinall 
pounced on the suggestion: "Do you know of any procedure by which 
that sort of a program could be carried into execution, Mr. Brower?" 
Aspinall asked during committee hearings in March of 1955. 

Brower began, "I should imagine, Mr. Chairman, that that could 
be ... " but Aspinall cut him short: 

"I do not ask you to imagine now. I wanted to know whether or not 
you have thought this thing through and knew what you were 
suggesting./I 

Brower suggested that taxing authorities at the various levels of gov
ernment were already levying taxes on privately-produced power. 

Continued Aspinall, /100 you know of any agency by which you 
could make that uniform throughout this interstate area?/I 

Brower answered, "1 do not know of such an agency, but I imagine 
it could be done." 

Aspinall refrained from lancing Brower's imaginings agains, and 
simply responded, "That is all," yielding the floor to questioning by 
another congressman. 

The legality question 

Aside from the aesthetic and environmental questions of building a 
dam in a national monument, there was also the question of its legal
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.mall was known by his colleagues as a hard 
lmentary procedure. 

Echo Park 

ity. Conservationists said it was illegal. Dam proponents said Con
gress could authorize any federal project it wanted anywhere, and that 
the proclamation enlarging Dinosaur National Monument had in fact 
contained an express provision authorizing a dam at Brown's Park in 
the monument. 

Both sides danced on the head of a legal pin that seemingly could 
puncture either viewpoint. 

Thus, the legality issue focused on interpretation of a 1938 procla
mation to enlarge the monument, and on a reading of the Federal Wa
ter Power Act of 1920, as amended in 1921 and 1935. The 
proclamation itself said that withdrawal of the monument (from the 
public domain) "shall not affect the operation of the Federal Water 
Power Act ... and the administration of the monument shall be subject 
to the reclamation withdrawal (of 1904) ... for the Brown's Park Reser
voir site'" The Water Power Act amendments prohibited dam sites in 
monuments and parks existing in 1921, but it was unclear whether the 
prohibition extended to parks created after that date. 

The opponents of the dam quite logically pointed out that the au
thorized Brown's Park Reservoir site in the monument was not the 
same site as the Echo Park dam site, but legal counsel in the Depart
ment of Interior said the mere provision for a dam could be interpreted 
as a declaration of congressional policy allowing a dam in a national 
monument or park. Elmer Bennett, legislative counsel for the Interior 
Department, said that '~aving made a reservation (at Brown's Park) 
for reclamation purposes in one part of the monument - and one 
which I understand is very beautiful, the Gates of Ladore being in that 
area - it might be argued, of course, that the policy question was 
equally applicable elsewhere." 

As for the provisions of the Federal Power Act amendment of 1935, 
Bennett declared, "It wasn't a congressional declaration that Con
gress itself could not authorize a federal development there. II In other 
words, regardless of what Congress had or had not previously author
ized, Congress might still choose to provide for federal projects. The 
amendments of 1921 and 1935 in no way bound later Congresses con
sidering federal projects, Bennett said. 

While each side wanted to arm itself with the cudgel of existing law 
about the monument, the weapon could be used by whomever held it. 
If the law had forbidden a dam, or if the law had paved the way for a 
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dam, it was still up to the current Congress to authorize or outlaw a 
dam in Echo Park. 

me the Bible, the law was quoted self-righteously again and again 
by both sides. One of the more convoluted claims came from Senator 
Arthur V. Watkins of Utah, who stated that the Echo Park dam site 
could find its roots in lands included in the monument area that were 
withdrawn in 1904 and 1925 by the President for possible dam sites. 
On the other hand, the withdrawals for the monument came after that 
in 1915 and 1938. Watkins concluded, "Construction of Echo Park 
thus could not possibly serve as a precedent for invading national 
monuments. In fact, these documents actually prove the reverse-that 
this reserved reclamation area has been invaded illegally by a national 
monument." Watkins was trying to spear the conservationists with 
their own charge. It was like arguing about who started a war; the in
vasion, he said, came from the park intruding on a dam site, not vice 
versa. 

Aspinall chopped the head off this argument in a curt letter written 
to the senator in 1955. He observed: "This conclusion, Senator Wat
kins, can be arrived at only by the kind of double-jointed logic which 
lawyers have to be capable of in order to represent clients on either 
side of a case .. .It seems to me only common sense that a later procla
mation by the highest executive officer, namely, the President, in the 
1938 proclamation enlarging Dinosaur National Monument, takes 
precedence over and cancels the previous withdrawals and 
reservations." 

The which-came-first-the-chicken-or-the-egg shrill debate charac
terized much of the argument over Echo Park. Other dam backers sug
gested that nature herself had called for a dam at Echo Park. 
Describing a portion of the basin in the dam site, a publication by the 
Up~ Colorado River Commission said, "The area is such a logical 
chOlce for a reservoir site that it's almost as if nature had created it es
pecially for this purpose ... which of course she did, since the basin was 
hollowed out by the eroding waters of ancient rivers and lakes." 

No man's land or tamed park 

The publication, "Tomorrow's Playground for Millions of Ameri
cans," was a paean for a paradise to be known as Echo Park. Its argu-
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ments reflect a day when Americans were still enraptured with man
tailored, Disney-like escapes and less drawn to raw wilderness. "To-
morrow's Playground" observed that the masses couldn't partake of 
the joys of Dinosaur National Monument because it was still too 
primitive. The mysterious, sometimes treacherous parkland was now 
a IIno-man's land," the brochure stated. Only "dare-devil river run
ners" and other Tarzan types dared venture into this "vast stretch of 
inaccessible gorges." This yawning pit of "perilous adventure ... sparse 
arid-land vegetation ... precipitous cliffs" had been christened by early 
explorers who recognized the "wild character" of the land. They had 
named some of the landmarks "Hell's Half Milell and "Disaster 
Falls." 

So, the Shangri-La lay buried in a hostile land. Said the brochure: 
"Deep in the jagged, vertical-walled canyons of the Green, the Yampa 
and the Colorado rivers - all part of the great Colorado River Drain
age System - there exists in an undeveloped stage one of the greatest 
national wilderness playgrounds and some of the most beautiful scen
ery in the world. There's only one hitch: only a few almost impassable 
'roads' and some pack trails lead into this high plateau country. The 
only other access is down the wild, turbulent rapids of these rivers, re
puted to be among the most hazardous in the world by the handful of 
adventurous river runners who have participated in this dangerous 
sport." 

Unless one were willing to backpack in, or to ride the treacherous 
river, this haven was off limits. 

Retreat for millions 

IIAt present, (the monument) is not a park in the accepted sense. It 
is rather only a small river valley, Significant only because it is the one 
wide spot along a vast stretch of inacessible gorges," said the pamph
let. Happily, this no-man's land could be tamed, and, Simultaneously, 
water could be brought to the needy West. Continued the brochure, 
"Only by storing and putting to beneficial use the river waters which 
run through it, by approval of a combined reclamation power project 
like the one proposed, can Echo Park and surrounding country truly 
become a park. ..a retreat to be enjoyed by millions of Americans," 

The brochure explained that the IIdevelopment" proposed in the 
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park would include: 
• an easy to navigate still-water 'highway' more than 100 miles 

long 
• picnic areas, beaches, boat harbors, cabins, lodges and camp

grounds, foot trails, bridle paths, museums 
• approach roads to make "points of interest now virtually unseen 

by man easUy accessible to motorists" 
• fishing facilities, hatcheries, fish planting 
The explorer could still have his adventure, too. "New caves at lev

els now high beyond public reach will be opened up for the explorer 
and sightseer ... And with all this, the daredevU river runner will not be 
deprived of his hazardous sport. Still left on the Colorado and its tribu
taries will be hundreds of mUes of turbulent waters and rampaging 
rapids." 

The inviting, developed park proposal was sharply contrasted to the 
"scenic sanctuary" that the conservationists were trying to preserve. 
The promoters of "tomorrow's playgrounds" were responding to the 
then-strong conviction that man could and should conquer nature. 

The proponents also stressed that the dinosaur bones which had led 
to the original reservation of the parkland would not be imperUed. A 
news release issued by a group organized to promote the project, Up
per Colorado River Grass Roots, Inc., introduced two con
servationists, Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Untermann, geologists. He had 
served as a ranger-naturalist at the monument and had mapped the ge
ology of the area. "Our lives have been devoted to conservation," Un
termann avowed. He criticized "hit-and-run scribes who only camp 
overnight and then take a potshot at the Monument." Untermann as
sured the public that the project would not flood the dinosaur beds. He 
stated, "The dinosaur quarry is miles downstream from the damsite 
and high above the river bed." 

Another area resident who was impatient with the preservation ar
gument was Harry Ratliff, a professional engineer at Vernal. He 
wrote Aspinall, "Just as these same cliffs and crags, these gorges/ gro
tesque and naked, are tiresome and forbidding to me, they hold the 
transient tourist spellbound, it seems, whUe at the same time we of the 
canyon country would gladly give a thousand naked, inaccessible can
yons for just ONE with a living lake in it to break the monotony ..." 

He became more emphatic, "Canyons, canyons, canyons, My God, 
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Crawford Dam Dedication - U.S. Secretary of the Interior Stewart Udall, far left, 
with Aspinall and Leslie J. Savage at dedication of Crawford Dam in Colorado on 
April 20, 1963. 

Arizona, Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, New Mexico, Montana, even 
California are glutted with canyons, Death Valley, Grapevine Can
yon, Mojave Desert, Yosemite on south to Mexico ... Why don't they go 
into Grand Canyon, Bryce Canyon, The Colorado River ... Heavens, 
must we give them a dictionary of canyons 7/1 

Conservationists prevail 

But the argument against the "rampaging river" and for a domes
ticated parkland failed to prevail. The conservationists continued to 
marshal an army adamantly opposed to Echo Park dam. One of the 
chief reasons that the conservationist movement was ultimately suc
cessful was that the dam proponents failed to strike down their oppo
nents' strongest contention: namely, that the dam could be built just 
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as easily and economically elsewhere. 
Many of the dam's opponents went so far as to contend that Echo 

Park wasn't necessary. But, they continued, even if such a unit as 
Echo Park were necessary to financially support irrigation projects, 
there were alternate sites. One of the most cogent statements of this 
claim came from General U.S. Grant III, a grandson of the former 
President. The younger Grant, President of the American Planning 
and Civic Association, had been an officer in the U.S. Army Corp of 
Engineers for 42 years. He attacked the Bureau of Reclamation's in
transigent planning. Said Grant, liThe hard fact is that the Bureau of 
Reclamation has already made site surveys in the national monument 
and has done other prepatory work (including propaganda) to such an 
extent that it does not want to make similar studies of alternate sites." 

Grant, however, suggested other sites. The Department of Interior 
Undersecretary Ralph Tudor countered that any alternate would in
volve an added loss by evaporation of enough water to supply a city 
the size of Denver. This argument was attacked in a report from Dr. 
Richard C. Bradley, who held his doctorate in physics and was a re
search associate at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York. Bradley 
asked, "How serious would the effect of this extra waste be? It would 
deplete the Upper Basin's allocation by 1 1/2 percent, a teaspoon and a 
half difference for every pint of water. It would mean that the Upper 
Basin would have only enough water for 65 instead of 66 cities the size 
of Denver. Is this evaporation difference really of overriding impor
tance? Is it an exorbitant price to pay to preserve Dinosaur National 
Monument7" 

Even if Bradley's calculations could be challenged -and they were, 
the Reclamation Bureau had a hard time refuting its own statistics, 
which the conservationists were able to use against the project. Bureau 
engineers had made a costly error. They had originally calculated that 
the deep canyon proposed as the Echo Park dam site was so superior 
that the amount of water lost through evaporation at another site 
would be 165,OOO-acre feet a year. Later they recalculated their esti
mates, and found a 55,000 acre-foot error. 

The conservationists pounced on the error. In a broadside, "Don't 
Dam the National Park System/' the dam opponents argued that the 
bureau's statements were contradictory, that the evaporation argu
ment was being used as a pretext, and that Grant had demonstrated 
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that the evaporation estimates were based on meager data. Certainly 
the evaporation loss wouldn't be enough to supply water for "a city 
the size of Denver." they said. 

Opposition to the project mushroomed. The New York Times urged 
defeat of Echo Park dam in a June 1955 editorial. Said the Times, "The 
truth of the matter is that Echo Park Dam is primarily a power project 
to help provide payment - through anticipated sale of government
owned hydroelectric power at a profit - for some of the subsidized ir
rigation projects planned for the Upper Colorado Basin ...If the can
yons of the Green and Yampa are destroyed, the nation will have 
indeed sold its birthright for a few miserable kilowatts." 

Ceding the battle 

Aspinall argued eloquently for the Echo Park site. But once he saw 
that the majority could not be swayed, he ceded to its will and pushed 
for the rest of the Colorado River Storage Project. Loss of the Echo 
Park dam would weaken the bill but wouldn't gut it, whereas unyield
ing demands to retain the dam would kill the whole project. 

Perhaps better than anyone in the Upper Basin, Wayne Aspinall ~
derstood the politics of reclamation. He stressed the need for uruty 
among the seven Basin states themselves and for proper timing on the 
bill. Many a bill, he said, died because it showed up on the floor at the 
wrong time - particularly in the closing days of Congress when m~m
hers acted hastily, slaughtering legislation rather than delaymg 
adjournment. 

Aspinall was always mindful of the minority position of the recl
amation states. In a newsletter to his constituency in 1961, he wrote, 
"Reclamation is one federal program little understood by members of 
the House from the Eastern part of the United States, and yet it is 
these members who actt1illly hold the balance of power when it comes 
to a House vote on a reclamation project." While most Eastern con
gressmen were about as interested in dams as they were in louse
warts, the complexities of reclamation projects could be as 
overwhelming as a catalog of the plant kingdom. Hence, Eas~ con.
gressmen were inclined to vote for projects that generated little mail 
from their constituencies, if their Western colleagues could themselves 
show unanimity toward a bill. The twang of dissent in the West's own 
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ranks for one of its reclamation projects was a death knell. The recl
amation states themselves had thin ranks--only 99 House votes the 
year the project was authorized, 120 short of a majority of the 435 
House members. But unity among the Western states was rare. The 
Colorado River Project was only one example. As Aspinall wrote to 
one of his constituents in 1955, 'Working here ... has demonstrated to 
me the political power arrayed against the Colorado Project even when 
the Upper Basin States have been united in their support. In the House 
we have nine votes from the Upper Basini California has 30 votes, and 
of these, some 23 are in complete opposition to the Colorado River 
Project and well supplied with material and information from a well
organized and well-heeled organization. It is a tough battle, but I 
joined it long ago and shall continue to work for the long-overdue de
velopment of water in our area." 

From the start, the battle was in the House. Ir. the Senate 17 recla
mation states, banded together, had 34 votes and could usually get 
what they wanted by converting 17 other Senators to constitute a 
simple majority. Not so in the House, where the sparsely populated 
Western reclamation states had a smaller percentage of votes. 

Still, while Aspinall fought doggedly for the benefit of a minority, 
he declined to use parliamentary machinations to subvert the major
ity's will. In a letter to James Cinnamon, publisher of a small news
paper in the congressman's district, The Delta Independent, Aspinall 
stated, "I have been a consistent supporter of the Echo Park unit. On 
two different occasions during the committee consideration of the over
all project, I voted to keep Echo Park in the bill. A majority of the 
members felt otherwise, however, and it was stricken from the bill. I 
personally have devoted much time and study to this phase of the pro
gram and I continue to be of the opinion that a storage and power res
ervoir at Echo Park would bring more values to the Upper Basin than 
the retention of the area in its present condition. 

"At the same time," he continued, "1 am bound by the action of a 
majority of my committee. Had I found myself having to go before a 
conference committee, I still would have been bound by the instruction 
of a majority of my Interior Committee rather than by my own 
wishes." Even though negotiations in a non-public conference com
mittee of Senate and House members might allow Aspinall to push his 
own support of Echo Park, he would not have subverted the vote of the 
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House Interior Committee. 
Aspinall didn't sacrifice Echo Park until he had fought for it long 

and hard in committee. He argued that the site was a good one for two 
reasons - evaporation and economics. Relying heavily on Bureau of 
Reclamation studies, Aspinall wrote a colleague, Representative John 
Dingell, in June 6, 1955, that Bureau technicians and engineers had de
tennined that Echo Park was the most favorable site in terms of cost, 
water loss and utility to the Upper Basin development. He noted, liThe 
Bureau has maintained this position in the face of extended con
troversy. I have supported this same position on the basis that we 
should build our best and most economic units." 

Yet Aspinall had witnessed the wreckage wrought by the Echo Park 
issue. In 1954, the Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, split on the 
issue had narrowly reported the bill out of committee, 13 to 12. When 
the e~tent of opposition became more apparent, the bill's backers did 
not push for a rule permitting floor debate. No rule was granted dur
ing the 83rd Congress, which adjourned in August of 1954. 

Keeping the project, not the dam 

In 1955 the committee again reported a Colorado River Storage Proj
ect bill, but by this time Aspinall was convinced that Echo Park would 
poison the rest of the project. He wrote Dingell, lilt may well be that 
this unit will have to be sacrificed on the altar of opposition. The legiti
mate opposition has been ballooned into awesome proportions by 
those whose real interest is nothing more or less than the defeat of any 
reclamation development. I regret exceedingly that this situation has 
developed and I have been advised by many a member that they are re
ceiving heavy mail on this subject," mail opposed to the Echo Park 
dam. 

Careful vote counts convinced Aspinall that the bill, if brought to a 
vote, would die on the House floor. Ival Goslin, secretary-engineer of 
the Upper Colorado River Commission, kept a chart with the name of 
every member of Congress, and reported to Aspinall in meetings in 
the congressman's office twice a week about the result of counts by 
the "whip,II the party leader who summoned the congressmen for cru
cial votes. 

Death came quietly to Echo Park, though at first it appeared that 
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the dam's foes might insist on a public hanging rather than a private 
burial. 

When Aspinall saw that Echo Park had to be excised to save the en
tire project, he explained that position to the Irrigation and Reclama
tion Subcommittee during an executive session in June of 1955. Dam 
proponents received the news like bereaved but brave soldiers-the 
war must go on, even though the dying were behind. So, it was sur
prising that when Aspinall moved to delete Echo Park, his motion was 
defeated 12 to 8. The reason for the vote was the presence of a rene
gade Southern California faction. That group wanted to kill the proj
ect. They chose an ironic strategy that they hoped would poison the 
project; they voted for Echo Park dam. 

While the ecologists were clearly against Echo Park, and the Upper 
Basin states were staunchly for it, Lower California saw the dam as a 
flea-speck. But the entire Colorado River Storage Project threatened to 
develop Upper Basin water that California could claim by default only 
if such waters were never stored upstream. So even though the Upper 
Basin was pledged, by compact, to deliver 75 million acre-feet of water 
to the Lower Basin States of California, Nevada, and Arizona over any 
consecutive 10-year period, California played the jealous mistress. 
While she recognized her limited legal rights to the river, in her heart 
she preferred to take the whole river. And if there were no Colorado 
River Project, she virtually would own the river. The dam's opponents 
bought Aspinall's argument that Echo Park would doom the act; so be 
it, their 12 to 8 vote said. 

In a speech on the Senate floor, Senator Watkins of Utah charged 
that water-lobby groups, such as those representing lower California, 
had made pawns out of "honest conservationists." 

Convinced that the full House Interior Committee would eventually 
delete Echo Park anyway, Aspinall appealed to some of his colleagues 
on the subcommittee, and three days later the vote was reversed. He 
moved again to delete Echo Park, and his motion carried 14 to 8. Never 
again was Echo Park to be considered in the legislation. 

But for a time, before the House Interior Committee voted on the 
bill, the conservationists thought Aspinall was inserting a Trojan 
horse into the bill. Aspinall, maintaining that he hoped to reconcile the 
diverse views of residents in the Colorado River Basin states and con
servationists, proposed that a study of plans for storage projects in the 
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Inspection Trip? - That was the billing for this trip to Lake Powell in 1964, when 
Aspinall and Bureau of Reclamation Commissioner Floyd E. Dominy visited Lake 
Powell, Arizona, and Mrs. Marie Seaton of Page, Arizona, greeted the 
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Upper Basin be undertaken. He recommended that a three-man board 
of disinterested engineers examine Echo Park and other sites. 

Even Aspinall's backers thought he was slyly trying to retain the 
dam. Editorialized The Deseret News of Salt Lake City, IIBackers of 
the river bill and Echo Park were not dismayed by the deletion vote. It 
has long been a part of Upper Basin State's strategy to delete the Echo 
Park dam in the House bill on the hope that it will be restored by a 
joint House-Senate conference committee. Otherwise, House leaders 
said it would be impossible to get the project bill through the Rules 
Committee and past the House.1I 

Expressing outrage at the prospect of such a study, the Otizen's 
Committee on Natural Resources exclaimed that the Aspinall move 
was IIsimply putting the dam back into the bill after taking it out." 
And the Council of Conservationists, another anti-Echo Park group, 
branded the proposal to establish the study committee a IImaneuver
ing to throw Echo Park Dam opponents off the scent." 

Howard Zahniser, vice chairman of the Citizens Committee on Nat
ural Resources, said in a bulletin in July of 1955, that the vote was an 
effort to "set up a prejudiced study of this ... notorious Echo project." 

Removing suspicions 

Aspinall read these responses as a threat of defeat for the entire bill. 
He chose to remove suspicions about his amendment. Late in June of 
1955, when the full Interior Committee began consideration of the 
project, he did not push his amendment for study; the amendment 
was defeated 19 to 6; then the committee voted 20 to 6 to report the bill 
favorably. 

Speaker of the House Sam Rayburn agreed to use his influence to 
get the bill through the Rules Committee. A rule was granted, so that 
the bill could be scheduled for debate. 

Still, conservationists did not drop their opposition to the project. 
They feared that even though Echo Park had been deleted from the 
House bill, it might still find itself in the law-since the already
passed Senate bill did retain the dam, and a conference committee 
might agree to insert the dam in the final bill. 

Aspinall was on the threshold of a major battle, yet he sensed de
feat. Should he venture forth anyway? 
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Interior Committee Chainnan Clair Engle told Aspinall he would 
bring the bill up for debate in the House if Aspinall wanted. Aspinall's 
decision, which he explained to constituents in a July 1955 press re
lease: "1 am not presently inclined to sacrifice to haste a measure to 
which so much detailed and constructive consideration has been 
given." Grandstanding in the face of certain defeat was not Aspinall's 
style. And, he was sure of defeat. Opponents had advised him that the 
measure would fail by at least 30 votes. His own vote count showed 
that Democrats would give the measure a few more than one-half of 
their votes, but that Republicans would vote it down three to one. Con
cluded Aspinall, "Personally I I would rather have such an important 
bill given full debate and rational consideration when the emotions of 
the members are not as high strung as they are (close to adjournment, 
which came August 2, 1955)." Aspinall distrusted the mob mentality 
of the closing days of Congress. 

So, rather than stage a valiant battle that he knew he would lose, 
Aspinall chose patience. The bill was not called up for floor debate. 

Later that fall, explaining to the Upper Colorado River Commission 
the need for revisions in the bill, Aspinall stressed, "I think if we press 
the bill we have got there and bring it out on the floor ... and (if) we are 
defeated, we will be set back ten years. If we realign our forces before 
we bring it out on the floor ... we can expect favorable action." 

Not only did Aspinall recognize the need to reassure environmental
ists, but also he saw some flaws in the bill. He accused the Reclama
tion Bureau of "overselling" the project, and suggested that it needed 
to be trimmed. The Senate bill, which had passed by a vote of 58 to 23, 
would have authorized $1.09 billion in storage units and irrigation 
projects. Aspinall thought that was excessive and, indeed, the bill that 
passed in 1956 totalled $760 million-not $1 billion. 

Meanwhile, Aspinall too, viewed the Senate bill as a "goodie bag," 
appealing to the reclamation states but certainly not justifiable to the 
rest of the nation. He bluntly told the river commissioners, "The Sen
*~~M~ch~~~~in~~se~~~~ 
taking a trip by rocket this afternoon to the moon." He also saw cer
tain other serious flaws in the bill-particularly in its distributions of 
the "sweets," the revenues that would come when the power dams 
were built and the electricity was sold. 
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Revising the bill 

So, during the congressional recess, Aspinall began negotiations with 
the conservationists, and the Upper Basin interests met to work out 
disagreements over distribution of those revenues. And, in a resolu
tion passed November 2, the Upper Colorado River Commissioners 
endorsed the deletion of Echo Park from the project. 

The end to the Echo Park battle came January 23, 1956, when lead
ing conservationists wrote Aspinall that they agreed to terms of a 
truce he had negotiated among congressmen and conservationists. 
Later, ecologists were to read their own letter as a white flag, a docu
ment of defeati at the time, they saw it as a victory. 

Conservationists noted in their 1956 letter that they had been reas
sured that the Echo Park dam "will not be reinserted" into the Upper 
Colorado bill. They received two other major assurances: a pledge, to 
be included in the bill, that "It is the intention of Congress that no 
dam or reservoir constructed under the authorization of this act shall 
be within any national park or monument," and, that the building of 
the main storage dam, behind Glen Canyon, would not impair another 
national monument-Rainbow Bridge in Arizona. There was some 
fear that waters from the dam would flood the base of the monument. 
That fear was later brought before the U.S. Supreme Court, and con
servationists were to lose their claim that a protective dam should be 
built to prevent waters from lapping at the base of the natural bridge. 1 

Once Aspinall had agreed to the conservationists' demands, a tor
rent of telegrams and letters advised him that various conservationist 
groups were withdrawing their opposition to the bill. J. W. Penfold, 
conservation director of the Izaak Walton League, told the press that 
the bill now looked good, and that Aspinall and his Senate counterpart 
Clinton Anderson were to be commended "for their successful efforts 

(1) At the time the protection was promised, the House Interior Committee noted that the Bureau of 
Reclamation was unable to furnish any information on whether the dam would "impair" the Rainbow 
Bridge monument, and whether protective features could be engineered. Aspinall noted that if a detailed 
study found such protective measures not feasible, the Bureau would not be required to construct them. In 
later years Congress never funded these "protective measures" and Aspinall was to contend that the 
access roads required to build a protective dam would be far greater "intrusion" into the monument than 
the dam. The conservationists were to brand congressional inaction on their demands "the greatest welsh 
in the history of conservation." As visitors of Rainbow Bridge since the construction of Lake Powell can 
testify, the water does not "lap at the foot of the natural bridge." 
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in reaching an accord with us... They have performed a worthy service 
for the entire Nation." 

Ansel Adams a nationally known photographer and president of 
Trustees for Co~servation, said his group was now backing the proj
ect for the addition of these (guarantees) ..for they are a reaffirmation 
of the national park principles at a ti.J:ne when the national park sys
tem, in the minds of many, is in serious danger." 

The bill passed the House on March 1,1956, by a comfortable mar
gin of 256 to 136. The conference committee began m~ting seven days 
later. Aspinall was among its members, and the comnnttee chose to re
tain his language on protection of the national p.arks and m?uments. 
The conference report was filed March 27, and Elsenhower slgned the 
legislation into law April II, 1956. 

Aspinall's appraisal of the Echo Park defeat, two decades after the 
event, remained the same as when he had first moved to delete the 
measure. In 1975 he recalled, lilt became very apparent to me, that as 
long as we had Echo Park in the legislation, we had difficulty. Unfor
tunately, the value of the site was ~o~ understood thro~ghout the 
United States. But, you don't keep kicking your foot agamst the ce
ment pos . t " 
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Lake Powell: Death of a Friend 


Perhaps one of the most poignant expressions relating the mixed 
blessings bestowed by Lake Powell came from a local newspaper 
publisher in Grand Junction, the largest city in Aspinall's con

gressional district. The publisher, Preston Walker, was a cursing, out
spoken Democrat and an ardent champion of Aspinall. 

Walker's father Walter, once state chairman of the Democratic 
party, had, until his death, counseled Aspinall. Pres Walker was a 
man who loved the outdoors in the same rugged tradition of Teddy 
Roosevelt. A former professional river runner, Walker wrote on June 
18, 1965, to Floyd Dominy, Bureau of Reclamation director, about 
Lake Powell: "Recognize the fact that these lakes are making avail
able to vastly increased numbers of people the spectacular beauties for 
many years available only to people like myself who were willing to 
spend many days camping out far away from centers of civilization." 

But to Walker, Lake Powell was somewhat like building a McDo
nald's hamburger stand in a cathedral. He told Dominy,lIDespite the 
beauty of the San Juan arm of Lake Powell, it did represent to me the 
death of an old-time and most honored friend." He wrote of the joy he 
experienced during three days of floating some 50 miles along isolated 
portions of the lake, and contrasted that with the IIhoards of wild men 
with the big horsepower motors that we found on the remainder of 
Lake Powell racing up and down the lake and through the side can
yons with little thought of or concern for other visitors." 

Walker was a thoughtful man, who had read "with great interest" 
Dominy's testimony on the value of the Grand Canyon (Lake Powell) 
Dam and the Sierra Club's arguments against the same dam. In bal
ance, Walker said he was probably Uin Reclamation's corner/' but he 
was particularly distressed by the aftermath of the dam - that is, 
lithe way the Park Service rangers, whom you usually find sitting in 
their pickups doing nothing and sporting handlebar moustaches to 
make them look like he-men, are in my opinion doing more harm than 
good. . . The real truth of the matter is that the Park Service doesn't 
know anything about supervising any kind of a recreational area un-
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Pres Walker- Aspinall wrote in a personal letter to Walker, publisher of the Grand 
Junction Daily Sentinel- about Lyndon Johnson, "Pres, I think the President has 
made up his mind he wants to be another Roosevelt. The trouble is he doesn't have 
the Rooseveltian period in which to work." 
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less all the visitors are channeled into a museum or along three-foot 
trails where they can be well controlled and have little opportunity to 
get out from under the thumb of a ranger, regardless of his 
competence." 

Like most Westerners, Walker realized that some of this land was a 
playground for the rest of the nation, and must be accessible to the 
overweight tourist as well as to the pioneer stock, but he resented the 
mentality that would build escalators in the wilderness - the Midas 
touch in plastic. Yet Walker, even though he was repelled by the mo
torboat-crazy tourists, recognized and accepted the tourists' presence. 
The West had to succumb to some sullying, if the residents were to get 
their water and their livelihood. 
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, '[ n the West, water has been the magic ingredient which has con
verted a once-barren wasteland into the most prosperous and 
fastest-growing segment of the United States. Except for sea

port cities, virtually every major population center west of the 100th 
meridian (a vertical line bisecting the Dakotas, Nebraska, Kansas, 
Oklahoma and Texas) has had its origin at the site of a water project." 

The speaker was U.S. Representative Wayne N. Aspinall, ac
claimed then and now as "Mr. Reclamation." At the time, May 15, 
1968, Aspinall was successfully shepherding a bill, the Colorado River 
Basin Project, through House debate. 

Like a Greek chorus, friends and foes of reclamation projects have 
sung about the doom that will be visited on the land if proposed dams 
are or aren't built. Nowhere has this drama been more clearly set forth 
than in the mid-1960s debate over the Colorado River Basin Project 
Act, particularly during the debate on the cornerstone of the Act
the Central Arizona Project (CAP) and its proposed construction of 
two dams on the Colorado River. In March of 1972, looking back on 
the debate, Field and Stream magazine branded the project a billion
dollar boondoggle. Aspinall himself saw the entire act as part of recla
mation's ambitious effort to "make the desert bloom II and to keep vital 
the water lifeline of the West. 

Throughout his congressional tenure, Aspinall was an ardent cham
pion of many a dam. He never lost a reclamation project that he car
ried on the House floor, once it was approved by the Interior and 
Insular Affairs Committee which he chaired. 

His defense of dams and irrigation projects continued after he left 
Congress and was especially intense in the mid-1970s in the aftermath 
of President Carter's blacklist of reclamation projects that Aspinall 
helped authorize. So strong was his feeling for the value of these proj
ects that Aspinall said Carter's "assault" on reclamation works left 
him feeling "as if a child of mine had been beheaded." 
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And who are you? 


In Aspinall's home district the Colorado River, once named the 

Grand, is joined by the Gunnison, and there lies a city named for the 
confluence. In Grand Junction, Colorado, population 28,000, dams 
were still popular in the 1970s - as was plainly demonstrated during 
an Interior Department hearing in the city in March of 1977. At that 
hearing on the administration's proposed reclamation cutbacks, Colo
rado's water chief Felix Sparks was loudly applauded when he stated, 
"The problem with the reclamation program is that it is one of the few, 
if not the only, federal programs which pays for its own way./I He 
added, "The vocal opponents of the reclamation program resemble a 
£lock of parrots trained to endlessly and mindlessly repeat the words 
'pork barre!.' II 

Still being challenged in the 1970s was the Central Arizona Project 
(CAP) which had been authorized in 1968. The $892 million project 
was part of the $1.3 billion Colorado River Basin Project Act. Also au
thorized in the Act were five smaller Colorado reclamation projectsi 
the Hooker Dam in New MexicOi and the Dixie Project in Utah. 

Absent from the final Colorado River Basin Project Act, however, 
were two hydroelectric dams, the Marble Canyon and the Bridge Can
yon Dams. In its final version, the CAP called for diversion of water 
from Lake Havasu, behind Parker Dam on the Colorado River, to the 
Phoenix and Tucson areas. Associated works were to include three wa
ter regulations dams - Orme, Buttes and Charleston, as well as reser
voirs, canals, pumping plants and electrical transmission lines. 

In the 1970s, a decade after passage of the Colorado River Basin 
Project Act, the battles waged in the 1960s by its backers and detract
ors were being fought again, since money for these same reclamation 
projects was being withheld by the President. In the 1960s, the battle
field was the Grand Canyon, the Colorado River, dams, the majesty of 
nature and the thirst of the West ... 

Smothered by dams? 

The Grand Canyon was to be drowned. The living Colorado River 
was to be smothered by dams. Instead of the raging, wild, magnificent 
river, there was to be a placid lake. Congress was trying to choke the 
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Colorado River - and all for dollars, all to pay for a gargantuan 400
nrlle systenn of pipes, aqueducts, spillways, turbUnes, concrete and 
other synthetic nneans of taDnUng water, of slakUng the thirst of Phoenix 
and Tucson. The proposal was called the Central Arizona Project, the 
nnajor part of a $1.3 billion reclannation schenne officially known as the 
Colorado River BasUn Project. In particular, said opponents, two pro
posed hydroelectric danns on the Colorado River iDnperiled the Grand 
Canyon. 

"If there is a God of the EngUneers," began a 1967 article Un Ramp
arts nnagazUne, "then his idea of Chartres is probably a dann Un the 
Grand Canyon." In the article, "ADnerica The Raped," author Gene 
Marine expressed his Uncredulity at the proposed projects: "The whole 
idea of daDnDnUng this world-fannous gorge, and drownUng beneath a 
needless reservoir 600 feet of the earth's history, datUng back to before 
the begUnnUng of even the siDnplest fOrDns of life, so boggles the ntind of 
anyone who is not an EngUneer that it is iDnpossible to write about it 
with even a nnonnentary pretense of dispassion." 

And dispassionate the Grand Canyon saviors were not. A living lab
oratory of streann erosion was to beconne a dead nnuseuDn, they de
clared. One witness told the House SubcoDnDnittee on Irrigation and 
Reclannation, "Here is the nnost beautiful exannple of geological proc
esses now existUng on earth. If you drown the living Colorado, the cre
ator of the canyon ~ be extinguished and the canyon will beconne 
only a ludicrous iDnitation of its fOrDner self." Ennotionally, the environ
nnentalists felt that to dann a river, to cause it to back up on itself, was 
to cause the river to cannibalize itself. 

" 'The nnost revealUng sUngle page of earth's history anywhere open 
on the face of the globe' will be erased, distorted and obscured if these 
danns are built," stated the Colorado Open Space CoordUnating Coun
cil Un 1967. 

Opponents of the two Colorado River danns scathUngly cited a De
partnnent of Interior publication that brazenly stated, "These danns are 
cash registers. They will ring up sales of electric power." These danns, 
the foes warned, would change the flow of the Colorado River through 
the Grand Canyon National Park and Grand Canyon National Mon
unnent. They would deluge the canyon for the sake of grandiose recl
annation projects. The power fronn the danns would be sold to pay for 
irrigation projects and for other unnatural diversions of water. 
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Psycho 

A Conrad political cartoon of the time epitomized the folly of the 
project as seen by the environmentalists. It was a scene calling for a 
Dr. Jekyll. A bucktoothed angel, also suggestive of a vulture in angel's 
clothing, was labeled "Reclamation Bureau Dams." He was perched 
on the overlook to a canyon, fast being swallowed by flood waters, all 
but obliterating the ironic words, "Grand Canyon." The caption: 
"Psycho.1I 

In words, the outrage of dam opponents was best expressed in full
page advertisements that the Sierra Club ran June 9, 1966, in The New 
York Times and The Washington Post. One ad implied that the dams 
would destroy the Grand Canyon - that they would, in effect, be a 
man-wrought flood, perhaps unleashing other floods in other parks. 
The ad asked, "Who Can Save Grand Canyon711 The answer, "You 
Can ...and Secretary Udall can too, if he will." In an open letter to 
the Interior Secretary, Sierra dub Executive Director David Brower 
asked Secretary Stewart Udall, "If Congress lets your Reclamation 
Bureau ruin Grand Canyon, then what would the Bureau do for an en
core 7 ...The Bureau's kind of blind planning has now destroyed Glen 
Canyon, just upstream from Grand Canyon, to produce electricity 
power that will be available cheaper from alternate sources before 
Glen Canyon reservoir is half full." 

The environmentalists said they were banking on future power from 
two sources - coal and nuclear power. One environmentalist, Mi
chael Gerver, quoted in The Washington Post, asked, "Fifty or 100 
years from now, when controlled nuclear fusion is commonplace, and 
other sources of power are irrelevant, what will our descendants think 
of a nation that would sacrifice one of its most beautiful recreational 
areas, a unique geological formation, to save a few dollars 7" To the en
vironmentalist the proposed flooding was as primitive, as savage, as 
using the blood of slaves to build pyramids. (A little more than a dec
ade after these pronouncements, environmentalists were holding na
tion-wide rallies protesting the construction of the nuclear plants they 
had recommended in 1966.) 

Said another foe of the dams, "If this society can place 'cash regis
ters' in the Grand Canyon, then there is truly no stopping those who 
would pollute, plow and pave over our remaining natural resources." 

'T 
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The speaker: the state issues chairman of the Young Democrats of 
Colorado, Dick Lamm. Ten years later he would be Governor of the 
state and would be arguing just as ardently for the construction of 
other dams along the Colorado River - though never for dams in or 
around national parks. 

Sierra Club disaster 

The Sierra dub, in its full page ad, spelled out its view of the dese
cration: two standing lakes would fill what was then 130 miles of can
yon gorge. As for the "wild, running Colorado River, the canyon's 
sculptor for 25,000,000 years, it will become dead water. In some 
places the canyon will be submerged SOO feet deep./I The ad contin
ued, "The dams aren't even to store water for people and farms, but to 
provide auxiliary power for industry. Arizona power politics in your 
Grand Canyon." Besmirching the grandeur of the canyon was a mess 
of politicians, trying to pour revenue into the coffers of industry
and water into the hallowed canyon. 

Reaction to these charges was swift. First, the day after the ad ran, 
the Internal Revenue Service notified the Sierra Club that the club's 
tax-exempt status was being examined. Stating that the investigation 
was routine, in no way motivated by any interest in the Grand Canyon 
dams issue, the IRS noted that contributions to a tax-exempt organiza
tion were allowed only if the organization didn't devote "a substantial 
portion of its activities to trying to influence legislation." 

While the IRS challenged the financial underpinnings of the club, 
and later removed its tax-exempt status, others tackled the substance 
of the club's charges. One of the most outspoken reactions came from 
Congressman Morris Udall of Arizona who rose in anger on the 
House floor the day the advertisements appeared. He told his col
leagues, "I have seldom, if ever, seen a more distorted and flagrant 
hatchet job than this." He charged that the ads had stooped to the use 
of phony photographs that implied a dam site in the nearby Lake 
Mead recreational area was part of the Grand Canyon National Park. 
He also said the ad's "sweeping language leaves the impression that 
the heart of Grand Canyon would lose its 'wild, running' nature and 
become a lake./I Said Udall, "This is false. The natural river, dropping 
thousands of feet as it flows through the canyon, will remain un
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touched for 104 miles, including all of the interior of Grand Canyon, 
an area larger than the state of Rhode Island. The only effect of any 
kind on the park would be a backing of the lake for 13 miles along the 
park's western boundary in an area never seen or visited by the gen
eral public, and seldom seen even by hardy outdoorsmen." 

Udall was also angered by Sierra Club arguments that his home 
state would have more water if the dams weren't buUt, (so the argu
ment ran) because the dams resulted in evaporation losses from the 
surface of the lakes. He said, iiTItis is like saying that we would have 
more wheat by not harvesting it because some of it will be lost in cut
ting, threshing and transporting to the elevator. Let there be no misun
derstanding. Without these revenue-producing dams, there will be no 
aqueducts for Arizona or California. There will be no reclamation. We 
may have more water, but it will be out there in the river - not on our 
farms or in our city water system./I 1£ the pail had holes in it, and still 
managed to convey water to thirsty men, that was better than the wa
ter-water-everywhere (in-the-river), but not-a-drop-to-drink syn
drome Arizona was fearful of facing. Already, her ground water 
sources were shrinking, and thousands of acres of farm land had re
turned to desert. 

The Arizona congressman raUed against' a Sierra dub national 
campaign that he called IIdistorted and misleading." In a letter to their 
Arizona constituents in 1966, Udall and Representative John Rhodes 
reported that the campaign "has taken a heavy toll on congressional 
members whose support we would otherwise obtain." The casualties 
came in Eastern states whose members typically had shown benign ig
norance of reclamation projects. Udall and Rhodes reported, "The or
dinary Western water bill draws little fire in Michigan or 
Massachusetts. Yet the massive campaign of a few organizations, 
aided and abetted by such influential publications as Life, The New 
York Times, and The Reader's Digest, have made the Colorado Basin 
Project bill one of the most controversial national issues of recent 
years. Many Eastern members report that they have received more 
mail on this subject than on any pending matter facing the 89th 
Congress." 
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Aspinall aloof 

Throughout the attacks and counterattacks, Wayne Aspinall re
mained as aloof as he could, advising Arizona to seek unity within her 
state and among the other six states that depended on the Colorado 
River as a primary water source - Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, 
Wyoming, Nevada and California. Aspinall was hardly the banner 
carrier for Arizona since she was eager to consume water that his 
state, Colorado, would someday need. But neither did he try to thwart 
the state. In a 1966 letter to their constituents Udall and Rhodes identi
fied Aspinall as "the astute Chairman ...an old and proven friend of 
our state." 

Aspinall thought the project's opponents had distorted the facts and 
were clamoring for luxuries that would bemuse river runners but 
hardly quench the thirst of cities that needed water. It was as if the en
vironmentalists, finding Arizona in the midst of a scorching desert, 
had insisted on sewing lace on the state's petticoats - thus unwit
tingly tailoring the state's funeral attire. He tried to reassure critics 
that the two proposed dams would not harm the Grand Canyon, be
cause they weren't even in the park or the monument. Bridge Canyon 
dam, later known as Hualapai, would be downstream from the Grand 
Canyon National Monument, and Marble Canyon dam would be up
stream from the Grand Canyon National Park, which adjOined the 
Monument. Aspinall told constituents, "I want to assure you that 
none of those members who favor the bill believe that the two dams 
will be harmful to the Grand Canyon." At its deepest, the water in the 
park would fill less than 1/500 of the canyon depth - and only 13 
miles of its length. In that light, the Grand Canyon would have as 
much chance of drOwning as a man sitting in his half-filled bathtub. 

The Aspinall figures conflicted with Sierra Club information that 
the lakes would fill 130 miles of canyon gorge, and submerge the can
yon in some places to 500 feet deep. But frequently the Sierra Club 
was referring to the geologic phenomenon known as the Grand Can
yon, rather than to those sites given congressional protection as a mon
ument and a park. Said one Sierra Club publication, "Grand Canyon 
National Monument and National Park fall sadly short of protecting 
the unity and integrity of the Grand Canyon. Only half of the great 
gorge is given dubious protection within the national park system." 
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Aspinall concentrated on the integrity of the park itself. The site 
that millions of Americans had enjoyed would be preserved, he 
stressed. The water that backed into the park would not even be vis
ible from any of the lookouts in the Grand Canyon National Park. Ob • 
served Aspinall, "1£ the lake were present, it would be possible for the 
first time, for thousands to see the downriver part of the park from a f 

(boat ride in the bottom of the canyon. Now only a few dare brave the 
rapids in rubber rafts to see the canyon from its ~oor." . r 

[When the two dams were reported in a House bill (number 4671) m 
r1966, the House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee said it had 

"devoted more time and given more study to this legislation than to t 
any other legislation it has considered in recent years." About ~e r 

dams, the committee said they would not flood the Canyon, but m
stead would make its beauty more accessible - creating a "water 
highway into the Canyon." I 

f 

A swimming hole instead? ~ 

f
But the environmentalists saw the bill as a malevolent proposal. The 

r 
Sierra Club ad in The New York Times warned, "Remember, with all 
the complexities of Washington politics, and the ins and outs of com
mittees and procedures, there is only one simple, incredible issue here: 
This time it is the Grand Canyon they want to flood. The Grand Can
yon. " Those tourists who had faithfully recorded the canyon's beauty 
on Kodak film, those who had driven their trailer homes into the can
yon park, those who had not yet seen the splendor but dream~ th~ 
would, all these people could envision the floodwaters destroy~~ ,this 
superlative feat of nature. They were being told that the politiCians 
wanted to make a swimming hole out of the Grand Canyon - and all 
for a few bucks for industry. 

Representative Udall countered in a speech on the House floor that 
the so-called "invasion" of the Grand Canyon was nothing more than 
"a border skirmish." He avowed that the dams would leave untouched 
the heart of the canyon and would preserve "for all time the geological 
history revealed in its thousands of feet of depth." He also attacked 
the ad's claim that the new artificial shoreland from the lakes would 
fluctuate on hydroelectric demand, leaving acres of mud when the wa
terline dropped. Udall stated, "This is false. Both of these dams are to 
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projects, and joy to the thousands who would be able to see the lake's 
environs by motorboat. 

Bridge Canyon Dam would be similar to the Glen Canyon Dam, 
which had been built as part of the (Upper) Colorado River Storage 
Project of 1956. Lake Powell in Utah and Arizona was behind Glen 
Canyon Dam on the Colorado River. Environmentalists shuddered at 
the mention of Glen Canyon. Opponents had referred to the bill au
thorizing that project as a "boondoggle." Its chief architect had been 
Wayne Aspinall, whose home state received authorization for five of 
the eleven irrigation projects called for in the bill. Representative 
Craig Hosmer of California had said the project was as insane as 
trying to "grow bananas on (14,OOO-foot) Pikes Peak." Harkening 
back to Glen Canyon, Sierra Oub advertiSing in the 1960s stated, 
"The Bureau's kind of blind planning has now destroyed Glen Can-
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be operated at constant levels." 
Aspinall, too, resented the Sierra Club's exaggerations. In 196~ he 

complained to a friend in Sun City, Arizona, Dr. James P. Rigg, 
whose mother had been Aspinall's third grade school teacher in his 
home town of Palisade, Colorado. "I think," Aspinall wrote to Rigg, 
lithe Bridge Canyon Dam is in order. Personally, I am not too ~ot 
about the Marble Gorge Dam, but if Sierra Club leaders keep carrymg 
on their campaign as they are, they may drive me into absolute and un
limited support on both dams." He didn't voice this threat publicly, 
though he did support his committee's majority position favoring both 
dams. Later in 1967, he introduced his own bill, calling for a single 
dam at Bridge Canyon. 

In the 1966 letter, Aspinall wrote to Rigg, "There is plenty of river 
for those who wish to run it, and if this country is fortunate enough to 
live for 500 to 1,000 years, there will have to be a great deal more water 
conservation than we have today. II Dams conserved water in times of 
plenty for times of drought, and more people meant more dams. 

Destruction of juice and joy 

Most incomprehensible to Aspinall was the argument that the dams 
would destroy the pristine beauty of the canyon. He argued that they 
would, in fact, provide "juice and joy," words used by a newspaper 
writer to explain that the dams would provide power to fund water 
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yon, just upstream from Grand Canyon, to produce electricity 
power that will be available cheaper from alternate sources before 
Glen Canyon reservoir is half full./I The Sierra Club had, in earlier lit
erature, proclaimed the Colorado River dead, felled by Glen Canyon 
Dam. Now they had resurrected the river. The words to their lament: 
another dam threatens the landscapej death of the river is at hand. 

Aspinall never understood such reverence for undisturbed nature. 
In his own way, he paid homage to the river -but he saw it more as a 
bull to be harnessed, not a cathedral to be revered, untouched. Aspi
nall had realized at an early age that the river represented a fickle and 
mighty force that could just as easily befriend a man as betray him. 
The river was to teach Wayne Aspinall about life, especially about his 
fellow man. 

One of his earliest lessons took place on the east side of the Colo
rado River, south of his hometown, Palisade, when 14-year-old 
Wayne attended a Sunday school party. He was among the youths 
who frolicked on the river banks and in the river. As young Wayne 
tried to swim across the river, he forgot to keep his legs and feet out of 
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the undercurrent. Like a shark, the strong waters started tugging at 
his feet and dragged him into their turbulence. He began yelling for 
help. 

His playmates from the Sunday school class simply stood open
mouthed and dumbstruck on the river banks. One youngster did 
plunge into the cold waters to help, however. He was a young boy who 
wasn't even supposed to be at the party -one of the so-called tough
ies, a youth named ''Boss'' Reynolds. He swore at Wayne, "Don't you 
drown, damn you!!" And the rescuer swam toward the struggling, 
sinking body. 

No joyriding 

Aspinall recalls, "He told me to grab ahold of him. And he took me 
out of the waters." From that day on, Aspinall never aligned himself 
with the self-righteous folk from the right side of the tracks i nor did 
he take the side of the toughies. He had learned, he said, that each 
man had to be judged on his performance. And he had also learned a 
profound awe of the river. "I never went swimming in the river 
again./I In fact, he never really enjoyed swimming again. Not for 
Wayne Aspinall the wild, roller-coaster terror of running a river on a 
raft or of swimming in its roily waters. 

He couldn't understand the Dave Browers and other Sierra Oub
bers who ran the river like Sunday joyriders. Preserve the river for pos
terity? Such thinking was naive, Aspinall contended. In a speech 
before the House of Representatives on March 25, 1965, Aspinall ob
served about Lake Powell, "One cannot deny that the opportunity to 
follow the original water highway through those magnificent canyons 
is gone, but that river has been replaced by a lake - the highway has 
widened into fantastic new vistas .. .Instead of destruction, there has 
been an exchange. We have given the Nation a recreational opportu
nity - yes, an aesthetic opportunity that never would have been ours 
had not the construction of this key unit of the Upper Colorado River 
Storage Project brought about the exchange of a river for a lake." 

A river for a lake. A glimmering cathedral for a sturdy castle in As
pinall's eyes. In the ecologists' eyes, the Sistine Chapel had been 
flooded so that Michelangelo's ceiling might be viewed at closer 
range. 
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When the Grand Canyon Almost Drowned 

Aspinall quoted from a lyrical piece in The Denver Post/ in which 
Maxine Brown Roberts wrote of Lake Powell, "As you float past noble 
promotories, majestic amphitheaters, frOwning escarpments, into 
shadowing narrow channels and vast, echoing caves, for mile after 
breathtaking mile, you can't get too excited about what lies drowned 
under the shimmering surface which is your avenue into a once lost 
wonderland. For one person who was privileged to see the secret beau
ties of the floor of Glen Canyon, thousands will share in the splendors 
of the new but ancient land Lake Powell has revealed." 

Aspinall saw what the writer saw - this Garden of Eden was no 
longer open only to the most hardy, whose bodies and bank accounts 
could afford the demands of the rugged land. The lake was a highway 
to a paradise for the masses. 

While such an argument might be logical, who wanted to concede 
that they were among the fat-jowled, broad-hipped, sunglassed, sun
screened masses who took the well-traveled path - a bland Interstate 
on water, as exciting as a sleeping pill? Better to dream of riding the 
rapids in the fashion of that first explorer, Major John Wesley Powell, 
the canyon's namesake, a one-armed, fear-immune pioneer. 

The Sierra Club's Brower had said, "Recreation benefit, distinct 
from use, stems from experiencing the reality of the world, and expe
riencing it in its full flavor and diversity, not softened, not homoge
nized." Who wanted the margarine version of the Grand Canyon? 

Distrust of the ecologist 

Many Westeners regarded the Sierra Club with as much distrust as 
they did those who would shroud the wilderness in plastic. Just as the 
Sierra Club attacked the integrity of what they saw as the money
grubbing businessman, the constituents in Aspinall's district ques
tioned the honesty of the ecologist. 

Aspinall pointed out that the Sierra Club had reversed its stand on 
dams in the Grand Canyon. In 1966 the Interior Committee majority 
report on the Colorado River Basin Project, as proposed in H.R. 4671, 
stated that the 13-mile intrusion of Hualapai (Bridge Canyon) Dam 
was 10 miles less than what the Sierra Club had agreed to in a resolu
tion when the Central Arizona Project was being proposed in the Sen
ate in 1949. And the committee also noted that opponents in the 1960s 
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lumped the evils of Bridge Canyon Dam and Marble Canyon Dam to
gether, even though the latter would be 12 miles upstream from the 
Grand Canyon park boundary and would not even touch the park. 

One of the more galling arguments to proponents of the dams was 
the ecologists' claim that nuclear or coal plants would better serve the 
area. It was hard for the dam proponents to believe that the ecologists 
did in fact want nuclear or coal power. One spokesman for the opposi
tion was Anthony Wayne Smith of the National Parks Association. 
When he testified before the committee, he suggested the use of coal 
and nuclear power plants to pump the water from the Colorado River 
into Arizona. The suggestion raised the ire of Morris Udall. He told 
Smith, "We have waited 15 years on a lawsuit, (Arizona vs. California 
concerning Arizona and California shares of the Colorado River). We 
have waited longer than that on Congressional authorization, 
and ...you are suggesting that we wait until there is a breakthrough 
in atomic energy, a breakthrough in desalting water, a breakthrough 
in solar energy ...a national study of water resources, and then and 
only then do we do something about the water crisis. II 

Smith protested, "No sir. I did not say that. I said go ahead with 
coal-fired plants immediately. Now you are going to get those as fast 
as you want them. If the fight hangs on hydropower, all the con
servationists in the country are going to fight you from here on out." 

Freeze·dry today 

Aspinall became sure that the conservationists were in fact "preser
vationists," seeking to freeze-dry the status quo and to avoid tech
nological studies. He saw the call for "more studies" as a delaying 
tactic, and he contended that since "human" minds were behind all 
the studies, never could the perfect, all-encompassing study be de
vised to cover all the contingencies, to forestall all errors. 

Aspinall's professional staff director of the Interior Committee, Sid 
McFarland, recommended that Aspinall decline to support the nuclear 
alternative - even though Aspinall was a member of the Joint Com
mittee on Atomic Energy. For a reclamation project, a nuclear plant 
was like using electricity to power a windmill, McFarland argued. He 
said that hydropower is designed to furnish energy during peak load 
period in an integrated system where the base load is supplied from 
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When the Grand Canyon Almost Drowned 

nuclear or coal fired thermal plants. Nuclear or coal fired plants are de
signed to supply energy continuously. Over the life of a project, the 
nuclear alternative generates less revenue and is more expensive to op
erate, maintain and replace. He maintained that the fuel supply for a 
nuclear plant would be difficult and costly to obtain, whereas the wa
ter that generated energy for a hydroelectric plant cost nothing. 

Nevertheless, the Sierra Club, among others, spoke glowingly of 
the prospect of nuclear power plants. Said one publication, "Dams in 
the Grand Canyon - A Necessary Evil?": "It takes a lot of water fall
ing a long way to generate as much power as a few atoms of fission
able material are capable of releasing. And atomic reactors may soon 
be generating electricity at lower cost than the coal-fired plants ..." 

Trading the dams for the project 

I t became increasingly obvious to backers of the Central Arizona 
Project that the bill would fail if it included either the Bridge Canyon 
Dam or Marble Canyon Dam. On August 22, 1966, Udall compiled 
one of his meticulous vote counts. He informed Aspinall and members 
of the Arizona delegation in a confidential memo that if all went well, 
particularly if the private power companies prevailed with a few of the 
undecided congressmen, the vote would go 252 to 176 for the project. 
But, he continued, "A large last minute Sierra Club campaign, hard 
editorials against us, no administration help" and paltry results from 
power company lobbying could reverse the vote: 172 yes, 260, no. So, 
he said, "the perimeter of the battlefield" amounted to 80 votes, and he 
listed those key congressmen. He also listed "areas to make or break," 
namely Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, PennsylVania, West 
Virginia, Michigan, Ohio, Illinois and Texas. Shortly after this report, 
the bill did indeed fail. It was referred to the House Rules Committee 
on August 12, 1966. There it died. The Committee chose not to give it 
a rule permitting floor action. 

In 1966, at the close of the 89th Congress, the Arizona delegation 
licked its wounds and assessed its gains. Udall and Rhodes reported 
that, "Our goal this year was a law authorizing CAP (Central Arizona 
Project). We started three years ago on our own goal line. Apparently, 
we will not score this year, but we have penetrated the opponents' 
twenty-yard line, and there are quarters yet to play. If we fail this 
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year, we do not return eighty yards and start afresh. We will begin 
somewhere past midfield. II 

The project proponents, it would tum out, weren't quite at midfield. 
They would suffer some heavy losses. The Lyndon Johnson adminis
tration, which had initially supported construction of both dams, had 
indicated in 1966 hearings that it might be willing to accept only one 
of the dams. The next year Secretary of Interior Stewart Udall an
nounced the administration had withdrawn support for both dams 
and was instead proposing a coal-fired steam electric generating plant 
as a joint public-private effort. Udall proposed that the Hualapai Dam 
at Bridge Canyon be left to later consideration by Congress, and that 
the park boundaries be expanded to include the Marble Canyon site. 

That same year Aspinall introduced legislation which deleted the 
Marble Canyon Dam. He announced his intent lito try to bring two 
sharply opposed interests  the water development advocates and the 
conservation groups -together.II His single dam at Bridge Canyon 
would be situated at the lower end of the canyon, 80 miles below the 
park boundary, and at a site "where the sport of river running is not 
engaged in too much, in fact, very little, II as he explained in a letter to 
a constituent. He also planned to readjust the boundaries of the park, 
and to change the status of the national monument to include it as part 
of a larger Lake Mead Recreational area. In effect, he would nip off 
one side of the park and extend other sides 60 miles upstream and 
westward. In that way, the dam would be outside the park; there 
would be "no invasion. II 

The proposal was preposterous to environmentalists. To them any 
£Iooding of the canyon was a wedge that would eventually rend the 
canyon's soul. To tinker with the park's boundaries was like lopping 
off a person's head and trying to attach it to his feet. 

Observing the Sierra Club's continued opposition to the dams, prop
onents recognized that the Johnson administration's alternate electric 
generating plant, while not as lucrative, carried their only hope for 
passage of the Colorado River Basin Project. They realized they would 
have to devise other ways to pay for the project, and they chose to con
centrate immediately on authorization of the larger project - even if it 
meant sacrificing Bridge Canyon and Marble Canyon dams. 

In 1968, another bill was drafted, along the lines suggested by the 
administration. Construction of any dams on the Colorado River be-
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When the Grand Canyon Almost Drowned 

tween Glen Canyon and Hoover Dam - including the entire length of 
the Grand Canyon -was barred. The Interior Secretary was to recom
mend the most feasible plan for federal participation in a coal-fed 
plant being planned at Page, Arizona, by private and state utilities. 
The ecologists withdrew their opposition. So now everyone agreed: 
the Grand Canyon wouldn't drown. 
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Chapter Twelve 


Water Solomon 


The Bridge and Marble Canyon dams were but a single issue in 
the passage of the Colorado River Basin Project Act. Like a civil 
war, the Central Arizona Project spawned many splinter 

groups - with neighbor pitted against neighbor, state against state, 
and federal government against state government. Often the two re
gions served by the Colorado River, the Lower Basin and the Upper 
Basin, warred against one another. 

That the Central Arizona Project ever found itself authorized was in 
large part a measure of Aspinall's ability to arbitrate a complex, 
many-sided issue, born in acrimony and appearing to consist of thou
sands of splinters that themselves had splintered. Aspinall emerged in 
Congress as a water Solomon, able to cope not with two mothers who 
wanted one child, but with seven Colorado River Basin states, all 
wanting one river. And each state was like a clan, capable of feuding 
even within itself. 

The Upper Basin states teetered on the brink of schizophrenia at 
times when they plotted their development and eyed the plans of the 
Lower Basin states who were building their water projects at a faster 
pace. On the one hand, there was the 1922 Compact, supposedly re
serving to the Upper Basin 7.5 million acre-feet of water. In interstate 
dealings, the compact was supposed to supplant the first-in-time, 
first-in-right doctrine that appropriated water rights to the first user 
to put the water to beneficial use. On the other hand, this prior appro
priation doctrine seemed to be poised as a weapon the Lower Basin 
states might be able to resurrect to persuade the Supreme Court to 
override the compact and force a return to the first-in-time, first-in
right doctrine recognizing the needs of the more populated areas, such 
as Los Angeles. 

Aspinall warned his own state water planners in 1965 that the 
Lower Basin might use the water the Upper Basin had stored for its 
own uses in Glen Canyon Dam, which was part of the 1956 Colorado 
River Storage Project. He explained, "It must be kept in mind that if 
Glen Canyon fills because there are not sufficient Colorado projects 
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Water Solomon 

constructed to utilize the water, the Lower Basin can float its own 
bonds to construct the Central Arizona Project (CAP), and then in 
1990 or 2000, the United States Supreme Court will probably say that 
the Lower Basin has put the water to a beneficial use of equal prior
ity." In that case, without water projects, none of the Upper Basin 
states could claim the water - regardless of the compact, Aspinall 
advised. 

Big fellow shocked 

Expressing indignation at this prospect was Colorado's Governor 
"Big" Ed Johnson, one of the most colorful champions of water rights 
in the state's history. A large man, six feet, two inches in height, 220 
pounds, Johnson "could pound you into salami if you weren't care
ful," Aspinall once recalled. Born to Swedish immigrant parents in 
Kansas in 1884, Johnson had graduated from high school in Nebraska 
in 1903 and had moved to Colorado to homestead on government land 
in 1910. It was ill health - consumption - that brought Johnson to 
Colorado; he thought he might be dying. Yet in that rugged land, he 
flourished, and began a long, illustrious political career - as county 
superintendent of schools in Moffat County, as state legislator, lieu
tenant governor and in 1933, as governor. After leaving the state capi
tol, he was elected three times to the U.S. Senate, from whence he 
promised, "I'm going to retire before I get to the age when perhaps I 
would not have the discretion to get out of politics. I am not suffering 
from Potomac fever. It's called Rocky Mountain fever." Yet it was 
nearly eight years before he left Washington, D.C., and then only to 
retire from the U.S. Senate. He returned to his adopted state to serve 
yet another term as governor, in 1955 and 1956. Then began what As
pinall saw as "the big fellow's most effective years of public service: 
as a member of the Upper Colorado River Commission." 

Like Aspinall, Johnson was a scrapper who came from a minority 
constituency. His home district was even more sparsely populated 
than Aspinall's, for Johnson came from the little town of Maybell, in 
Moffat County. Unlike Aspinall, who was an attorney, Johnson never 
went to college and so he was always ill at ease with someone who had 
"book leaming." Yet Johnson was a flamboyant man and his dramatic 
rhetoric fitted the profound emotions water evoked in Westerners. 
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In February 1968, Johnson wrote to John Sherman in Craig, Colo
rado, "From the day of my birth I have believed the Supreme Court of 
the United States always would be guided by the law. I was certain 
the Supreme Court Justices would never play fast and loose with the 
law. All of us and each of us at times may have been disappointed 
with the Court's judgment but never with the Court's integrity. I was 
shocked when Congressman Aspinall indicated that he was afraid of 
the decisions of the Supreme Court respecting the use of Colorado 
River water. He seems to feel that the population of the Lower Basin of 
the Colorado River will soar into a fantastic increase during the near 
future - perhaps four or five times the present population - and that 
under the one-man, one-vote theory, the Supreme Court will abandon 
the laws of the river compacts and say the law is what the majority of 
the Lower Basin wants the law to be." 

The Upper Basin states feared precisely what Aspinall feared: that 
they would be crushed by the juggernaut of population in CalifOrnia, 
Nevada and Arizona. Their precious compact, the key to economic 
wellbeing, would be trampled under by the ever increasing majority in 
the Lower Basin. 

So in the 19605 when Arizona sought to develop her share of the 
Lower Basin waters, she had to contend with Upper Basin concerns 
that, in the words of Colorado's Governor John Love, the Central Ari
zona Project might be IIa short-fused time bomb which will lead to de
structive competition among the states of the Colorado River Basin./I 

At the time of the bill's consideration in 1967, Arizona was using 
more Colorado River water than Colorado, even though, according to 
the compact, Arizona was entitled to less. The reason was that Ari
zona's population was growing faster than Colorado's, and Colorado 
didn't yet need her share of the river. Prospects for future water proj
ects in Colorado were modest, since few Colorado projects had been 
authorized by Congress. 

Throughout most of the Central Arizona Project debate, Colorado 
and the other Upper Basin states, as well as California, were aligned 
against Arizona - even though Arizona earlier had supported the Up
per Basin states in 1956, when the Colorado River Storage Project Act 
had passed. 
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Water Solomon 

Frying Pan -The start of the reclamation project known as the Fryingpan-Ar
kansas, after the two rivers, was celebrated graphically by Colorado Congressman 
J. Edgar Chenoweth, Southeastern Water Conservancy District Ex-Secretary Charles 
Boustead, Interior Secretary Stewart Udall and Aspinall. 

The fearless team 

Arizona's Representative Morris Udall referred in a private memo 
to his home state interests as "The Fearless Arizona Team," and de
scribed Arizona Senator Carl Hayden, sponsor of the earliest proposal 
for a Central Arizona Project, as quarterback. A Democrat, Hayden 
had served Arizona since statehood in 1912. Udall dubbed himself the 
"Flanker Back and Team Chaplain." 

Arizona had a powerful team. From the state came Representative 
John Rhodes, chairman of the House Republican Policy Committee 
and ranking minority member of the House Appropriations Public 
Works subcommittee - the group that decided where to allocate 
money among reclamation projects. Udall was a member of the House 
Interior Committee and was brother of Interior Secretary Stewart 
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Udall, heading the agency that would build the Central Arizona 
Project. 

Often the spokesmen for the various interest groups were lawyers. 
Because the issues were so complex, it often seemed that the battle for 
water was fought by these legal mercenaries. One of the chief warriors 
in the Central Arizona Project battle was attorney Northcutt Ely, a 
representative of the Colorado River Board of California, who argued 
California's case before the Supreme Court in the 1964 decision, Ari
zona vs. California. Ely described the Central Arizona Project as /Ia 
collision of advocates./I Aspinall called him "one of the hardest legal 
fighters that any man was ever pitted against./I 

For a time the main battleground was the U.S. Supreme Court. That 
bench offered Arizona a short-lived victory. The state's water prob
lems had been shunted out of the halls of Congress, when in 1951, the 
House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee voted on a motion by 
Representative John Saylor to postpone consideration of the Central 
Arizona Project until apportionment of the Lower Basin's share of the 
water was resolved. 

Earlier Arizona had asked the Supreme Court to apportion the wa
ters of the Colorado. But the state had entered the sanctum of the Su
preme Court only to be bounced from those chambers; the Supreme 
Court refused to accept jurisdiction in 1935. Arizona decided that if 
she were to have any standing in the court, she would have to ratify 
the Colorado River Compact of 1922. Arizona had been the only one of 
the seven basin states which had steadfastly refused to sign the com
pact. So unpopular was the pact in Arizona that opposition to it be
came a kind of loyalty oath that every political candidate took during 
his campaigning. One governor threatened to call out the Arizona Na
tional Guard in a dispute over the use of waters to which the state 
thought she was entitled. 

Arizona's chief quarrel with the compact was that it apparently in
cluded the waters of the Gila River, a tributary of the Colorado River, 
in Arizona; the compact spoke of apportionment of the waters of the 
Colorado River System, including its tributaries. Arizona argued that 
the Gila River should not be considered a part of the Colorado River 
System. In 1944, when the Arizona legislature finally ratified the com
pact, Arizona still did not concede that the compact included the Gila 
River. In 1952 Arizona filed suit against California to clear her title to 
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the use of the Colorado River, including its tributary, the Gila. Five 
years later the Supreme Court referred the complex suit filed by Ari
zona to a Special Master, who was to study the issues and make rec
ommendations. Even this move prolonged the case, because the 
Special Master, George L. Haight, died in 1955, and the case had to be 
referred to a successor, Simon H. Rifldnd. Finally, in 1961, the Special 
Master reported his findings and recommended decrees, and in 1963, 
after oral arguments and briefs were filed, the Supreme Court issued 
its decision. 

Arizona hailed the case as a victory, for she was guaranteed a share 
of the Colorado River, and the way was cleared for the Central Ari
zona Project. The high court declined to rule on Arizona's contention 
that the Colorado River Compact applied only to the main stream, not 
the tributaries of the Colorado River. 

Paper decisions kindle more debate 

The court decision prOvided the pass key for congressional reconsi
deration of the Central Arizona Project. Now that the waters had been 
divided on paper, they could be divided in fact through water devel
opment projects. However, once again Arizona found herself battling 
alone for the Central Arizona Project. The price for California's sup
port of that project was to be the very rights the court had awarded 
Arizona - 2.8 million acre-feet "for exclusive beneficial consumptive 
use in perpetuity," in the court's words. Colorado would fare better, 
through the efforts of Aspinall and other water law experts in the 
state. 

Colorado Governor Love testified in 1967 before Aspinall's com
mittee that since the passage of the Colorado River Storage Project act 
in 1956, his state had received authorization for projects that would 
consume about 95,000 acre-feet, but he noted that sum was consid
erably less than authorizations for any of the other Upper Basin states, 
even though Colorado's share of the water under various compacts 
was greater than all of the other Upper Basin states combined. 

KnOwing that Colorado had so few water storage projects author
ized, Aspinall didn't quarrel with Arizona's needs, but he wanted to 
be sure that state wasn't supplied at Colorado's expense. Throughout 
the crafting of the Central Arizona Project, Aspinall demanded assur
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ance that Congress wasn't dividing something that wasn't there. Wa
ter was needed in Arizona; it would be needed someday in Colorado. 
He wanted to know: was there sufficient water in the Colorado River 
for a Central Arizona Project, or could that water be obtained else
where, and was there sufficient water for future Upper Basin projects 7 

Studies in the early 1960s concluded that river water supplies were 
insufficient for all the basin projects then proposed, yet the water 
might be augmented through importation of water from the Columbia 
River, through cloud seeding or by some other technological feat. In 
1967, Bureau of Reclamation Commissioner Floyd Dominy testified 
that without such augmentation and if the Central Arizona Project 
were built, California would have to stop using some of the 5.2 million 
acre-feet that it was then consuming. 

This potential shortfall in California troubled the Upper Basin 
states: they could see a tug-of-war if the Upper Basin states someday 
needed the water they were about to allow the Central Arizona Project 
to borrow from the Upper Basin's allotment. In 1965, Aspinall clearly 
saw the dilemma. He observed, "The fact is that without that water 
which the Upper Basin is not using (from its share of the river), this 
project could not be here before Congress./I He asked the Bureau of 
Reclamation Commissioner Dominy how much water Arizona could 
expect to get from the river if there were no augmentation of water sup
plies. When Dominy answered that Arizona could rely for a few years 
on Upper Basin waters not currently being used, Aspinall interrupted 
him to warn, uThat is what bothers me. I am in favor of this project, 
but I am not about to permit entitlement of the Upper Basin to be jeop
ardized by this project./I 

The state of Colorado, rather than trusting Bureau of Reclamation 
statistics, contracted with a consulting firm, Tipton and Kalmbach, 
for its own water supply data. Later the contract was picked up by the 
Upper Colorado River Commission. The firm's figures rarely jived 
with bureau figures. Both the commission and the bureau did agree 
that if the Upper Basin states developed their water rights, there 
wouldn't be enough water in the river for the Central Arizona Project. 
But when this would occur was heatedly debated. And the amount of 
water currently being depleted from the river was also argued. 

Amid the swelter of statistics, several facts did emerge. Arizona 
was short of water. Its underground water supplies were drying up. 
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Huge fissures pockmarked the landscape. The Colorado River waters 
that had been divided between the two river basins were answering 
the users needs, but shortages were imminent. 

Former Colorado Governor Ed Johnson, a member of the Upper Col
orado River Commission, proposed in 1968 an answer to Colorado's 
needs. He said, "The only protection the Upper Basin has is to com
plete water user programs which must go forward at a rapid pace at 
once." Aspinall concurred, and so he huddled with Colorado water 
chief Felix Sparks, and they proposed five Colorado water projects, to 
be built concurrently with the Central Arizona Project. 

Aspinall told his House colleagues in 1968 that the five projects 
were justified for numerous reasons, but particularly since his state 
furnished more than 70 percent of all waters in the Colorado River Ba
sin. He said that the 1922 Compact entitled the Upper Basin to 7.5 mil
lion acre-feet, and the 1948 Upper Basin Compact gave Colorado 
slightly over one-half of that 7.5 million acre-feet. He carefully mar
shaled his figures on Colorado's share of the river under the compacts. 
Counting projects authorized in 1956 and later, Colorado still had in 
1968 a total of 818,000 acre-feet of water left for future projects. The 
five proposed projects that he wanted built would require 378,000 
acre-feet - leaving the state another 440,000 acre-feet for future 
development. 

While the mathematics might dull the ears of his colleagues, they 
understood Aspinall's overall point: the Upper Basin andLower Basin 
states had struck a bargain over uses of the waters of the Colorado 
River, Congress had ratified that bargain, and Aspinall was deter
mined to see that his home state got its guaranteed share. 

The mandatory donor 

Colorado had long felt she was the beneficent donor, doling out wa
ter which the other states had come to expect. By the good fortune of 
geography, Colorado had the highest average elevation of any state in 
the union. From such lofty heights originated the bounty of the Colo
rado River. The very altitude that gave Colorado her water made it im
possible for her to divert, through the use of gravity, waters from other 
states. Yet all the surface waters of the state flowed by gravity to 18 
other states. By court decision and interstate compact, the state was 
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Adversaries? -Northcutt "Mike" Ely, at left, attorney for the Colorado River 
Board of CalifOrnia, argued California's case before the Supreme Court in the Ari
zona us. California suit decided in 1964. He was "one of the hardest legal fighters 
any man was ever pitted against," according to Aspinall. 
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obligated to deliver about one-half of its total available surface water 
supply to other states. Nature had given her water, and the law had 
made Colorado a generous neighbor. Most of the water came from the 
Colorado River, which gave the state of Colorado about 70 percent of 
its total surface water supplies. So the supply was precious to Colo
rado residents. 

Colorado's beneficence had not been voluntary. The state had 
staunchly maintained in the early part of the century that waters origi
nating within her boundaries were not subject to appropriation by resi
dents of other states. It was a curious admixture of two water 
doctrines, namely the riparian and appropriation doctrines. 

Riparian water law, as practiced in the East, stated that a person 
owning land bordering a non-navigable stream owned the bed of the 
stream and had the right to make reasonable use of its waters - as 
long as the water to downstream users was unspoiled and undimi
nished. Western water law, practiced by miners and other early set
tlers in Colorado, held that he who diverted the water - or first placed 
it to beneficial use - held claim to the use of the water, regardless of 
where he used it. Such a doctrine was practical in the West, where the 
less abundant water had to be diverted to mines and mining towns 
and to agriculture where it was needed. Yet it meant that the state of 
Colorado couldn't claim title to the Colorado River, even though most 
of the river originated in Colorado. So in 1922, the U.S. Supreme 
Court, in effect, told Colorado that she couldn't have her cake and eat 
it too - she couldn't have the appropriation doctrine within the state, 
and the riparian outside it. The court issued this decision when the 
state of Wyoming brought suit against Colorado concerning the wa
ters of the Laramie and North Platte Rivers, which originated in Colo
rado and flowed north into Wyoming. In its decision the Supreme 
Court ordered Colorado to honor prior appropriations in the state of 
Wyoming. He who first put the water to use was entitled to it, regard
less of state lines, the court said. 

The ruling spawned a mad rush for development of water projects 
- and the realization that the only way to curtail that frantic devel
opment was through an interstate compact, allocating certain waters 
to certain states, regardless of when these waters were put to benefi
cial use. Thus came the impetus for the 1922 Colorado River Compact, 
dividing the waters of the Colorado between the Upper and Lower Ba
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sin states. Yet the bargain struck by the Colorado River Basin states 
depended on the construction of dams, so each time a major reclama
tion project was proposed, opponents surfaced. In 1968, the dams in 
the Colorado River Basin bill drew their critics. 

When Representative John Saylor of Pennsylvania challenged the 
Colorado projects in the 1968 bill, Aspinall brought him up short. Say
lor proposed an amendment in 1968 to the main Central Arizona Proj
ect bill to reduce the number of Colorado projects from five to three. 
The Pennsylvania congressman charged, "This is the first time, I be
lieve, in the history of Congress that we have ever authorized legisla
tion for projects before favorable reports had been received from the 
Department (of Interior)." 

Aspinall asked if Saylor would yield the floor to him, and Saylor 
agreed to "yield to my chairman of the committee." 

Aspinall gently chided Saylor: "The gentleman is not entirely cor
rect. I know he does not wish to mislead us." 

Aspinall's retort to Saylor was that "it is true that the Bureau of the 
Budget endeavored to kick out the three projects, but this was their 
way, I suppose, of trying to say we are going too fast. We are not go
ing too fast. With these projects we will be using one-half of the water 
which is left for Colorado to develop." 

Fighting for five 

Aspinall and IvaI Goslin, secretary and chief engineer of the Upper 
Colorado River Commission, had fought hard to get the federal Bu
reau of the Budget to issue planning reports on the five Colorado proj
ects, since Aspinall had always insisted that proposed reclamation 
projects be studied for feasibility by the Interior Department before 
they were authorized. At first, the Bureau made only reconnaissance 
reports on the Colorado projects, giving a brief outline of their nature, 
proposals whose details were to be filled in as the projects moved 
closer to authorization. Pursuing the planning reports, Goslin would 
go to the Bureau of the Budget about twice a week to urge them to fin
ish the work. He would also encourage Hayden and Aspinall to in
quire periodically about the reports. 

Early in 1966, when the Budget Bureau had reported on the projects 
but declined to approve all of them, Aspinall issued an ultimatum: 
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there would be no hearing on the Central Arizona Project until Budget 
Bureau approval of all five projects. 

Aspinall had long supported Colorado projects, but his obstinancy 
about approval of all five projects was unusuaL He prided himself on a 
willingness to compromise, but in this case he was holding firm. In a 
letter to former Governor Johnson, he expressed his anger over in
transigence of the other Basin states, and his determination to fight 
just as adamantly for Colorado. 

The Bureau of the Budget recommended that three of the projects 
San Miguel, Dallas Creek and West Divide - be delayed, since each 
project had "a high cost per acre and investment per farm." Delay of 
those projects would permit "establishment of the National Water 
Commission and completion of its review of related water problems," 
according to Bureau spokesmen, and would allow "water devel
opments needed at this time in the Colorado Basin to proceed." Such a 
stance was heresy to Aspinall. He observed that the five projects had 
ultimately qualified under the trusty yardstick of benefit-cost ratios. If 
the Upper Basin projects were delayed, those other "water devel
opments needed at this time," as the Budget Bureau so euphe
mistically tagged them, would be built: the Lower Basin would put its 
water to use before the Upper Basin did. The Budget Bureau was fa
voring the Lower Basin, which it described as "an established econ
omy with an immediate power crisis accelerated by the pressure of 
population growth." 

Aspinall was standing by the keystone of his philosophy on water 
development. 

He had told a Cortez, Colorado, Grange meeting in November 1966, 
'Water continues to be Colorado's most important natural resource. 
The future growth of Colorado agriculture and industry will be meas
ured by the sum total of her available water supplies ... The future eco
nomic development of our state depends upon protecting and holding 
our waters from encroachment of use by others during the years be
fore it is put to final use. I am fearful that if it is temporarily put to use 
elsewhere, it will be permanently lost." So Aspinall endorsed coopera
tion on other water projects outside the state but announced his in
tention to remain"as firm as the Rock of Gibralter when our Colorado 
supplies are in jeopardy." 

To the environmentalists, such thinking was "a mammoth political 
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payoff," words used by a Ralph Nader task force to describe the Colo
rado bill. A Field and Stream editorial in 1972 said the Bureau of Recl
amation had worked its "wicked will on an all-too-easy-to-seduce I 

Congress" through the five Colorado projects, whose estimated cost I 

was $392 million. 

An untenable position 

Aspinall fervently believed that the cornerstone of wise water devel
opment rested at the county and state level, where the project pro
posals originated. When each state jostled with the others to come up , 
with a package they would all accept, the end result was a com
promise, well suited to each region's needs. Opponents claimed that I 

this was horse-trading, doling out federal funds for projects of ques
tionable merit. Aspinall contended that because the local water users 
were dependent on water for their lifeblood, they would fight for what 
was best for their statej tempered by regional compromises, the result 
would be best for the nation - better than an arbitrary decision by a 
federal bureaucrat or federal water commission. Better, he thought, 
that the decisions be made under makeshift regional alliances than un
der a federal umbrella. 

Throughout debate, the seven Basin states sniped at one another, 
while fending off charges of pork barreling from non-reclamation 
states. One exchange helps show the righteousness each side felt for 
its cause. From the most populous of the seven Basin states came a let
ter to Aspinall in 1963. Representative James B. Utt, a Republican 
from Santa Ana, California, was a lawyer and fruit grower as was As
pinall. Utt wrote that Upper Basin projects should be delayed "un_ 
til we, in Southern California, have an alternative source of sup
ply...The welfare of 10-million people in Southern California (is) at 
stake and it is less controversial to hold up some future projects than it 
is to take water away from those who are already putting it to con
sumptive use." In other words, he was insisting that Colorado should 
shelve its concern about future water needs and help California 
quench the thirst of its already-burgeoning cities. (From 1960 to 1966, 
California's population had increased at an annual rate of 3 percent, 
Arizona's at 3.5 percent and Nevada at 7.4 percent. No other state in 
the union had shown an average annual increase of more than 2.9 
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In 1960 - Congressman Aspinall, second from left, inspected dam site with Ira 
Kelly and other members of the Southwest Water Conservancy District. 

percent.) 
Aspinall saw Utt's position as a rejection of the 1922 Compact, 

which divided up the waters of the river so the Upper Basin states 
could conserve their share and develop at a slower pace. Aspinall ang
rily retorted that Utt's rejection of the compact's allocation of waters 
was"an untenable position, one that displays the greatest selfishness 
that has ever been present in all the years of controversy along the 
river." 

While Utt was calling for more water downstream, the newspaper 
with the largest circulation in Aspinall's home state was viewing the 
Central Arizona Project with extreme suspicion. Editorialized The 
Denver Post in 1967, "Arizona is simply trying to ram through Con
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gress a bill to fatten up Arizona's growth rate at the expense of water 
rights upstream, including those in Colorado." The theme was afamil
iar one in the Upper Basin. In 1963, Ed Johnson had described the Cen
tral Arizona Project as a means of making the Upper Basin /Ia 
sacrificallamb" for Lower Basin needs. 

The differences among the seven Basin states themselves appeared 
- until just before passage of the bill- to be insurmountable. De
spite such warring, however, Aspinall continued to insist on unani
mity among the Basin states. These states had less than 15 percent of 
the total vote in both houses. Aspinall stressed in a speech to Arizona 
reclamation officials in September 1963 that Arizona should seek 
unanimity within its borders and unity among all the Lower Basin 
states. California's support was critical, since the state had two of the 
15 Rules Committee members, and the Rules Committee could sit on 
the bill rather than bring it to the floor for debate. 

Yet California was one of two blocs that appeared to have no reason 
to compromise. The other bloc was the Northwest. However, both 
blocs eventually agreed to a bill for conflicting reasons - each hoping 
to get something the other didn't want to give. 

California wanted more water and feared that the Central Arizona 
Project would require her to cut back her water use, since California 
was already using 700,000 acre-feet more than her entitlement of 4.4 
million acre-feet, the amount stipulated in the Supreme Court deci
sion, Arizona vs. California. In 1964, an editorial in The Phoenix Ga
zette lamented that California had everything to be gained by stalling, 
for if no Central Arizona Project were built, California would get Ari
zona's water by default - even though the water was legally declared 
to belong to Arizona. For Arizona this was like finding oneself in hell 
and presenting the devil with a passport to heaven; one's hopes for 
quick passage dimmed when the devil smirked. 

Arizona chafed under Aspinall's insistence that the Interior Com
mittee wouldn't act on project proposals until all the Basin states 
agreed on the projects. Yet California had announced that she would 
budge - for a price: a guarantee by Arizona to deliver to California 
4.4 million acre-feet of water each year, regardless of whether there 
were shortages of water. In other words, Arizona would have to atone 
for the vagaries of nature. In water-short years she would, in effect, 
have to give up some or all of that which she had been allotted in the 
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1964 Court decision - 2.8 million acre-feet of water. 

Aspinall welds compromise 

Seeing that California would never agree to a Central Arizona Proj
ect without some kind of consolation prize, Arizona reluctantly agreed 
to a part of California's request. The dean of Arizona's delegation, 
Senator Carl Hayden, agreed to guarantee the 4.4 million acre-feet for 
27 years. Yet California spumed the offer. As Udall described the ne
gotiations in a 1967 letter to Representative John Kyl, "This (offer) is 
bitterly rejected by Southern California interests who demand a guar
antee until the resurrection or the end of time, whichever first occurs." 

Joining California in opposition to a Central Arizona Project was a 
bloc of 13 Pacific Northwest congressmen who announced their "total 
and violent opposition." They feared the bill's provision calling for 
studies of importation of water. In a letter to constituents in 1966, 
Udall and Rhodes denounced the opposition of this bloc. The North
west congressmen, said Rhodes and Udall, "inevitably (reflect) much 
of their area's unwarranted parochial concern and hysteria about this 
bill.11 They continued, liThe Northwest has every right to be jealous 
and careful of its abundant water supply. But this nation should never 
Balkanize itself to the point where one region's economy goes down 
the drain for lack of commodities another region has in surplus." 

Importation from the Columbia River seemed as logical to the Up
per Basin as tapping the resources of a rich uncle would seem to the 
flower children. The Columbia spilled into the ocean, discarding as 
casually as if it were a half-full glass of water, millions of acre-feet of 
water each year - more than 12 times the supply of the Colorado 
River. While the friends of the Northwest characterized importation 
studies as "a gun pointed at the Columbia River/' the West saw the 
absence of such studies as "a nuclear missile aimed at the Upper Basin 
with the primary point of impact in Colorado/' in the words of Sena
tor Gordon Allott of Colorado. 

Arizona felt herself squeezed between the the Northwest, zealously 
guarding her water store, and California, fearing upstream water 
uses. Yet California wanted her 4.4 million acre-feet guarantee, and 
she wanted water augmentation studies. In 1963 as California looked 
to the Columbia River, the Northwest, sensing the possibility of plun
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der, and saw the advisability of seeking a legislative chastity belt: a 
guarantee that there could be no water importation studies. These con
flicting desires would lead to compromise. 

For her part, Colorado, through Aspinall, helped weld this complex 
compromise. Colorado wanted water projects, and she wanted pro
tection from another burr in the Supreme Court decision of Arizona 
vs. California. That opinion had empowered the Interior Secretary to 
control releases of water at Lake Powell, where the Upper Basin stored 
its waters, for use in times of shortages. Interior Secretary Stewart 
Udall, an Arizonan, had presided over the release of Lake Powell wa
ters for downstream use in Lake Mead, the Lower Basin's treasure 
dam. 

Ed Johnson, Upper Colorado River Commission vice chairman, 
charged in 1967 that three years earlier Secretary Udall had "without 
consulting any official of the Upper Basin" illegally opened the head
gates of the Upper Basin's new storage reservoir behind Glen Canyon 
and illegally prevented the reservoir, Lake Powell, from filling to the 
point where it could produce power from the millions of acre-feet of 
water. Johnson contended, liThe Secretary grabbed the water to cover 
his own faUure to handle water at Lake Mead properly. He had knowl
edge ten years previously that the Upper Basin would start filling 
Lake Powell in 1964 and that the Secretary could be accumulating 
stored water in Lake Mead - but instead he squandered Lake Mead 
water. The Upper Basin suffered millions of dollars by his in
competence," Johnson raged. 

Whether or not Johnson was overstating the case, the executive dis
cretion was a fact. At one point, in fact, Senator Hayden pressured the 
Interior Secretary to install more gates at Glen Canyon (Lake Powell) 
so more water could be released to the Lower Basin. The gates were 
buUt. Recalled IvaI Goslin, executive director of the Upper Colorado 
River Commission, in a 1977 interview, "The gates were never used, 
and today they are now plugged by cement. The incident made me re
alize the need for control over the Secretary. I became fanatical about 
that. We not only lost water impounded in Lake Powell at that time, 
but Udall started charging us for impairing power opportunities at 
Lake Mead." The gates were known in the Upper Basin as the Hayden 
Gates. 

The impounded water would generate poweri the more water im-
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pounded, the more the potential for generating electricity - and the 
more revenue it produced. So Colorado, backed by Goslin, pushed for 
curbs on the Interior Secretary's discretionary operation of Lake Pow
ell storage facilities. 

'The water comes from us' 

Because each region had something to gain and something to lose, 
there was room for compromise. There was also room for acrimony 
and violent disputes. One of these took place in 1967, when Senator 
Hayden, as chairman of the Senate Appropriations Committee, 
guided his version of the Central Arizona Project, S. 1004, through the 
Senate. It was a barebones bilt opposed by California and most Basin 
states because it failed to provide for meaningful augmentation 
studies. 

When Hayden's bill passed the Senate, the project's backers re
joiced, but not for long. Aspinall announced that his House committee 
was adjourning for the remainder of the session and would not take up 
the bill until the second session of the 90th Congress reconvened the 
next year (1968). In his home district, Aspinall told constituents, "The 
trouble with the Central Arizona Project is that they don't have the wa
ter to make it a success unless it comes from us." On August 2, 1967, 
Aspinall announced that his committee would adjourn until Labor 
Day and take no action on the bill. 

Hayden was not to be stopped by the slammed door of the House In
terior Committee. Or so he thought. As chairman of the Senate Appro
priations Committee, he asked the Public Works Subcommittee to 
postpone approval of an $11.5-million appropriation for the Frying
pan-Arkansas reclamation project in Colorado. He then attached a 
rider to the Public Works appropriation bill to authorize the Central 
Arizona Project. The idea was to bypass Aspinall's Interior Com
mittee entirely. 

Hayden's aide Roy Elson told a Colorado newspaper (Cervi"s Jour
nal), "We have been given the runaround. Aspinall led us to believe 
that he had sympathy for our Central Arizona Project and was aware 
of its vital necessity. We are entitled to consideration by those whom 
we have helped the most," he said, noting that Arizona had supported 
the Colorado River Storage Project Act appropriations. 'The grat
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Powerful friend - Aspinall had a valuable ally in Michael Kirwan, D-Ohio, Aspi
nall's native state, who was on the powerful Appropriations Committee. 

itude is not there," he said with some dejection. He then leveled what 
in Colorado was a blasphemy: Elson told a reporter, "Aspinall is 
asinine." 

Meanwhile, Senator Hayden was proceeding with his move to route 
the Central Arizona Project through his appropriations committee. 
Working with him were Representative Rhodes, the ranking Republi
can on the House Public Works Committee, and Representative Udall. 
Hayden had talked to Speaker of the House John McCormack. 
Rhodes later described the machinations: "We had it pretty well 
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well greased." 
Aspinall chose to return to Washington to reconvene his committee. 

Hayden deferred a vote on the rider, and in fact never called for a vote 
after Aspinall's committee met. The committee agreed to take action 
on the Central Arizona Project in January or February, 1968. 

A Denver Post cartoon by Oliphant portrayed the duel between 
Hayden and Aspinall as a spat between two elderly checkers players 
- though clearly Hayden was the elder of the two. The Arizona Sena
tor, spindly legs and cane prominent, had just stalked away from a 
table, where an overturned chair and upset checkers' board showed he 
had left in a fit of anger. Still at the table and gazing with some sur
prise at the temper tantrum's remnants was Congressman Aspinall. 
The cartoon was captioned, "Gamesmanship," and a small character 
in a comer was observing, "Gran' pa hates to lose!" 

After Aspinall's committee had duly met - and failed to report the 
bUl, no more was heard on the rider from Hayden. The committee 
would report the bill in the 1968 session - not in the current one. 

By reconvening his committee, Aspinall had shown some deference 
to the elder Senator, but Aspinall hadn't given way. Years later, 
Rhodes was asked if he thought Aspinall had been backed into a cor
ner. He replied, "I never felt anyone backed Mr. Aspinall into the cor
ner. But I felt we had the horses to do it if it became necessary. I 
certainly didn't want to do it that way. Mr. Aspinall would have been 
furious - there was certainly no desire on my part ever to incur his 
undying enmity. I was very overjoyed, of course, when he came back 
to Washington and when the bill began to move." 

Slowly the bill advanced, but it would be according to Aspinall's 
timetable, not Arizona's. Hearings on H.R. 3300 would not begin until 
January 30, 1968. 

An extraordinary effort 

In 1968, there began what The Congressional Quarterly Almanac 
described as an "extraordinary effort by the Basin, especially in the 
House," for a coordinated push for passage. Later Representative 
Lawrence Burton, R-Utah, said, lilt was the best job of lobbying I've 
ever seen." In April, Aspinall's committee reported the bill. In May 
House £loor action began. 
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The strategy was twofold: to avoid a roll-call vote and to employ a 
whip system in the House to count votes. The roll-call vote was ana
thema because many Congressmen, who prided themselves on their 
records as conservative spenders or as liberals more inclined to back 
social welfare programs, would vote no if forced to go on record. It 
was an election year, and it would be difficult to explain to con
stituents the difference between an authorization bill and an appropri
ations bill. This bill would authorize the massive paper studies, but 
would not appropriate a dime for construction. Money couldn't be 
spent until Congress later appropriated the money. And, Aspinall as
sured his colleagues on May 16, 1968, he would not ask for construc
tion starts until the Vietnam war ended. He noted that further study 
might find the proposed projects were not feasible. Whatever the logic, 
congressmen wouldn't be able to explain such fine points to their con
stituents. A roll-call vote would kill the bill. 

The bill's proponents concocted a whip system to weigh their 
strength - carefully marshalling their forces before the bill ever 
reached the £loor. The Basin representatives divided up the House, 
contacted all the Representatives and caucused each evening with 
Washington lobbyists in the Congressional Hotel, across from the 
House office. There they would rate their colleagues in one of five cate
gories - from definite yes, probably yes, undecided, probably no, to 
definite no. Knowing that the representatives from the Northwest 
would try to force a roll call on the bill- thus doing away with it alto
gether, the bill's supporters had to guard against two conditions that 
would lead to a roll call vote. The rules provided that in the absence of 
a quorum in the chamber, there could be a demand roll call vote, or, in 
the presence of a quorum, one-fifth of the members could demand that 
a vote be recorded. 

By the time House £loor action began, Udall's forces were so 
soundly organized that if he signaled on the House floor, phone calls 
could be made to colleagues' offices within six to seven minutes. 

The payoff of this finely-honed system was that a quorum was 
maintained in the House, and when the Northwest representatives 
tried to demand a roll-call vote, they couldn't get the necessary votes 
to support their demand. 

The conference report on S. 1004 was filed that fall. Aspinall served 
on the conference committee. 
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Among the final compromises: 
California got her guarantee of 4.4 million acre-feet a year, the 

Northwest got her protection against an interbasin water-transfer 
study, and the entire Colorado Basin got the promise of some relief 
from water owed Mexico under a 1944 treaty. This relief was tied to a 
provision declaring satisfaction of that treaty to be a national obliga
tion -meaning the government would pick up the price tag for any 
project to augment the water supplies of the river to satisfy that treaty. 
However, in deference to Senator Henry Jackson (D-Wash.) and the 
Northwest phobia against importation, the Interior Secretary was di
rected to make general studies of water supply but was forbidden to 
study for 10 years any transfers of water into the Colorado River Ba
sin from outside the seven states of that basin. That meant additional 
waters to satisfy the treaty would have to be sought initially from 
within the Colorado River Basin states via methods including weather 
modification, salvage or desalinization. 

Hayden said he would "reluctantly concede" the 4.4 million acre
feet to California as "an act of grace and comity," and would drop his 
time limit of 27 years on the guarantee. Even with the perpetual guar
antee he said Arizona wouldn't be hurt since the government had , . 
agreed to pay for augmenting the river's supply to meet the MeXIcan 
Treaty obligations. 

And, for the Upper Basin, there were specific provisions on how the 
Interior Secretary was to control river flow in times of shortages and 
to operate the various reservoirs including Lake Mead and Lake Pow
ell. Essentially, the two reservoirs were to be operated like equal 
weights in a scale as soon as water had been released to satis£: the 
Mexican treaty and the 7.5 million acre-feet due the Lower Basm. 

Upper Basin wins much 

The Upper Basin had, in fact, achieved most of the provisions it had 
called for in a regional compromise that Aspinall helped to hammer 
out in ::1.966. In that year, all the governors of the Basin had agreed to 
support a bill calling for specifications on how the dams on the river 
would be operated, establishment of the Mexican water treaty as a na
tional obligation, construction of five Colorado water projects, and a 
mandate that the Interior Department make a comprehensive feasibil
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ity study of water importation outside the Colorado Basin. A major 
loss: the governors had agreed to support the Marble Canyon and 
Bridge Canyon dams, and these had been dropped in favor of a ther
mal generating plant at Page, Arizona. 

Throughout the machinations leading to final passage, Aspinall 
prodded and encouraged various members and conservationists to 
compromise. After the bill's passage, he received substantial praise 
for his efforts. Representative Rhodes had written him even before fi
nal passage to let him know, IIAll Arizonans appreciate you and your 
intelligent effective efforts in behalf of the West. You are truly Mr. 
Reclamation." As for the bill itself, Rhodes called it "the greatest step 
forward for Arizona since statehood." 

Even the Sierra Club offered its kudos. Jeffrey Ingram, the dub's 
Southwest representative, wrote Aspinall, "I find my feelings to be 
one of awe at your accomplishment .. .I am most impressed with the 
legislative craftsmanship exhibited in starting years ago with so many 
diverse, divergent interests, and ending so smoothly with such a close
fitted project." 

The power of The Chairman 

For the Basin states and for Colorado, Aspinall had been at the right 
place at the right time. They glorified in his victory - and fretted 
some about what they would do in his absence. They said they needed 
him, and history was to vindicate their words. Two documents par
ticularly illustrate the foreboding that Colorado felt about Wayne As
pinall's power - and the prospect of losing it, whenever he left 
Congress. At a meeting of the Water Conservation Board in Denver on 
November 13, 1965, the members observed (according to the min
utes): liThe only protection the Upper Basin has lies in the chairman
ship or seniority membership from the Upper Basin of the House 
Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, and how long that protection 
will remain is speculative. It presently lies in the mortality of one man, 
and when that man is gone, it is a long way down the list before a rep
resentative of the Upper Basin can aspire to seniority or to 
chairmanship. " 

The foreboding was also expressed in a 1960 memo by Felix Sparks 
for the Colorado Water Conservation Board. Sparks incisively dis
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sected the power that led to passage of reclamation projects. First, he 
noted that any reclamation project would always experience rough go
ing in the House, where it was difficult to contact 435 congressmen 
about a local project. He observed that because of its large and rapidly 
changing membership the House relied heavily on its standing com
mittees, and that chairmen of these standing committees exercised 
great power. He noted that in reclamation, "Committee chairmen can 
almost exclusively exercise veto power over any legislation which falls 
within their jurisdiction," whereas in national legislation, it might be 
easier to round up support to override these chairmen. Three com
mittee chairmen, in particular, primarily decided the fate of any recl
amation project, Sparks noted. They were the chairmen of the 
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, the Committee on Rules 
and the Committee on Appropriations. "No reclamation project can 
see the light of day without the approval of all these committees," he 
observed. 

And he documented his case by showing the history of reclamation 
since 1902, in terms of the number of Colorado projects authorized, 
and the number of committee chairmen from Colorado in those years. 
From 1902 to 1936, only two projects were authorized in the state, and 
there were no committee chairmen from Colorado on the three key 
committees. From 1937 to 1941, when Representative Ed. T. Taylor of 
Colorado served on Appropriations, there were seven projects author
ized. Lean years followed, from 1942 to 1951. In 1952, when Aspinall 
was a subcommittee chairman in the Interior and Insular Affairs Com
mittee, the Collbran project was authorized. And, from 1955 on, 18 
projects that benefited Colorado were passed during the reign of Aspi
nall as chairman of the Interior Committee. 

Postscript 

Aspinall left Congress in 1973. From that date to the writing of this 
book, not a single new project had been authorized for Colorado. 

As for Arizona, the question of whether she would get her water 
was unresolved a decade after the bill was Signed into law. In 1978 
one-fourth of the project had been completed and the remainder was 
scheduled for completion by 1985. But President Carter was saying in 
1978 that any further funding should be contingent upon "the in-
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stitution of groundwater regulation and management by the state of 
Arizona." 

Meanwhile, Arizona seemed to be running a deficit water budget. 
She continued to withdraw underground water supplies at a more 
rapid rate than was replenished by rainwater seeping into the ground. 
The overdraft amounted to about 2.2 million acre-feet a year. In the 
proposed service areas of the Central Arizona Project, including Phoe
nix and Tucson, ground water resources were being overdrawn at the 
rate of 1.8 million acre-feet a year. While the CAP was intended to re
duce Arizona's dependence on groundwater, the project was designed 
to divert an average of 1.2 million acre-feet each year from the Colo
rado River. Since the 1968 act made allocation of water to CAP a lower 
priority than the 4.4 million-acre-feet guaranteed to California, Ari
zona wouldn't be able to use all the storage capabilities of the Central 
Arizona project in water-short years. 

In 1979, the Bureau of Reclamation was estimating that by the end 
of the next decade, the Lower Basin states and Mexico would be using 
an average annual 9.5 million acre-fee of mainstream water from the 
Colorado River, and the Upper Basin would be using 5.3 million acre
feet. A 1979 GAO report, "Colorado River Basin Water Problems," 
stated that the Bureau estimates of 14.8 million average annual acre
feet at Lee Ferry are probably overly optimistic. Even if those esti
mates are correct, the GAO study noted that the Bureau of Reclama
tion itself predicted that water shortages could occur as early as 1992 
and probably would occur before 2023. The GAO concluded, "Soon 
after the year 2000, there will not be enough water to serve the region's 
booming population, sustain its rapid industrial growth, and support 
its fertile agricultural lands. Even before 2000, the water is likely to be
come too salty for many uses. 

"These problems are likely to occur despite the millions of dollars 
the Federal Government has spent on water resource projects in the 
seven-state area. Many of these complex water problems can be 
solved if Federal, State and local governments work as partners," the 
report stated. 

But, meanwhile, warned the report, liThe Colorado River Basin is in 
trouble." 

To Wayne Aspinall, sitting through the late 1970s hearings on the 
proposed cutbacks of the Central Arizona Project and other dams, the 
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sense of deja 'Ou was strong. Cutbacks of dam projects were a tale told 
many, many times during his 24 years in Congress. 

His 1970s defense of reclamation projects was not unlike his earlier 
efforts to shore up reclamation. "I start with the premise," he said, 
"that usable water has been heretofore, now is, and shall continue to 
be Colorado's most valuable resource." 

In 1979, a total of 19 federal reclamation projects had been con
structed in Colorado i Aspinall had helped authorize 12 of them. His 
achievements in Congress had come in the face of attacks such as a 
1963 Life magazine article categorizing reclamation as one of several 
expensive pork barrel programs. In an article, entitled "Now See the 
Innards of the Fat Pig," Life had cited Aspinall as a prominent de
fender of reclamation programs. Responding to the article, Aspinall 
simply quoted an earlier Life story, written in 1956, about the Colo
rado River Storage Project that had just passed Congress. Life said 
then, liThe project will open a rich new region to the United States 
which could produce everything from sugar beets and peaches to ura
nium and molybdenum .. ,/I Aspinall's final word on the later article 
might have been his latest word on the Carter blacklist. Said Aspinalt 
"They use the term 'pork barrel. . " My reply is 'hogwash."' 
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Chapter Thirteen 


Rainmakers and Mexico 


Complicating the interstate rivalries was a question about the 
United States' obligation to supply Colorado River water to the 
country of Mexico. In the early 1960s Colorado saw the Colo

rado River Basin Project legislation as a chance to answer the Colo
rado River-Mexico question at no expense to the seven Basin states. 

Led by Felix Sparks, director of the Colorado Water Conservation 
Board, the state maintained that there was a national obligation to sup
plement the waters of the Colorado River. Reason? The United States 
had committed itself by treaty in 1944 to deliver each year 1.5 million 
acre-feet of water from the Colorado River to Mexico. 

Even before the treaty was enacted, the seven Basin states had 
agreed in 1922 to deliver whatever water the government promised 
Mexico, but they assumed at the time that such water would be avail
able from surplus flows above the amounts apportioned by the Colo
rado River Compact - rather than from their respective Compact 
shares. Colorado argued, and California joined her, that the country 
had an obligation to find another source for the water owed Mexico, 
and that such a treasure hunt should be funded by the federal 
government. 

The Mexican Water Treaty of 1944 became in Spark's and Aspi
nall's hands a lever they hoped to use for resolution of the river's fun
damental problem - water shortages. The treaty had called for the 
Basin states to deliver 1.5 million acre-feet a year of water to Mexico 
even though U.S. needs might be unmetj in water-short years the Ba
sin states were required to split the obligation - 750,000 acre-feet 
from each Basin, Lower and Upper. 

Colorado's Governor John Love explained the interest of the Upper 
Basin States in 1967, noting that "The Upper Basin states are now in 
the position that during the next few years their reclamation projects 
will be attacked on the basis of insufficient water supply. The first 
stone to be hung around our necks will be the Mexican Treaty 
obligation. " 

Aspinall noted that at the time the treaty was ratified, the State De
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partment recognized that the obligation to deliver 1.5 million acre-feet 
each year could "create bankruptcy in the water supply of the Colo
rado River." He noted that State Department memos, released 20 
years after the 1944 treaty, showed that the United States had stated 
that any delivery of water to Mexico above 1.1-million acre-feet would 
automatically create a shortage in the United States. 

Why did the State Department promise such beneficence anyway? 
In a speech on the House floor in 1968, Aspinall theorized, "It was 
probably for overriding foreign policy reasons in a critical wartime set
ting, in the context of both a Colorado River and Rio Grande River dis
pute with Mexico, and on the basis of an overestimated water supply 
that the United States permitted such a large amount of water to be 
perpetually dedicated for delivery to Mexico." 

Dallas Creek groundbreaking - Aspinall, out of office, presided over the May 13, 
1978, groundbreaking of a dam project he supported - the Dallas Creek Project in 
Colorado. 
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Rainmakers and Mexico 

But the result was "perpetual payments on a first water mortgage," 
payments made by seven Basin states that were already anticipating 
water shortages even without that international obligation. Waters ap
portioned to the seven states in 1922 could not be supplied to them in 
the 1960s if the Mexican Treaty obligations were to be fulfilled, yet the 
treaty was ratified by the U.S. Senate because federal experts had said 
that the water granted to Mexico would be supplied from surpluses 
not previously doled out in interstate compacts. 

Citing other treaties involving such rivers as the Columbia, Aspinall 
observed that the United States had in the past paid for other water 
projects involving harmony between this country and its neighbors, 
Canada and Mexico. Ukewise, he said, "The Mexican Water 
Treaty ... is an international agreement for which the citizens of all SO 
states must bear the national responsibility ... The time has come for 
this water delivery burden to Mexico to be shifted from the backs of 
seven children to the entire family - from the seven Colorado River 
Basin states to the United States as a nation." 

Aspinall linked this burden to the water needs of the Central Ari
zona Project. He noted, "Unless the water supply is augmented at 
least to the extent of filling the Mexican Treaty requirements and 
losses incident thereto, the Central Arizona Project will suffer severe 
water shortages, possibly as early as 1990." 

The answer proposed in the bill was that studies would be made to 
augment the river supply - either by modifying the weather (through 
cloud seeding, for example), by salvaging water that was currently 
wasted, by desalting water or by importing it. And the cost of such 
augmentation was to be borne by the federal government. Around this 
contention, all the Basin states united. 

Postscript 

Augmentation schemes and satisfaction of the Mexican Water 
Treaty obligations remain unresolved at the time of this writing, de
spite studies authorized by the Colorado River Basin Project Act. 

In fact, augmentation studies have, in some instances, a science-fic
tion ring. One such study, first proposed in 1966, was a $100-billion, 
30-year project to build an ocean-to-ocean seaway across North Amer
ica. The project was the brainchild of an engineering firm, the Ralph 
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M. Parsons Co. of Pasadena, California, through the North American 
Water and Power Alliance. The flow of Canada's western rivers was 
to be diverted to. £ill a SOO-mile long reservoir called the Rocky Moun
tain Trench in southern British Columbia and northern Montana. A 
network of canals, aqueducts and dams would supply water to Can
ada, 17 U.S. States and northern Mexico. 
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Chapter Fourteen 


Where Man Himself 

Is a Visitor - Wilderness 


Congressman Wayne Aspinall, as portrayed in the early 1960s 
by the pen of Washington Post political cartoonist Herblock, 
was a character straight out of Edgar Allan Poe: the congress

man was a fiendish man, presiding over a congressional committee 
room cluttered with cobwebs spun by lumbermen, miners and cattle
men. The evil snares of these lobbyists' webs had felled wholesome 
wilderness bill after wilderness bill, to be rendered into helpless skele
tons by the Chairman's relentless ax. 

A similar portrait was drawn in an essay in Harper's magazine in 
March 1963. Written by Paul Brooks, the essay, entitled "Congress
man Aspinall vs. the People of the United States," leveled this charge: 
"One stubborn man, entrenched in a powerful committee chairman
ship, can defy the will of Congress and jeopardize a national asset of 
incalculable value." Brooks claimed that a model wilderness bilL spon
sored by Senator Clinton Anderson of New Mexico in 1963, was "un
der Aspinall's direction hogtied and butchered in committee and not 
even the spareribs got to the floor of the House." 

Across the country, editor after editor took up the chorus against 
the Chairman. H~was seen by many as kowtowing to the "Specialln
terests" perSOnified in one Herblock cartoon as a skeletal-looking 
guard, holding the keys to an attic containing the remains of yet an
other wilderness bill. Perched on the guard's shoulder was a raven. 
Another editorial attack on the Chairman came from Richard Starnes, 
writing in the Knoxville, Tennessee, News-Sentinel. He commented 
liThe objective (passage of a wilderness bill) sounds as unassailable 
as a Boy Scout helping a little old lady across the car tracks. But ar
rayed against the conservationists who back the wilderness bill is the 
organized rapacity of timber, mining, grazing and other commercial 
interests." Who led this unsavory pack 7 The News Sentinel informed 
its readers: "In charge of seeing that nothing unpleasant happens to 
the people who treat public lands as their private baronies (is Wayne 
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Aspinall), Lumbennen, cattlemen and mine operators have beenadmi
rably represented by Chairman Aspinall,/I 

The consequences of such chargers were twofold: they provoked the 
wrath of the voters, who angrUy denounced the Chairman, and they 
needled the Chairman, who saw himself maligned by an ill-informed 
press. One Washington Post writer, Julius Duscha, summed up the 
brouhaha: "A grey-haired, slightly stooped man of medium height 
has brought down on himself the wrath of garden clubs, hiking 
groups and conservation societies." To Aspinall, who had fought off 
many a greedy lobbyist, the backpackers who wanted millions of 
acres of public land set aside for their own use were displaying their 
own special brand of greed. 

Shadow boxing 

Despite such wrath, Aspinall stood finn on his interpretation of the 
wUderness question. But it was a difficult struggle, because, in a 
sense, he found himself shadow boxing against a foe he really didn't 
oppose, namely "a deep-seated human need occasionally to get away 
from the works of man/' as one senatorial report described the wUder
ness objective. In the eyes of wUderness advocates, greed could be the 
only reason a congressman would oppose legalizing numerous Gar
dens of Eden on national lands. 

Unlike most federal land use bills, the wUderness bill carried none 
of the traditional obstacles to passage. It involved no appropriation of 
money. It called for no changes in jurisdictions of the federal land 
managers. Of the 50 to 60 million acres proposed for wilderness, all 
were already federally owned. They amounted to about two percent of 
the public lands i it was like offering a baby a warm blanket. Who 
could object? 

On the other side, foes of the wilderness bill spoke of "locking up/' 
"sterilizing/' or "quarantining" natural resources in the vast nearly 
60-million acre wUderness contemplated in Senate bill 4, introduced in 
the 88th Congress and patterned after Senate bill 174, which had 
passed in the Senate in 1961. Yet the lands in question had already 
been restricted in use by laws creating national parks, or by adminis
trative classification as primitive wilderness areas. There was vir
tually no timbering, no mining on these lands. The basic questions to 
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emerge involved who should weave this legislative mantle - Con
gress, or the President along with the rest of the executive branch. 

So, Aspinall told wilderness bill friends that he, too, was a wilder
ness lover. He backed the central aim of the wilderness bill. It sought 
to untangle the conflicting laws that governed those public lands 
which had been set aside by the Department of the Interior and the 
Department of the Agriculture for wilderness-type uses. The act 
would establish a uniform set of guidelines for administration of these 
wilderness areas, though the same agencies would continue to regu
late them. The lands would be known as the National Wilderness Pres
ervation System. 

But Aspinall insisted that other uses of the land be carefully 
Weighed before the wilderness designation was decided on, since once 
this designation was declared, it would be virtually impossible to per
suade Congress or the President to reverse themselves to allow a water 
project, road or other commercial use. He wanted a careful inventory 
of the lands before they were classified. Even more important to Aspi
nall was his belief that the act should specify that Congress, not the ex
ecutive, should make the final decisions on which lands belonged in 
wilderness. This was a major, if not the major issue that delayed pas
sage of the act. In the national forests, it had been administrators, not 
Congress, who had established such wild areas. For their part, wilder
ness advocates feared that what the administrator had given, he could 
also take away. 

Most of the lands in question had been under the jurisdiction of the 
Department of Agriculture. Starting in 1924, either the Agriculture 
Secretary or his Chief of Forestry had simply set these areas aside for 
wilderness. Since 1942, there had been little net change in the acreage 
of designated wilderness-type areas, according to a letter from the Ag
riculture Secretary to Aspinall in 1962. Nor did the Secretary envision 
any major changes in acreage in the future, he told Aspinall in the 
letter. 

These lands had been withdrawn from the national forests and clas
smed in confuSing terminology as wilderness, wild, canoe or primi
tive. If they amounted to more than 100,000 acres, they were known as 
wilderness i only the Secretary of Agriculture could establish these 
areas. From 5,000 to 100,000 acres, they were called wild areas, and 
the Chief of Forestry decided which forest lands should be set aside in 
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Among the people - After he left office, Aspinall criticized two Senators whom he 
said had remained aloof from the people. He said of one of them, "He'd rather sit on 
a white horse in Eagle's Nest Wilderness and have his picture taken than to go out 
and look at the farmer who's got his boots dirty in the barnyard. If I had to choose 
between the two, I'd take the farmer." 
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this category. Canoe was a special category applying to only one site 
in the country. A holdover category was known as primitive areas, es
tablished by the Forest Service in the 1930s. These 34 primitive areas 
amounted to 5,477,740 acres and were, for the most part, administered 
under the same guidelines as the wilderness and wild areas, the two 
categories which had been used after 1939 by the Forest Service. 

No jeeps, no cars, no timbering 

Once these areas had been classified wilderness, wild or primitive, 
they were protected from such intrusions as jeeps, cars or motorboats. 
Also prohibited were commercial timber harvesting and other com
mercial enterprises - no motels, no restaurants. Still tolerated, 
though, much to the dismay of wilderness advocates, were prospec
ting and patenting of mining claims under national mining law. How
ever, at the time of the wilderness bill's consideration in the early 
1960s, there were no active mining claims on the wilderness and wild 
areas, and only six mines were actively operating in the primitive 
areas. Any mining was subject to stiff administrative controls. Secre
tary of Agriculture Orville Freeman testified to Congress, lilt is the 
policy of this department (Agriculture) to recommend against, and the 
policy of the Department of the Interior to withhold, the issuance of 
mineral leases in these areas unless directional drilling or other meth
ods can be used which will avoid any invasion of the surface of the wil
derness." The practical effect of this regulation was that miners 
couldn't economically get at most of the minerals. But the threat of 
13,000 unpatented mining claims that the Agriculture Department es
timated were in primitive, wilderness and wild areas as of 1961 
loomed before those who wanted the wilderness bill. The bill would 
prohibit all mining - including directional drilling that left the sur
face undisturbed. 

For most uses, the wilderness proposals would continue manage
ment of the forests and parks under most of the same practices that 
had existed before the measure. However, there were a few significant 
prohibitions. One was mining. Under various House versions, mining 
would be allowed for a certain number of years, and then would be 
outlawed in the wilderness areas. Under the Senate versions, mining 
would immediately be prohibited. 
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Another prohibition was roads. Only temporary roads could be con
structed to control fire, insects and diseases. Any roads for tourist 
travel would be outlawed, and no jeeps would be allowed. In the wil
derness and wild areas, this would represent no change, but in the 
primitive areas, jeep travel had been allowed. 

Also prohibited would be construction of lodges, ski runs, docks, 
beach houses or similar recreational facilities. These uses had been 
prohibited in wilderness, wild and primitive areas, but had been al
lowed on other public lands that some wilderness proponents wanted 
to include in the bill. 

A major difference between Senate and House versions of the wil
derness bills dealt with the primitive areas, more than 5.4 million 
acres. They were largely uncharted and unstudied lands that the For
est Service had only begun to inventory. The Senate wanted these 
lands granted immediate protection as wilderness. More cautious 
members, among them Aspinall, saw these lands as unknown patches 
that might not belong in the wilderness classification, because they 
might someday yield a treasure of timber or minerals. In fact, both 
sides recognized that the character of much of this land was unknown. 
But Senate bills such as 5.174, introduced in 1961, relied on the De
partments of Interior and Agriculture to determine those lands most 
appropriate for permanent wilderness designations. In contrast, an 
Aspinall-backed House version relied on Congressional judgment, 
based on studies authorized by Congress and undertaken by the exec
utive departments. 

Under the Senate bill, all wilderness-type areas and primitive areas 
would immediately be incorporated into a National Wilderness Preser
vation System. However, the primitive areas would be subject to a 10
year administrative review, when their wilderness designations would 
be made permanent or abolished. In contrast, the House version (H.R. 
776) would grant statutory protection only to the wilderness-type 
areas and would use the same 10-year period to review the primitive 
areas, which could only be included in the wilderness system by an act 
of Congress. 

Congress and King Kong 

To wilderness advocates, granting such authority to Congress was 
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like asking King Kong to treat Fay Wray with compassion when she 
was on top of the Empire State Building. Not that Congress was evil
minded; it was simply too big, too cumbersome, too slow and too sub
ject to special interests to treat wilderness with the gingerly care that 
was needed, the wilderness advocates argued. On the other hand, As
pinall feared power in the hands of a non-elected executive unanswer
able to the people and also vulnerable to special interests. 

In addition to the forests, the various wilderness bills would allow 
study of a large portion of the public lands administered by the Inte
rior Department's National Park Service and Fish and Wildlife Serv
ice. A total of 22,158,097 acres in Interior's national parks and 
24,441,556 acres in Interior's national wildlife refuge system were con
sidered potential wilderness lands. These, too, would be studied for 
their wilderness character and be eligible for admission into the wil
derness system by administrative action under the Senate bill and by 
Congressional action under the House bill. Those lands in national 
parks were already protected from nearly all commercial and recrea
tional uses - including mining and reclamation. 

In the midst of this debate in the early 1960s, it was dangerous to be 
caught without a wilderness banner. Yet Aspinall wasn't ab~ut to 
wave an unfettered flag for wilderness. He stressed that before wilder
ness could be justified, it was imperative to Critically weigh the single 
wilderness use against the widespread benefits of multiple uses, many 
of them commercial. 

Aspinall saw himself as a conservationist. Conservation values re
mained constant, he told a banquet at Utah State University in 1963. 
He traced the philosophic underpinning of conservation to the latter 
part of the Nineteenth Century and credited Chief Forester Gifford 
Pinchot and President Theodore Roosevelt with developing the philos
ophy in the early part of this century. Those men saw conservation as 
"both an ideology and an action program," centering on "wise use," 
Aspinall recounted. 

"The conservation movement began because of an increasing reali
zation that the resources of our abundant continent were not in
exhaustible/' he noted. "Decline in forest and fish resources was 
particularly rapid and noticeable. Pinchot, as one of the few trained 
foresters in the United States at that period, was in an excellent posi
tion to be deeply distressed by what he saw happening in his special 
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field. Thus it may be said that the work of the Roosevelt 
servationists was inspired primarily by the need of preventing waste." 

In that speech Aspinall underscored the idea that conservation 
could not be equated with preservation. Roosevelt, Aspinall observed, 
didn't want the earth's resources to remain untouchedi he simply 
wanted them to be allowed to regenerate. One of Aspinall's favorite 
quotes emphasizing Roosevelt's belief in wise use referred to com
mercial development of forest reserves. President Roosevelt said in 
1901, uThe fundamental idea of forestry is the perpetuation of forests 
by use. Forest protection is not an end in itself; it is a means to in
crease and sustain the resources of our country and the industries 
which depend on them." 

Conservation - wise use 

Thus, Aspinall concluded, conservation had been and should con
tinue to be "the wise use of the earth and its resources for the lasting 
good of people ... for the greatest good of the greatest number for the 
longest time." Essentially, such wise use meant "multiple use," Aspi
nall said. It was a term that some preservationists chose to translate as 
"multiple exploitation." Aspinall saw multiple use as a middle 
ground, while conceding that at times a single use such as wilderness 
should be allowed. 

The environmentalists declared that Aspinall was ready to bulldoze 
any tree that stood in the way of a lumberman. They quoted the lyrical 
words of John Muir, founder of the Sierra Club, to emphasize the sa
credness of their cause. Muir had written, uClimb the mountains and 
get their good tidings. Nature's peace will flow into you as sunshine 
flows into trees. The winds will blow their own freshness into you and 
the storms their energy, while cares will drop off like autumn leaves." 

Against such poetry, Aspinall tried to describe and explain his posi
tion as one of moderation. He wrote to a constituent in 1962, "I am a 
firm believer in the multiple-use theory for our natural resources. This 
includes a place for those who desire to enjoy the values of a wilder
ness experience. Such people are, of course, a very small minority of 
the overall population of the United States, and the amount of land set 
aside for such use should be in somewhat of a fair ratio to the amount 
of users as well as taking into consideration protecting such values for 
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In Committee -Marking up a bill in Interior and Insular Affairs Committee room. 
Aspinall had his secretaries take attendance and note those members who were 
tardy. In back of room, the flags of the territories are displayed. 

future generations./I In other words, wilderness was acceptable as a 
single use, but should be confined to a "limited area./I But in larger 
land parcels, wilderness should cede to grazing, mining, timbering, 
jeeping and motorized boating. Such multiple use couldn't be classi
fied as "wilderness," yet backpackers might still enjoy these relatively 
undeveloped natural settings, Aspinall argued. 

In a sense, Aspinall's definition of wilderness was purer than wil
derness lobbyists'. He expected wilderness to be pristine, virgin, un
touched by man. If it wasn't, then it couldn't honestly be thought of as 
wilderness, he said. In contrast, many conservationist groups wanted 
to include areas crisscrossed by roads or forests that had been clearcut 
or other lands that seemed to violate the bill's stated purpose to pre
serve lands in their primitive condition /Ias nearly as possible devoid 

of the works of man." 
However, Aspinall did condone one flagrant evidence of man in the 

wilderness. He endorsed continued mining for a limited period, and it 
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was this stand that made him most suspect to environmentalists. But 
in Aspinall's mind, a nation that needed minerals should be allowed to 
explore for them and at least to locate them, before such lands were 
permanently stamped "wilderness." Then if there were ever a national 
crisis, these minerals could be easily located and mined. Aspinall 
thought the incentive to locate these minerals before a crisis would 
come from allowing private interests to explore and mine them for a 
limited time. 

Aspinall sympathized with those mining interests who felt threat
ened by the bill. Both Senate and House measures forbade any com
mercial enterprise, permanent roads, use of motor vehicles, motorized 
equipment or "landing of aircraft ... any temporary roads nor any struc
ture or installation in excess of the minimum required for the adminis
tration of the area for purposes of this act./1 Such restrictions would 
make prospecting or mining by contemporary methods virtually 
impossible. 

Civil war 

The miners' fear was shared by other commercial interests. Those 
persons living near the wilderness areas feared that the restrictions 
might affect their livelihoods. Since the lands in question were, for the 
most part, located in 11 Western States, plus Alaska, the controversy 
took on a regional tone. The Wall Street Journal, describing this poten
tial civil war, noted that those in the West felt their economic pros
pects were being jeopardized "by non-Westerners who suffer from a 
well-deserved case of claustrophobia. /I A minority report on the Sen
ate-passed wilderness bill in 1963 declared that the measure would 
"place 'a brake' on the development of the natural resources of the 
West, where most of the potential wilderness lies./1 

While the 1963 Senate version of wilderness would allow no new 
mining except by authorization of the President, the House versions 
would allow continued mining and prospecting until a certain cutoff 
date; the most liberal House bill proposed 25 years of continued min
ing, subject to regulations by the Secretary to protect wilderness. This 
proposal particularly disturbed wilderness proponents who could envi
sion acres upon acres of gored-out, gutted lands, consumed by the vo
racious appetite of the miners bulldozer. 
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But once this grace period expired, wilderness would be banned to 
the miner, except, as the bill provided, in the case of war or some other 
national emergency determined by Congress or the president. Since 
the use of natural resources was paramount in Aspinall's mind, he 
wanted such sacrosanct wilderness areas to be selected after dose 
study. He told conservationists in a conference in Washington, D.C., 
in 1962 that Congress should shun both "wholesale giveaways or 
wholesale isolation of our resources." He declared, "We are not going 
to create mausoleum-like museums in which people can go see re
sources that cannot be utilized or, even worse, see the surface and be 
compelled to wonder what resource might be uncovered if only we 
were allowed to look." 

Yet it was precisely "museums," large ones, that wilderness advo
cates were after. One exponent, Dr. Luna Leopold, eloquently averred, 
"We take it for granted that there is some social gain in the erection of 
a museum of fine arts, a museum of natural history, or even a histori
cal museum. Sooner or later, we ought to be mature enough to extend 
this concept to another kind of museum, one which you might call the 
museum of land types conSisting of samples as uninfluenced as pos
sible by man./I 

Lock up or preserve 

Here was a philosophical impasse: Aspinall would not recommend 
to the Congress that it "lock up" the natural resources on which man
kind might feed and clothe itself before the treasurehouse had been in
ventoried. The environmentalists would not condone mankind's use, 
in any sense except scenic, of any parcel of a designated wilderness. 

The Wall Street Journal summed up the philosophical battle. Recall
ing a remark made more than a century ago by Daniel Webster, the 
Journal quoted Webster's objections to the annexation of the Oregon 
Territory: "What do we want of the vast and worthless area-that re
gion of savages and wild beasts, of deserts, of shifting sands and 
whirling winds, of dust, of cactus i of prairie dogs 1 To what use could 
we even put those endless mountain ranges 1" One hundred years 
later, the country knew little more than Webster about what lay be
neath the federally-owned Oregon Territory, the Journal noted. And 
here was the heart of the irony and complexity over the wilderness is
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sue. The paucity of information about wilderness was "the key argu
ment against the wilderness bill," said the Journal. And yet, 
"Wilderness once destroyed is lost forever - this is the key argument 
in favor of the wilderness bilL" Those who declared that America 
might need the wilderness for its mineral wealth, recreation potential 
or other commercial use did not want to relinquish the land to those 
who wanted to erect a statutory moat around the wilderness. Yet those 
who wanted to savor the last vestige of the Garden of Eden did not 
want it ravished and refl\Odeled to make the only garden on earth a 
botanical museum, encased in acres of concrete, chrome and plastic. 

Who holds the keys 7 

In this tug-of-war, who should decide which areas should be de
clared wilderness 7 The Congress or the President 7 Aspinall's answer 
was unswerving: "It is imperative that Congress playa part in the de
termination of those areas of public lands that will be set aside for less 
than maximum use ...If we stop mining and stop grazing and stop wa
ter development and stop lumber harvesting in an area, we have 
stopped maximum use. I am not afraid to stop maximum use in some 
areas," but, he asserted, Congress as the people's representative 
should designate those areas where the majority would give way to 
what he saw as a minority use. 

Aspinall cited the U.S. Constitution as well as federal statute after 
statute to support his conviction that Congress, not the executive 
branch, should determine this use of the public lands. First, he noted, 
the Constitution placed with Congress the responsibility "to dispose 
of and make all needful rules and regulations respecting the Territory 
or other property belonging to the United States." In meeting this re
sponsibility, Congress enacted a number of laws providing that "all 
our public lands shall be administered under the principle of multiple
use, unless the Congress determines otherwise," Aspinall explained. 
He quoted laws enunciating the objective of encouraging "multiple 
use to the maximum extent possible": the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 
and the Taylor Grazing Act of 1934 among these laws. 

In contrast, wilderness advocates stressed that historically Con
gress had delegated its constitutional authority over the public lands 
to the President or his cabinet. In essence, then, the controversary 
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boiled down to one question: Was Congress or the President to create· 
the wilderness system 7 

'Uncoordinated and disjointed' 

The issue had been well articulated in correspondence between 
Chairman Aspinall and President Kennedy in 1962. Aspinall had writ~ 
ten to the President: "The core of the controversy .. .is the degree of re
sponsibility and authority to be exercised by the legislative and 
executive branches." 

Kennedy responded, "Dating back as much as a century and a half, 
this complex of statutory guidelines varies from the most detailed pre
scription of ministerial acts to mere definition of an objective coupled 
with broad grants of discretion to administrators. Uncoordinated and 
disjointed, and containing conflicts and inconsistencies on the one 
hand, this statutory framework has relied upon administrative con
struction in order to serve the needs of orderly management./I Ken
nedy noted, then, that th~ legislative guideposts for use of the public 
lands were as inconsistent as Aspinall had said they were. However, 
while Aspinall urged that Congress seize its constitutional mandate to 
manage the public lands, Kennedy suggested that Congress continue 
to delegate this authority to the president and his officers. 

Kennedy acknowledged "the unquestioned right of Congress, 
through its committees, to subject executive management to legislative 
oversight," but he saw the primary responsibility for disposition and 
management of the public lands as resting in the executive branch. 
Wrote Kennedy, liThe wise use of our dwindling public land base is 
becoming increasingly technical and complex. At the same time, the 
Congress is faced with major policy decisions in meeting the challenge 
of the space age. Both of these factors indicate that the day-to-day ad
ministration be conducted as an executive function subject to the pol
icy guidance provided by the Congress./I 

Kennedy refrained from spelling out what ilpolicy guidance" was 
and what constituted" day-to-day administration. iI He did note, "The 
public land laws constitute a voluminous, even forbidding, body of 
policy determinations within which the land management agencies 
must operate." Into this forest of laws, the wilderness bill's foes and 
friends were to tread. 
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Following Kennedy's lead, the Interior and Agriculture Depart
ments supported Senate bills, passed in 1961 and 1963, which allowed 
those two departments to recommend additions to the wilderness sys
tem to the President, who would make the final decision, subject to 
congressional veto. Kennedy seemed to prefer the historic footprints ot 
administrators sorting out what he had called "uncoordinated and dis
jointed (public laws) eontaining conflicts and inconsistencies. II Ken
nedy had seen the role of the executive as plOWing through these laws 
"in order to serve the needs of orderly management." 

Congress, the watchman? 

On the other hand, Aspinall viewed the country's tangle of federal 
land laws and observed that, yes, the executive had made most of the 
decisions on how some 450 million acres of public lands should be ad
ministered. He concluded, however, that merely because the executive 
had assumed control in the past was no reason Congress should fail to 
take up the reins now. "We are," said Aspinall, "fighting over Con
gress' constitutional prerogative to watch over the land." 

If a National Wilderness Preservation System were lett to the whim 
of the bureaucrats, Aspinall could predict the outcome: "Anybody 
who knows anything about government knows that the 13s and 14s in 
federal departments would make the decisions on which lands to in
clude in wilderness areas." The 13s and 14s were Orwellian-sounding 
words to denote middle level Civil Service employees. 

In general, then, the 1960s battle was less over the amount of land to 
be included in a proposed wilderness system -though the question of 
which lands qualified was important and continued to be important 
and more a battle over which branch of government should have juris
diction over the addition of any new lands to the system in future 
years. Who decided which lands belonged in the wilderness system 
would, of course, affect the ultimate total acreage. Yet at the time the 
quantity was not the central argument. Who determined the quantity 
was. Who should have the sceptre that could bestow on forests, parks 
and other national lands the ultimate in legal protection, the wilder
ness mantle 7 

Even though he backed Senate measures calling tor administrative 
designation of wilderness, Kennedy understood and eventually sym
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pathized with Aspinall's contention that the boundaries of the wilder
ness areas should be spelled out by the Congress. Two days before he 
died, Kennedy visited with Aspinall about the wilderness bill. In 1976 
the Congressman recalled in an interview that at the meeting in 1963 
Kennedy agreed to a bill providing for congressional designation of 
wilderness areas. A letter written earlier in the year by Kennedy aide 
Lawrence O'Brien indicates that Kennedy respected the Chairman's 
position. John Saylor, ranking Republican on the House Interior Com
mittee, had written to President Kennedy, and O'Brien answered Say
lor on the President's behalf. Dated March 6, 1963, the letter 
commends Aspinall's desire that wilderness legislation "be carefully 
and completely considered and that every aspect of it has the attention 
of the Legislative branch. 1/ 

The executive-legislative issue was virtually ignored by the press 
and many of Aspinall's constituents. Because he came from a district 
of lumbermen, miners and cattlemen, Aspinall was presumed to be 
their spokesman. Yet there was also an articulate, organized minority 
of his constitutency that pleaded with him for 1/a strong wilderness 
bill. /I Many of this group were headquartered in Aspen, and their let
ters would arrive on embossed stationery, speaking as one civilized 
person to another, asking that nature's pristine beauty be not bull
dozed. Or, typewritten letters might come from physicians, lawyers 
and other professionals. Often letter-writers would take fountain pen, 
apply it to vellum stationery, and sign their carefully-worded pleas 
with distinguished-sounding names: Mrs. Ned Morningstar, Mrs. 
John Barnard. Whatever the medium, the message sounded so civ
ilized, so obviously correct. One such message had been carefully pen
ned by the Wilderness Committee, gathering over lunch at the Red 
Onion Restaurant in Aspen. 

'Splendid wildemess' 

Despite their interests, Aspinall stood firm on his interpretation of 
the wilderness question. In fact, Aspinall told an editor for The Deca
tur (Illinois) Herald, "Having lived in the West for almost 60 years, I 
know something about the splendid manner in which most users of 
the public domain develop and use such (wilderness) values, and at 
the same time conserve them for the benefit of the future generations." 

Of wUdem... and mining - Working OJ 

Penfold, at right, became good friends wi1 
Walton League, thought any mining in wil 
the bill - a stand Aspinall disputed. 
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Of wilderness ancl mining- Working on the wilderness bill in the early 1960s, Joe 
Penfold, at right, became good mends with Aspinall. ~en£old: direc~r of the ,Izaak 
Walton League, thought any mining in wilderness was inconsIstent WIth the auns of 
the bill  a stand Aspinall disputed. 
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Aspinall had hunted, camped and fished in the wilderness, and he as
sured one letter writer that as Interior Committee Chairman, he 
wasn't about to despoil the wilderness, nor denude it, destroy it, deni
grate it or deny it. Nonetheless, the Herald went so far as to offer Aspi
nall infamy as a dictator. He should be recognized, said the paper, as 
one of a series of despots. Alongside men such as Representative Wil
bur Mills, a Democrat of Arkansas and head of the House Ways and 
Means Committee, and Representative Howard Smith, a Democrat of 
Virginia, chairman of the Rules Committee, Wayne Aspinall was 
"equally deserving of public scorn ... The Congressman's claim to dis
tinction at the moment is his role as champion of the interests that op
pose the Administration's proposal to set aside a permanent 
wilderness conservation system." 

The rhetoric mushroomed. Those who supported Aspinall referred 
to his opponents as "the birds and the bees boys." Aspinall himself 
would sometimes respond with acerbity to particularly critical at
tacks. He wrote one citizen of St. Louis, Missouri, "Inasmuch as you 
took time to write me .. J wish to take sufficient time to acknowledge 
receipt of your letter. I might have wished that you had taken time be
fore writing to better inform yourself as to what is involved in the con
troversy ... " On another occasion, particularly incensed by a report in 
The Albuquerque (New Mexico) Journal, Aspinall referred to the re
porter's "limited amount of morals." The reporter had suggested that 
Aspinall trade favors with the 1963 wilderness bill sponsor Senator 
Anderson: Aspinall could agree to support the wilderness bill if An
derson would agree to back a pet Aspinall project. Aspinall branded 
the reporter"a scavenger of public opinion" and dismissed his idea as 
"poppycock. " 

Hatchet for wilderness 

The editorial tirades mounted. One Herblock cartoon appearing in 
The Washington Post depicted two pot-bellied, cigar-chomping busi
nessmen labeled "Timber and Mining Interests," grinning to each 
other in the midst of a forest, labeled "U.S. Wilderness Areas." One of 
the cigar chompers was showing the other a useful tool- a hatchet, 
marked, "Aspinall Congressional Committee." 

The indignation of wilderness supporters reached a high-water 
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mark on August 30, 1962. Wilderness advocates had been accusing 
Aspinall of starving their bill by inaction. But on August 30, they got a 
bill from the House. The Interior Committee reported favorably on a 
wilderness measure written in the House Interior Public Lands Sub
committee and based on a measure drafted by Aspinall. The author
ship made the bill suspect to the wilderness groups. They began a 
campaign to raze the bill. 

Springing into the fray was Spencer Smith, secretary of the Citizens 
Committee on Natural Resources, a conservationists' task force for 
legislation. He wired House Speaker John McCormack that the con
servationists were "shocked. Shocked at the action of the House Inte
rior Committee in reporting out the substitute wilderness bill in 
unacceptable form." He tagged the bill a "sad distortion of the meas
ure passed by the Senate and urged by President Kennedy." 

Particularly aggravating to the conservationists was a request by 
the House Interior Committee that the rules be suspended during floor 
debate. If House Speaker McCormack granted such a request, no 
amendments would be allowed. This "sad distortion" of a bill would 
come before the full House as a take-it-or-Ieave-it proposition. 

The environmentalists began a lobbying effort. Smith's telegram to 
McCormack advised, "Urgently hope the leadership can deny this un
reasonable request in order that this measure can receive full House 
consideration. " 

Another wilderness proponent, Ira Gabrielson, referred to by many 
as "Mr. Conservation," wired McCormack that the committee's 
"request to bring up the substitute wilderness bill under suspension of 
rules is unacceptable to the Nation's conservationists." Gabrielson, 
who was president of the Wildlife Management Institute, a national 
group, called the House committee's bill"grossly inadequate," 

Again cartoonist Herblock struck: he depicted the Interior Com
mittee ravishing the fair maiden, the wilderness bill. A lifeguard, la
beled "The House of Representatives," was dozing off while the 
maiden, "Wilderness Bill," was attacked by a creature whose hairy 
arms were grasping her and pulling her into a lair labeled "Committee 
Cabanas." 

Pro-wilderness letters to Aspinall pled eloquently for the Senate wil
derness bill, and urged Aspinall to recant. One letter arrived on gold
embossed stationery bearing the impressive seal and title of the "Im
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perial Council of the Ancient Arabic Order of the Nobles of the Mystic 
Shrine for North America." The writer, who was careful to note that 
he was now an ex-Imperial Chaplain, had marshalled the paper re
galia of his former office to beseach Aspinall. Wrote the ex-Imperial 
Chaplain, "I have searched through all my stationery to find the 
means of most impressing you with my representation capacity in 
pleading for the passage of the Wilderness Bill before you. Surely its 
minor defects do not outweigh the advantages that will accrue to fu
ture generations ... 11 

'I do not stand alone' 

Despite the letters, Aspinall chose to heed his own convictions and 
what he thought were the convictions of the majority of his con
stituents, as well as the public at large. He noted that most organiza
tions - 21 out of 33 - testifying before the House Interior Committee 
wanted Congress, not the President, to designate wilderness areas. 
This provision for congressional determination of wilderness bound
aries was the bill's backbone, in Aspinall's eyes. He declared, "I stand 
for clearcut guidelines on Congress and executive policy and pre
rogatives in the management of our public lands. And I do not stand 
alone. II 

The House version of the Senate bill was designed, Aspinall said, 
lito accomplish my objectives of fair and equitable treatment for all 
those who enjoy isolated wilderness as well as those whose livelihoods 
depend on such areas, while safeguarding the over-all national inter
est." Aspinall wanted a bill that would appease the backpacker and 
the timber cutter without locking up forever minerals that might be 
discovered and needed in the future. 

However, conservationists saw the House version as designed "to 
preserve for a minority of commercial interests an opportunity to ex
ploit any area of the public's land that may attract them." In retro
spect, Aspinall said in 1978 that he still found it hard to understand 
what the conservationists were "shocked" about. Both the final Senate 
and the House bills would have placed into the wilderness system 
9,087,043 acres of national forest lands. The Significant difference be
tween the two bills was that the Senate would have permitted addi
tional acreage to be added in later years by the President, subject to 
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One-twelfth of the globe - Chairman Aspinall receives lei of royalty in Hawaii 
from U.s. Senator Hiram L. Fongi the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs 
had jurisdiction over one-twelfth of the globe, and Aspinall travelled to American 
territories, including the former territory of Hawaii. 

veto by the Congress. To be reviewed were 22 million acres in the Na
tional Park System, 24 million acres in the National Wildlife Refuge 
System and 5 million acres of "primitive" forest lands. In the House 
bill, however, new land could be brought into a wilderness system 

placed into the wilderness system 
lands. The significant difference be
Senate would have permitted addi

years by the President, subject to 

only by an affirmative act of Congress. No primitive areas would im
mediately become "wilderness." In addition, the House bill provided 
that wilderness areas would be reviewed at least every 25 years "to de
termine the suitability and desirability" of continued classification as 
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wilderness. To the wilderness advocates, such a congressional review 
would be like a night on the town for the fair maiden - a chance for 
her suitors to unlock her chastity belt and subject her to irreversible 
sullying. To Aspinall, such a provision allowed future generations to 
make their own choices about the land. 

IrOnically, the critical argument over whether Congress or the presi
dent should deSignate wilderness areas stemmed from the same fear: 
a distrust of administrative whim. The conservationists feared that the 
bureaucrat, besieged by pressures from miners, grazers and other 
commercial interests, would open up more and more of the wilderness, 
wild and canoe areas to other uses. On the other side, the miners and 
timber companies feared that the bureaucrat, taunted and lobbied by 
the conservationists, would reach out for more and more lands to sacri· 
flce to the wilderness label. 

In a sense, neither was right. Most of the land that was to be desig
nated as wilderness had remained in protected categories such as wil
derness, wild and canoe for decades. The conservationists said that 
increasing population pressures would reverse this trend. Aspinall re
torted that if such a juggernaut were to overcome these primitive 
areas, it would do so regardless of whether they were protected by ad
ministrative edict or congressional statute. What Congress had pro
tected, Congress could later choose to sacrifice. 

But the other half of the argument, the commercial claim that these 
lands would be eternally barricaded, was also illogical. Congress 
could liberate what it had chosen to lock up. The proposed wilderness 
lands amounted to less than one percent of the areas of 11 western 
states, and were relatively inaccessible and unsuited for commercial 
use, anyway, according to testimony by Interior Secretary Steward 
Udall. It was not prime commercial fodder, he implied. 

The issue: no debate 

It was in 1962 that the Interior Committee had directed Aspinall to 
bring the bill to the floor only under the suspension of rules. That 
meant that both the House leadership and two-thirds of those House 
members voting for passage would have to okay the suspension. The 
Interior Committee had mandated that procedure by a 10-4 vote, on a 
motion by Representative Jack Westland, a Republican from the 
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State of Washington. Aspinall had endorsed the move as a way of 
avoiding "having emotions take over and undo the work of the com
mittee," as he explained in a floor speech. In any event, amendments 
might still be worked out in a Senate-House conference committee, he 
noted. 

He also cited the exhaustive studies of his committee - field hear
ings that yielded 1,762 printed pages of testimony. To Aspinall, the 
committee's handiwork should not be mutilated by heavy-handed 
floor debate, inspired by "propagandists for the wilderness preserva
tionists and their newspaper allies in some of our big cities." 

As for the Senate bill, Aspinall saw it as an elitist bill that refused to 
recognize the historic use of public land in this country. He noted, 
"Congress has pursued a policy of multiple use unless areas are set 
aside by Congress for single-purpose use." If land was to be deSig
nated as wilderness, it should be so designated by the people's repre
sentatives, Congress - and not by a bloated bureaucracy. 

Aspinall concluded that wilderness propagandists had "made it ap
pear that nobody is in favor of our bill," and so he doubted that the 
two-thirds vote required for the suspension of rules could be secured. 
He so advised the Speaker of the House, and the Speaker recom
mended that rather than call up the bill under the suspension of rules, 
thus barring debate, Aspinall should use the most customary way for 
getting a bill debated - action from the Rules Committee, the usual 
gatekeeper that established rules for debate. If the Rules Committee 
scheduled the bill for House action, it would be debated - and amend
ments would be allowed. 

'Extremists' dted 

But, said Aspinall, his committee had instructed him "to proceed ex
peditiously under the suspension of rules procedure." The committee 
hadn't directed him to bring the bill up for floor action under any other 
procedure. Aspinall concluded, "The extremists have now demon
strated that they have no desire to compromise and in their wreckless 
and ruthless demand to rule or ruin, they have created an atmosphere 
which makes impossible the enactment of any wilderness legislation 
during this Congress." 

Aspinall cited the "vicious mail" he was receiving from opponents 
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Bill signing, 1962 - Aspinall admired the President and was later to be deeply sad
dened by his death. 
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of the committee bill, and referred to "the propaganda barrage that 
has been loosened by the lobbyists." He was particularly wary of the 
opponents' claim that they wanted a chance to amend the bill in a dem
ocratic fashion on the floor. He said they had already spumed a 
chance to amend the bill in committee. Aspinall noted that the Wilder
ness Society had recently published a list of 15 proposed amendments 
to the floor. He further observed, "Not one of these amendments was 
ever offered in the subcommittee or full committee and, to my knowl
edge, not one of them was ever brought to the attention of any member 
of my committee." 

He thought he perceived a hypocritical posture from his opponents. 
Said Aspinall of the "preservationists" strategy, lilt appears that 
these people do not believe in the committee system of processing leg
islation." He observed that the wilderness advocates sought to over
ride the House committee bill and to substitute in its stead the Senate 
measure. To Aspinall this was indefensible. "The other body," as 
House members referred to the Senate, was a gentleman's club, in his 
eyes. The real workt the work of the people, was accomplished in the 
House. 

His minority counterpart on the House Committee, John P. Saylor 
of Pennsylvania, chided Aspinall, in a floor speech the following day, 
saying that Aspinall was"seeking to blame everyone who supports a 
wilderness bill, with appropriate safeguards, for the failure to bring 
the wilderness bill to the floor for full consideration ... " He said Aspi
nall feared that "when the House has the opportunity to work its will, 
the result will not be of their choosing." 

Aspinall saw himself as acting under the express direction of the 
majority of his committee, and, acting to preserve a compromise bill 
that the committee had expertly crafted. Saylor saw Aspinall as ob
structing any wilderness bill except the one that the Chairman himself 
favored. 

Aspinall chose to take no further action on the bill. It was dead for 
that session of Congress and would not reach the House floor until the 
follOwing year, 1964. 

An avalanche of critics joined Saylor in complaining that Aspinall 
had sat on the bill for nearly a decade, and that he was once again 
demonstrating his intransigence. The claim was an exaggeration, 
since the first bill to reach either floor of the House did not come until 
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1961, when the Senate had passed a measure. 
Aspinall had chosen to delay that first bill, waiting until a more 

complete inventory of competing uses of the public lands could be 
made. He insisted on acting in concert with the Outdoor Recreation 
Resources Review Commission, which reported its findings in Janu
ary of 1962. His committee began hearings four months later. 

Aspinall had also insisted that Congress begin proceedings for a 
complete review of all public lands. He observed that the need for a 
wilderness category had once again vividly pointed out the conflicting 
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morass of public laws. He saw the wilderness bill he backed as a wise 

re-arrangement of administrative regulations rather than a with

drawal of new lands for public use. The need for the re-arrangement 

came from the fact that differing agencies administered the public 

lands, and each agency had its own set of regulations. The wilderness 

deSignation was to give some uniformity of administration to these 

"pristine" lands. 


Mutilate or destroy? 

The distrust each side in the wilderness battle felt for the other was 
only to mushroom. The conservationists were sure that Aspinall was 
trying to strangle or mutilate any meaningful legislation, and Aspinall 
was certain that the "preservationists," as he tagged them, were in
sisting on a bill that would destroy the livelihood of many of his con
stituents and of many of the nation's breadwinners. 

To Aspinall's charge that the wilderness advocates hadn't sought to 
amend the House bill in his committee, Wilderness Society Executive 
Editor Howard Zanhiser wrote in 1962 to Aspinall that he had tried to 
submit amendments, but had been rebuffed. He told Aspinall, "Late 
in May .. .! visited you in your office, offered to be of any possible as- , 
sistance to you and the subcommittee, and was told by you that youJ,' 
and the staff were working out some proposals which when ready you ~ 
would be glad to discuss with me. I told you then that I would be glad j' 
to do this, that I would look forward to hearing from you." , 

Meanwhile, Aspinall had treated Zanhiser as he did other lob
byists; they came to the Chairmani he didn't seek them out. He as
sumed that Zanhiser would submit amendments through a 
sympathetic source, Representative Saylor. ZanhiserinterpretedAspi-
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nall's failure to contact him as a sign of enmity toward the con
servationists' ideasi Aspinall saw Zanhiser's failure to contact him or 
any other House member as an unwillingness to work through normal 
committee channels. 

Passage of the wilderness bill finally came in 1964. The final bill 
had two major concessions to commercial groups and local users, but 
those concessions contained protections that troubled the users. Nei
ther side liked all the provisions of the bill. 

With Senator Ted Kennedy - Aspinall maintained cordial though not dose rela
tionship with the Senator, who had been elected to the U.S. Senate in 1962 to fill the 
vacancy caused by the resignation of his brother John. 
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For their part of the compromise, the Aspinall forces had agreed in 
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the conference committee to limi 

The bill itself most eloquentl) 

Mining permitted 

For example, the final bill allowed some mining for a limited time de
spite testimony that such a provision was "inconsistent" with the wil
derness system, as a spokesman for the Izaak Walton League, J.W. 
Penfold, said. 

The bill in Aspinall's committee had sought to allow mineral leases 
and new mining claims through December 31, 1989, on areas placed in 
the wilderness system. In the final version, Aspinall agreed to shorten 
the deadline until December 31, 1983 i no new mining claims under the 
1872 mining law and no new leases under the Mineral Leasing Acts 
could be made after that date. 

Certain safeguards were written into the bill to protect wilderness 
areas from despoilation by mining. Even though leases were permitted 
under the Act until 1984, the Secretary of the Interior retained his 
power to refuse to issue leases. In the past, the Secretary had followed 
Forest Service recommendations, resulting in a policy of not'issuing 
mineral leases on the 9.1 million acres of wild forest lands which were 
being placed in the wilderness system. The secretary was expected to 
continue denying leases for wilderness system areas. 

This still left wilderness areas open to the filing of new mining 
claims under the 1872 mining law, and the secretary had no power to 
block such filings. However, the Wilderness Act drastically restricted 
the scope of new mining operations in wilderness areas. It provided 
that new mining claims and patents filed under the 1872 law in wilder
ness areas would be granted a right only to extract the minerals in
volved. Forbidden was the use of land and its surface resources at the 
mining area for purposes other than mining. This was contrary to the 
usual procedure granting a mining claimant who received a patent 
ownership of the land and use of the surface and subsurface resources. 

In addition to mining, another major concession in some con
servationists' eyes was the provision requiring an act of Congress to 
add new areas to the wilderness system. As it then stood, only 9.1 mil
lion acres of national forest land wilderness areas were being created 
by the law. The primitive areas and other lands, including those ad
ministered by the Interior Department, were to be studied. Then Con
gress would vote on whether to include them in the wilderness system. 
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the conference committee to limit the granting of new mineral leases 
and filing of new mining claims to December 31, 1983, instead of 1989, 
the date set by the House measure. Another concession to con
servationists was a provision requiring that primitive areas to be ad
ministered under the protective regulations already in effect until such 
time as Congress determined otherwise. Without this proviso, the con
servationists feared that those primitive areas not immediately in
cluded in the wilderness system might fall victim to the whims of a 
Secretary of Agriculture who could conceivably relax the current pro
tective regulations. 

When passage came, Aspinall noted the bill's stormy history. He 
observed, "At times it seemed as if it would be impossible to arrive at 
any agreement between the groups and individuals desiring the estab
lishment of ... a wilderness system, and those in opposition ... " 

Aspinall cited the work of some of his most ardent opponents. He 
praised Saylor as "talented," and spoke of the contributions and trag
edy of Howard Zanhiser. "Like the patriarch of old, (he) was denied to 
experience his moment of victory," Aspinall noted. Zanhiser was 
dead, felled by a long illness. 

Spirit of cooperation 

Saylor cited Aspinall's efforts in achieving a compromise. He noted, 
"The gentleman from Colorado gave in many ways." He also ob
served that when the bill reached conference committee, "I know of no 
conference between the House and Senate in which the versions of the 
two bills passed by the separate bodies have been as far apart as these 
two versions ... (Yet) the spirit of cooperation between the conferees 
was outstanding." Rather than barricade the bill, Aspinall had helped 
the conference committee weld a compromise. 

Senate wilderness advocates saw the bill as a good compromise. 
During Senate discussion of the conference bill, Senator Hubert Hum
phrey said that while the measure might not completely satisfy every
one, "In the main I would say it is a giant step forward." 

President Johnson signed the act September 3,1964, and called it a 
measure in "the highest tradition" of conservation of natural 
resources. 

The bill itself most eloquently described its intent. It was to pre
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serve wilderness, as defined in the act: 
A wilderness, in contrast with those areas where man and his works 

contaminate the landscape, is hereby recognized as an area where the 
earth and its community of life are untrammeled by man, where man 
himself is a visitor who does not remain. 

Postscript 

In 1974, ten years after the furor over the wilderness bill, Aspinall 
was out of Congress. Miners - hamstrung by Department of Agricul
ture regulations - had left virtually unexplored the primitive and wil
derness areas. Staff on the House Interior Committee told the author 
they could find "no evidence of actual production within a wilderness 
area." And the Agriculture and Interior Departments had completed 
their review, mandated by the 1964 Act, of primitive national forest 
areas and of the national park system and national wildlife refuge and 
game ranges. 

In the decade after passage, 3.6 million acres of Forest Service 
lands, 1.1 million acres of parks and .8 million acres of fish and wild
life lands had been added to the 9.1 million IIprimeval acres" estab
lished in the original system. In the tenth annual report on the status 
of the wilderness system, President Ford proposed 37 additions 
amounting to an enlargement of 9 million acres. 

In 1978, the National Wilderness Preservations System had its own 
acronym, NWPS, and 175 areas totaling more than 16.1 million acres 
- slightly more than the size of the state of West Virginia. Nearly 89 
percent of all the areas were found in national forestsj the rest were in 
national parks, national wildlife refuges and on public land adminis
tered by the Bureau of Land Management. Since the bill's inception, 
additions to the wilderness system had yet to double. 

However, a review of Alaska's parks, forests and wildlife preserves 
could yield up to 68 million acres. 

In the rest of the nation, the Bureau of Land Management was 
studying some 120 to 145 million acres of roadless or undeveloped 
land for possible inclusion in the wilderness system, as provided in the 
Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976. In addition, the 
Forest Service was studying another 62.1 million acres of national for
est land in 37 states and Puerto Rico in a Roadless and Undeveloped 
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Outdoor Recreation Bureau - President Kennedy signs 1963 legislation creating 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation. From left to right, John Carver, unidentified person, 
Ed Cliff (later director of the bureau), Tom Morris, Ralph Rivers, Hubert Hum
phrey, Wayne Aspinall, unidentified person, Stewart Udall, Clinton Anderson, John 
Kyl, John Saylor, Laurence Rockefeller and Joe Penfold. 

Area Inventory (RARE II). These amounted to one-third of the total 
acreage administered by the U.S. Forest Service. 

Already in the Congressional legislative mill in 1978 for proposed 
wilderness were 11.9 million acres of the National Park System, and 
7.2 million acres of the National Wildlife Refuge System. In addition, 
the Carter administration had proposed to add another nine million 
acres of forest lands to the system. Any new additions would, in ac
cordance with the Original act, require an affirmative vote of Congress. 

The arguments over whether to classify each proposed area as wil
derness sounded familiar in 1980, with proponents claiming they were 
vouchsafing the nation's heritage and foes charging that the public 
lands were being lilocked up" for use by the elite few who had the 
time, money and health to explore these backwoods. As with the origi
nal debate over the 1964 Act, arguments over particular parcels were, 
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in fact, far more complex than the rhetoric would indicate. 
James Johnson, the Republican Congressman who had succeeded 

Aspinall as a representative for Colorado, charged that it was easy for 
those of his colleagues who had no national forests or BLM lands in 
their districts to auction off federal lands as wilderness - in return for 
votes. He suggested an eventual change in the concept of wilderness to 
provide for a "rotating" wilderness system to enable flexible designa
tions corresponding to the life cycle of particular forests. 

In the 1970s Wayne Aspinall, an architect of the original National 
Wilderness Preservation System, would agree with President Gerald 
Ford that there was a definite need for wilderness. Aspinall could and 
did endorse President Ford's message, delivered at the 10-year mark 
after passage of the Wilderness Act: 
The influential American historian Frederick Jackson Turner considered the frontier - the in· 
visible but very real barrier between civilization and wilderness - to be the dominant force in 
shaping the American character. American writers from James Fenimore Cooper to Ernest 
Hemingway and William Faulkner have recognized and depicted the almost religious regard 
which Americans have for their wild places and creatures. Throughout our history, we have 
felt a need for rugged interaction with nature, for the solitude and the self-reliance that a wil· 
derness experience could foster. 

For many Americans, the closest they would ever get to wilderness 
was to dream about it as they watched the scenic views accompanying 
a Coor's beer ad that flashed across their TV screen. Yet it refreshed 
their spirit to know that the wilderness was there. If only a spiritual re
treat of the mind, wilderness was still a sanctuary. But each American 
wanted wilderness to be in someone else's domain. Each community 
continued to try to tame its own frontier, while preserving elsewhere 
land "where man himself is a visitor who does not remain." 
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Chapter Fifteen 

The Redwoods Chapter 
A Prouder Moment? 


T he handwritten letter to Wayne Aspinall bore no date, but it ar
rived in the congressman's office shortly after a syndicated col
umn by Drew Pearson appeared in late March of 1966 on the 

editorial pages of many of the nation's dailies, including The Denver 
Post and The Washington Post. 

Sir: 
I was appalled at reading the Wednesday Denver Post editorial by 

Drew Pearson concerning the Redwoods Bill of California. 
How dare you passively sanction the butchery the lumber com

panies are inflicting on the loveliest forests in the world? By what 
rights do you and greedy shortsighted lumbering interests dare deny 
today's Americans and all future generations the privilege of enjoying 
the most majestic "God-made" spendors of this earth? 

I am at war with all ""small-minded men" in political office who 
would despoil the face of America anywhere for a fistful of profit. 
You, as chairman of the House Interior Committee, may be shrewd 
and powerful, but you abuse the authority of your office by deliber
ately delaying a hearing on this critical issue ... You are a moral dis
grace to the office you represent ... 

Thank God that America still has a handful of men the caliber of 
(California Governor) Edmund Brown and President Johnson who are 
willing to support national goals larger than their own self-interest. 
History may yet number you among the smallest and meanest of men, 
a political conniver. 

/slMrs. Ruth Van BusldrJc 

A similar, dire prediction about Wayne Aspinall's place in the his
tory books came in a Denver Post editorial on July 18, 1968: 

We cannot help but believe the chapter on redwoods is not going to 
be one of Congressman Aspinairs prouder moments when he re

183 
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views his record in Congress. 
The Post~s editorial reflected the mood of many who were convinced 

that during the saga of the Redwoods bill, Wayne Aspinall aligned 
himself with the "rapacious lumber industry/' words penned by Mrs. 
Robert Kelman of Fort Collins, Colorado. She wrote to Aspinall, "I 
know very well how the lumber companies, particularly the smaller 
ones, find it most economical to log over an area until it is ruined and 
then move on to the new forests. I have seen the scarred mountain 
sides and now, nearly every year, I read about floods in their water
shed areas./I 

A question for history 

Whether or not Aspinall's actions on the Redwoods bill represented 
a prouder chapter in his life can await the debate of historians. Ten 
years after that episode Aspinall offered no excuses, no apologies. 
However, Redwoods was without question the bill that generated the 
most bitter, abusive mail the congressman ever received during his 24 
years in the House. 

As early as 1964 the National Park Service had reported that the gi
ant redwoods of the Pacific coast were in danger of extinction, and 
that only 2.5 percent of the ancient trees had been protected by state 
parks. This report had sparked vigorous efforts to establish a Red
woods National Park. In his 1965 conservation message, President 
Johnson requested that Congress create a national park for the red
woods. The state of California and a Save-the-Redwoods League al
ready had acquired redwoods land and incorporated 50,000 acres of it 
into the California Park System. Such acreage was scattered in 21 
units, ranging in size from 10 to 20,000 acres. 

The Johnson administration first submitted a bill in 1966. It pleased 
no one. It would have provided for a 40,460-acre national park, taking 
two state parks in Del Norte County and several adjacent areas and 
separate units to the south in Humboldt County. Cost was estimated 
at $60 million. Lumber companies claimed their operations would be 
seriously curtailed, and conservationists said the proposed park was 
too small and in the wrong place. The Sierra Club backed a 90,000
acre park, centered in Humboldt County and costing an estimated 
$200 million. 
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The Senate Interior and Insular Affairs Subcommittee on Parks and 
Recreation held hearings in California and in Washington, D.C., but 
Congress took no further action in 1966. 

Much of the abuse Aspinall weathered during the Redwoods debate 
came shortly after the Senate bill was first introduced. In 1966 Drew 
Pearson, nationally syndicated columnist, warned his readers of a dire 
threat to the redwoods, "the most majestic trees in the world./I He 
noted that the largest known redwood ever measured was 364 feet 
high, two-thirds as tall as the awesome Washington Monument. Pear
son reported that Aspinall said his Interior and Insular Affairs Com
mittee would hold hearings on the Redwoods measure in the next 
three or four months. Such a pace was too slow for Pearson. He named 
the chairman "molasses-moving Representative Wayne Aspinall, 0
Colo., who CaIne to Congress as a young liberal but has ossified with 
the years until he is now one of the chief chaInpions of the oil com
panies, the lumber companies and the big cattle grazers./I 

Molasses-moving, Pearson called Aspinall. Meticulous and orderly, 
the Chairman said of himself. Redwoods would get a hearing, but the 
bill would have to wait its tum to be heard after other bills that had 
been assigned earlier priorities. 

Pearson said there could be no waiting. While Congress lolly
gagged, said Pearson, "The lumber companies have speeded up their 
cutting schedule to get ahead of Congress. By next year a record num
ber of the tallest trees in the world will be on the ground or on lumber 
trains going east." The day after the Pearson column appeared in The 
Washington Post, one of the timber companies, Simpson Timber of 
Seattle, countered in a news release that "Average redwood cutting 
has remained constant for the past 10 years." 

The trees in question had graced the California shores since before 
the white man visited those lands. At one time they probably covered 
some two million acres along a soo-mile strip near the cost. The origi
nal stock of sequoia semperoirens had "very much dwindled," a 
House Committee report noted in 1968. At that time there were only 
about "300,000 acres in solid blocks of primeval forest ... The average 
age of the old-growth trees that remain is 800 years, but some are 
known to be as old as 2,200 years ... Looked at individually, they are im
pressivej looked at from a distance a redwood forest is a magnificent 
site," said the SaIne report. 
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Such trees, were lithe crown jewels of the country -for the benefit 
of all Americans, present and future," said the House report. Better 
that they be preserved in the primeval redwood forest than that they 
be converted to paneling and siding, outdoor furniture, picket fences 
or the like, advised the House Interior Committee report, which Aspi
nall had signed. 

Yet there was no action on redwoods in the House in 1966. So letter
writers clamored along with Pearson that Aspinall was "molasses
moving." 

Among Pearson's readers was Charles S. Milligan of the Iliff 
School of Theology in Denver. Responding to Milligan's letter of criti
cism, Aspinall wrote: 

Fifty years ago when I used to live in University Park (near the Iliff 
School), I taught Sunday School for Reverend George Nuckolls and 
his board at the Washington Park Communitty Church. 

Every Sunday morning, as I started out to walk to church, there 
drove by a professor from the Iliff School of Theology, The car, one of 
the Fords of that day, was occupied only by the driver. He never of
fered me a ride. I have never forgotten it. 

Now it would seem to me that people of your profession would be 
the first to understand what is involved in the legislative process, but I 
am afraid that you are permitting a columnist to do your thinking for 
you. 

To the letter from Mrs. Ruth Van Buskirk of Denver, the woman 
who had predicted he might number among the "smallest and mean
est of men," Aspinall answered with what sounded like a milk-man
nered understatement: 

Letters like the one you sent me are a severe trial of my patience, 
and are not deserving of an answer. 

You may draw what conclusions you will, but I would hope you 
base your opinions on more than a single newspaper column. 

Are you aware that 115,000 acres of redwood trees are now being 
preserved in state and national parks in California? Did you know 
that this is more than four times the size of our own Rocky Mountain 
National Park in Colorado? Are you aware that California lumber 
companies have followed a policy of not cutting the most beautiful red
wood groves, though they presently own the trees and have a perfect 
right to do so? 

The Redwoods ChapteI 
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I 
I hope to hear from you again. But I hope that you may write in a 

spirit of trust and helpfulness. 
One of the most abusive letters came from a Denver resident E. Carl 

Schneider, who wrote to Aspinall: 
You know, Congressman, I've been a fairly peaceful man all my 

life, but when I read about the graft, corruption and misrepresentation 
practiced by some of you hucksters, I have an impulse to revert to the 
old method of knuckle sandwiches and fat lips. Honesty and integrity 
are something unknown to you except as phrases used at election 
time ... You'll never get a vote of mine. 

The threat wasn't especially dire, since the man lived in Denver 
outside Aspinall's congressional district. Nevertheless, Aspinall an
swered, "I have no desire to try to cause you to be temperate and write 
a courteous letter, but I do want you to know that it would seem to me 
if a person has time to go to Florida for the winter, he would have time 
to do his own thinking." 

Redwood reconciliation 

The issue of a Redwoods Park required the reconciliation of three 
conflicting factors: the need to preserve enough redwoods for poste
rity, the welfare of the timber companies who then owned the forests, 
and the health of the local economy that was dependent upon this in
dustry. Also important was the cost to the nation's treasury of estab
lishing the park by buying or condemning private property. ' 

After the first Redwoods bill was introduced, Aspinall appealed in 
the fall of 1966 to the timber companies to stop cutting timber in cer
tain areas. Writing to the president of Miller Redwood Company, As
pinall asked, "Without denying your company's legal right to cut on 
its own property as it sees fit, I want to appeal to your conscience as a 
good citizen to cease cutting in these places most likely to be included 
in a park if one is created. I do not ask, of course, for a complete cessa
tion of your operations everywhere, but only for a temporary cessation 
until you and we alike can see whether a national park is going to be 
created. For you to do this will cause at most a little inconvenience to 
your company and the men it employs. For you not to do this may well 
cause permanent and irreparable damage to the nation." 

A telegram from the Miller Redwood Company on September 8, 
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Land and Water Conservation Act - First grant-in-aid under the 1965 Act went to 
New Mexico in 1975; at ceremony were (seated from left) Chairman AspinalL Inte
rior Secretary Stewart Udall and Senator Clinton P. Anderson. Standing are Sena
tor Joseph M. Montoya and Representatives Thomas G. Morris and E. S. Johnny 
Walker, all of New Mexico. 

seven days after Aspinall's letter, agreed to his request "out of defe
rence to the President, Senator Jackson (chairman of the Senate Inte
rior and Insular Affairs Committee) and Wayne Aspinall. Will cease 
cutting down trees in areas near alleged park-type redwoods./I 

That fall a timber harvesting moratorium was negotiated by the Ad
ministration with all the area's lumber companies, and was to extend 
to 1968. (When the moratorium expired, Georgia Pacific declined to 
agree to extending it, but the act was passed that year.) 

After Pearson's column, many letter writers expressed their concern 
to Aspinall about the possibility of continued cutting. One Coloradan, 
Robert Parker, a Vail Associates vice-president, wrote, "Mr. Aspinall, 
if you have any concern at all for future generations of Americans, you 
will act now to stop the destruction of the redwoods./I 

Aspinall answered, "I favor the establishment of such a park, and 
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have favored it for much longer, I suspect, than many people have 
been aware of the need ... The lumbermen have been cutting in the area 
concerned for practically all of this century ... They are leaving the 
most significant trees, with the understanding that a park is to be au
thorized. It is not true that they are destroying all the redwoods." 

To another letter writer, Aspinall's answer was brief, "I am advised 
that it will take 25 years to cut all the redwoods that are presently un
protected. I can assure you that Congress will get to the job in time to 
save the best." 

Aspinall wrote to his constitutents in 1966 that his House Com
mittee had yet to act on redwoods legislation for two reasons: first, 
there was no consensus among California officials about the size and 
location of the park. It was a cardinal Aspinall principle that before he 
would consider in a particular state project - in California, Colorado, 
New York or elsewhere - the state's congressmen had to agree 
among themselves about the project. A second problem was that Aspi
naIl kept an orderly calendar, admitting bills for consideration accord
ing to priority assigned by the National Parks Subcommittee. Some 
300 bills were ahead of the Redwoods Park measure. 

In 1966, Aspinall wrote to Jacob Van Dyk of Arvada, Colorado, 
about the delay on redwoods; "1 was not disturbed in the past when 
critics complained that I was delaying the Wilderness Bill ... Now that 
the Wilderness Bill has become law, I will not be disturbed by those 
who think their favorite bills should be placed in front of all the 
others ... 1/ 

Hearing the bill 

In 1967, the Administration plan surfaced again. Slightly revised, it 
was introduced as Senate bill 1370 by Senator Thomas H. Kuchel (R
Calif.) and House bill 10951 by Interior and Interior and Insular Af
fairs Committee Chairman Aspinall. A conservationist measure was 
introduced as Senate bill 514 by Senator Lee Metcalf (D-Mont.). All 
these bills contained provisions to minimize the economic hardships 
that would otherwise result from removing the acreage from local tax 
rolls. 

Still, Aspinall's committee had held no hearings. Wrote Allan Metz 
of San Francisco in a letter dated August 4, 1967: "You swine, if you 
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delay long enough, the lumber companies will have them all cut. I 

You've fed too long at the public trough (I used to live in Colorado). If 
you aren't taking bribes from the lumber interests (I don't say you I 

are), you're a fool!" I 

In October of 1967 a compromise bill, Senate bil12515, was reported 
by the Senate committee. It proposed a park of 64,000 acres and 
shifted the bulk of the park land to be acquired from Del Norte 
County to Humboldt County, since 71 percent of the land in Del Norte 
was already owned by the state or federal government and only 21 per
cent of the land was publicly owned in Humboldt County. This bill 
also protected more of the old-growth redwoods and diluted the effect 
of the bill on the Rellim Redwood CompanYi instead, acreage would 
be taken from lands owned by four major lumber companies, includ
ing Rellim. 

Meanwhile, Aspinall was promising that no redwoods bill would be ' 
authorized until"a goodly number" of the House Interior and Insular 
Affairs Committee had visited the area. He wrote to one critic, the Re
verend Arvin Roos of Denver, "As a boy, I was taught by my father 
never to buy an animal or piece of property without having seen it. I re
member when my father's brother brought home a horse he had pur
chased and then found out that at night the horse was moon-blind...! 
am still old-fashioned enough to believe that when I have the responsi
bility of checking out the taxpayer's money, I have a certain responsi
bility to know what I am talking about." 

Aspinall's committee held hearings in the communities next to the 
proposed park and toured the sites in 1968. Local residents stressed 
the importance of the income from the "job-producing" trees. One of£i
c~al, California State Senator Randolph Collier, flatly opposed the na
bonal park. He observed that the timber industry paid more than one
third of Del Norte County's property taxes. He discounted theories 
that revenue from tourists would compensate for the loss of the timber 
industry taxes. 

In what one observer called lithe almost court-like regimen of the 
hearing room" in California, Aspinall's committee heard hours and 
hours of testimony. Another native Del Norte resident Arlene Spann

" " state,d A park, by itself, will not support the economy of this 
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statement, that the federal government should make economic pay
ments to local governments to offset the removal of private timber 
from the tax rolls. He also said California would insist that another 
parcel of Forest Service lands, known as the North Redwood Purchase 
Unit, be made available to the deprived timber firms in exchange for 
the lands they would lose to the park. The purchase unit had been es
tablished by the Forest Service as a demonstration forest to insure con
servative logging methods. For the last quarter century the Forest 
Service had conducted redwoods research and practiced redwood 
silvi-culture in the unit. 

Speaking at the hearing in favor of a redwoods park was David Bro
wer, president of the Sierra Club. He called the redwood "a tree that 
may withstand everything but man for from 500 to 2,000 years./I Said 
Brower, IIAs big trees are wiped out, the kind of industry based on vir
gin redwood must phase down and out. Parks and the income they 
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not support the economy of this 
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bring and the jobs they create go on and on." 
Between Brower's assertion that parks would eventually bolster the 

region's economy, and the local residents' insistence that parks would 
gut the area economy, came the moderate stance of Paul Rosendahl, 
superintendent of the Del Norte County Unified School District. 
Drawing praise from Interior Committee members, Rosendahl testi
fied that the community was /Idwindling." He observed, We, the 
people in Del Norte, want the park. We, the people in Del Norte, want 
the lumber industry ... /lWe need more diversified industries in Del 
Norte and the park is a good start, to keep a healthy economy so that 
people here don't suffer from ... tight money, floods and park planning. 
Yet, gentlemen, the people here are suHering from park planning, be
cause we know in one fell swoop of legislation our only major industry 
can be drastically reduced./I 

Aspinall favored the view expressed by Rosendahl that the local 
economy would collapse if the timber industry were yanked out from 
under it and yet the park could bolster the already-sagging economy. 
Better, then, to delete some of the proposed Del Norte areas and to ex
tend the redwood park boundaries to adjoining Humboldt County, a 
principle embraced in a compromise, Senate bill 2515. 

In addition to financial impact on the local economy, Aspinall scruti
nized government funding of the purchase of private lands for the 
park. In February 1967, Aspinall had written Richard Lamm, then a 
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member of the Colorado House of Representatives: "I wish to advise 
you that we have more than $400 million of a backlog of acquisitions 
in the national park program at this time. If we follow the same level 
of appropriations as has been recommended by the executive depart
ment for fiscal 1968, it will take between 12 to 15 years to catch up 
with what we have at the present time." 

Many congressmen, eager to get parks established on paper, ig
nored the fact that an actual site might not be purchased for decades. 
Once a park was authorized, its acquisition still had to be funded, un
less it was a gift. Congress had been slow to dredge up funds for ac
quisitions, and after Congress finally did appropriate funds, the 
executive branch had been slow to release the monies. Nonetheless, 
many congressmen would neglect to inform their constituents that au
thorization of a park could be a Pyrrhic victory. 

Finding funding 

To address this problem of funding, 5.2515 proposed two con
troversial, unprecedented ways to acquire land. The first was to au
thorize the exchange of federally owned Forest Service lands for 
privately owned lands in the park area. This was the gist of Reagan's 
demand. The second provision, known as "legislative taking," gave 
the federal government ownership of all land authorized for the park, 
effective the minute the bill became law. Private owners of land in the 
area could recover money for their holdings through negotiation with 
the Interior Department or through litigation in the Court of Claims. 
However, there was no provision for a jury trial, a proceeding which 
had been traditional in federal condemnation hearings. Property own
ers in the redwoods area would, instead, be paid a six-percent annual 
interest on their land until they had received just compensation. Own
ers of small lots, less than 50 acres, wouldn't be subject to the legisla
tive taking provision. 

Certain other safeguards were written into the bill to protect the pri
vate landowner. For example, the owner of any improved property, 
such as a house, built before 1967, would retain the right to use the 
property for no more than 25 years or until the death of the owner, 
whichever period was longer. 

The intent of these provisons was to halt immediately all timber cut-
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ting in the affected area and to eliminate price spirals caused by specu
lation on lands that the federal government traditionally took years to 
acquire. Congress still remembered the price-escalation from the Point 
Reyes National Seashore on the California coast. Point Reyes was au
thorized in 1962; its land values then rose 30 percent in one year. 

The administration was split on the advisability of immediate fed
eralownership of a redwoods park Secretary of the Interior Stewart 
Udall said he "reluctantly" agreed to the exchange of federal lands for 
private lands in this "unique" instance. But Secretary of Agriculture 
Orville Freeman, speaking of the Forest Service lands which his de
partment administered, said he was "unalterably opposed to the bar
ter of National Forest timberlands for private lands needed for the 
proposed park" Such a trade would imperil the integrity of the na
tional forest system, he insisted. 

The Senate bill also authorized an appropriation for the purchase of 
those lands that weren't exchanged. A total of $92 million from the 
Land and Water Conservation Fund would reimburse private owners 
for land acquired by the government. 

After the House National Parks Subcommittee had conducted hear
ings on the bill (5.2515) in April and May, the full committee reported 
a substantially altered bill in early July of 1968. The Senate bill had 
called for a park of 64,000 acres and authorized appropriation of $100 
million for land acquisiton; the House called for a park of 28,500 acres 
and an appropriation of $56 million. 

Nancy Wood of Colorado Springs wrote to Aspinall about "your 
disgraceful sellout on the Redwood National Park in California ... Just 
who and what twisted your arm and caused you to ram through the 
House bill setting aside a miserable 28,000 (acre) park The lumber 
lobby? A political debt? Or have you simply lost your ability to 
reason?" 

In Aspinall's mind, the abbreviated park was necessary because it 
wasn't fair for Congress to spend for Redwoods one-half of the money 
that would be available for parks acquisition in the next five years. He 
observed that the House bill would still be the most expensive national 
park legislation ever to pass the House. 

Yet reaction to the House report was disappointment and anger 
from conservation groups and large urban newspapers. The minority 
report from the House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee also at-
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tacked the plan as offering a puny park rather than a fair compromise. 
Said the minority, "What kind of national park will we have if it is no 
more than a ribbon of trees wandering through a wasteland of logged
off slopes?" 

Despite the controversy, the House considered the bill under a sus
pension of rules, which required a two-thirds vote for passa~e and p.re
eluded floor amendments. Aspinall called for the sus pens lOn, saymg 
that "under existing situations with the drive toward adjournment/' 
suspension was "the only sure way we have of getting a redwoods bill 
passed by this Congress." ..... . 

The New York Times responded WIth a blistenng editonal. Calling 
it "a lumberman's bill/' the Times said the House measure was "piti
ful" and that it would result in "beautiful valleys with magnificent an
cient trees ... sacrificed to the chain saw and the lumberman's greed." 
The Times lambasted Aspinall, who "had, in effect, a whip over all 
those who supported a genuine park because if his bill had not passed, 
no further action was possible in this Congress. This was because the 
House Rules Committee, under its arch-reactionary chairman, (Wil
liam M.) Colmer of MiSSissippi, had arbitrarily decided that it would 
send no additional bills to the floor this session." 

Getting the bill to the £loor 

The House Rules Committee determined which bills would be 
brought to the floor. It announced on May 22, 1968, that except for 
emergency measures, the Rules Committee would consider no bills 
that were reported from any committee after July 8. The idea was to 
speed up the pace of the drawn-out session in an election year. The 
policy was supported by the House majority and minority leadership. 
Speaker of the House John McCormack urged that any more bills pre
sented to the House be passed by unanimous consent or under a sus
pension of the rules. 

Defending the suspension of the rules and the smaller acreage pro
posed in the House bill, Aspinall observed, "We had to wait (in the 
House) until the Land and Water Conservation Fund bill had been 
cleared for the President. If that bill had not been passed, there would 
have been no money for the purpose of the redwoods ... As soon as the 
Land and Water Conservation Fund Bill cleared, we were able to re-

The Redwoods Chapter - A Prouder Moment7 
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port out redwoods. We asked for a rule, but the Rules Committee got 
to working on gun legislation and other matters and did not get to our 
bill. So, we passed the redwoods bill through the House by suspension 
with the understanding that we could go to conference (a committee of 
members from both house) and get a larger bill (more acreage) than 
the House provides." 

Aspinall had never been overly concerned during markup of the bill, 
when it was first crafted in committee, about the size of the park. 
Rather, he stressed that the House bill would preserve the redwoods 
values, and the will of Congress on size could be hammered out later 
in conference committee. Aspinall himself was on the conference com
mittee, and he appointed the four other House members; they served 
with the five Senate members, appointed by Jackson. In fact, the com
mittee did agree to a larger park - 58,000 acres, twice the acreage of 
the House measure. The bill included 27,500 acres of three state
owned parks that were be acquired by donation. The remaining pri
vate lands were to be purchased by the government or exchanged for 
federal land, and ownership was to be vested immediately in the fed
eral government. Lands within the North Redwoods Purchase Unit 
(the demonstration forest established by the Forest Service), exclud
ing certain sections, were to be used to help compensate private land
holders. Said the conference report, "This use of federal forest land is 
not intended to be precedent-setting, but is an exception to general pol
icy, necessitated by the desire to preserve certain ancient trees and to 
minimize dislocation of the local economy." A total of $92 million was 
authorized for appropriation. 

The final conference bill establishing a 58,000-acre park was hailed 
as a victory for conservationists. It was smaller than the Senate's 
64,000 acre park, but larger than the House's 28,500 acre park. Aspi
nall supported and helped craft the final conference version of the bill. 

The President signed the bill into law October 2, 1968. 
Who had Aspinall represented 7 Had he in fact been in league with 

the lumber barons 7What of this chapter in his life 7 Aspinall sugges
ted an approach to those questions when he wrote Fred Smith, an aide 
to Laurance Rockefeller, on October 30, 1967. Smith had observed that 
the first draft of the Senate bill (2515) seemed aimed at gathering good 
press rather than at achieving final congressional passage. Still in the 
thick of battle, Aspinall wrote Smith, liThe further we go in this mat

ter the more mixed up it seems to 
while before the real friends of 
work out a solution." 
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ter the more mixed up it seems to get. Maybe the pot has to boil for a 
while before the real friends of conservation and the Congress can 
work out a solution." 

Postscript 

In March of 1977, the House Committee on Government Operations 
warned that all was not well in Redwoods National Park. Said thE 
committee, lilt has become increasingly clear that timber cutting, asso-

More parkland. - More parklands were authorized under the Aspinall chairman
ship of the Interior and Insular Affairs Committee than had ever been authorized ill 
the history of the country. Working with Aspinall were Interior Secretary Stewari 
Udall, at left, National Park Service Director George Hartzog, and Represent· 
ative John Saylor. 
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dated road construction and other harvest activities have had a 
serious adverse impact on the timber, water and soil resources within 
the park. 1£ this damage continues unabated, the very existence of the 
park is in jeopardy," Warned the report, "The great virgin coastal red
wood forests are an endangered resource rapidly on their way to be
coming extinct." 

In June of 1977, the National Park and Conservation magazine also 
described the danger: "1£ action is not taken soon, siltation resulting 
from clearcutting on private lands adjacent to the park could kill the 
trees in the grove." 

It was a problem that proponents of a large Redwood park had dis
cussed in the first Redwoods hearings in the 1960s. Watersheds flow
ing into the park needed protection from erosion, they had argued. 

In January 1978, as Congress prepared to hold hearings on the lat
est Redwoods bill, vandals struck at the Smithe State Redwood Re
serve in California. Loggers and environmentalists blamed each other 
for the rash of chainsaw vandalism. 

But the fact remained that in 1978, total acreage acquired in the Red
woods National Park amounted to 28,000 -half of what Congress 
had authorized. The 27,500 acres of parkland that were to have been 
donated by the State of California to the federal government still re
mained part of the California system. 

In 1978 timber companies and labor unions bitterly opposed any 
legislation to expand the park. However, a bill passed over their 
objections. 

The bilt signed into law March 28, 1978, authorized 48,000 acres to 
be added to the park and created a 30,000 acre zone intended to protect 
virgin groves from loggers. The bill contained authorization for $359 
million estimated necessary for acquisition of additonal acreage. Presi
dent Carter said the measure "will permit people to visit the magnifi
cent groves along Redwood Creek that contain the world's tallest trees 
and will insure that these trees are adequately protected." 
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Chapter Sixteen 


Paper Parks 


Often it is a giant leap from the congressional authorization ~f a 
park to its actual creation. Many times, Congress authonzes 
"paper parks," which may never become reality because fund

ing for the acquisition is inadequate. The m~gnit~de of ~h~ pr~blem of 
funding for authorized parks can be seen In thiS stab~bc: In 1976, 
about $500-million worth of national park lands authonzed by Con
gress had not yet been purchased. 

The hope for funding these lands was created in 1964, when Con
gress began the Land and Water Conservation Fund. It paved the way 
for the establishment of Redwoods and many other national parks. It 
became the greatest boon to financing additions and development of 
both state and national park systems. Recalling the act that estab
lished the fund and Aspinall's role in securing its passage, one con
servation lobbyist once told The Wall Street Journal, "We could have 
looked a hell of a lot longer and farther (for a chairman of the Interior 
and Insular Affairs Committee) and done a hell of a lot worse./I 

The Land and Water Conservation Act, as it was passed in 1964, 
created a fund that was derived from entrance and other fees received 
from users of national parks, forests and other federal recreation 
areas. The fund also received money from other sources, such as gas 
taxes on motorboat fuels, the sale of surplus government property and 
general fund appropriations. 

Aspinall labored hard for the bill. Many of his constituents opposed 
the measure since it imposed admission fees for national park areas, 
some of whidt had been free. "Should the outdoors be free 7" Aspinall 
asked rhetorically, and answered, "I can sympathize with th~ view 
that our public lands should be free ... However, we are a nation of 
nearly 200-million people with an increasing amount of leisure ~e 
and an expanding desire to take advantage of our outdoor ~ecreation 
areas. In the face of this multiplying demand, the outdoors IS not and 
cannot be free ... The purpose of the legislation is to take part of the bur
den off the general taxpayer and charge this part to the specific user." 

Among groups who fought the Land and Water Conservation bill 
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were timber companies, fearing that it would authorize the purchase 
of large segments of commercial woodlands for outdoor recreational 
uses. In a sense, their fears were justified, since the bill would later be 
used to help fund acquisition of the Redwoods National Park, passed 
by Congress in 1968. While Aspinall ardently supported the Land and 
Water Conservation Fund in 1964, four years later he would be ac
cused of siding with timber companies when he cut proposed acreage 
from the bill establishing a Redwoods National Park. 

One of the major compromises of the Land and Water Conservation 
Fund accounted for its support in both the East and the West and had 
Aspinall's staunch backing. The compromise balanced sectional inter
ests by directing that most federal land acquisitions for parks and 
other recreational areas occur in the East. In return, the West was to 
be allotted funds for development of already-existing federal recrea
tional areas. The reasoning was simple: virtually all of the federal 
lands, including most of the federal parks, were in the West, in an area 
where some 15 percent of the population resided. The populous North
east held only four percent of the federal recreational lands. So the bill 
prOvided that most of the funds slotted for additions to the National 
Forest System go to the East. However, 60 percent of the total funds 
were to go as grants to the states, and these monies could go for devel
opment of existing federal park and recreation areas, notably those in 
the West. Aspinall observed during debate in the House that the bill 
would help acquire park land, "especially in the East," before "land 
values go so high that Uncle Sam cannot afford to purchase them." 

The bill passed the House July 23, 1964. President Johnson signed it 
into law on September 3. Scores of congratulatory letters citing Aspi
naIl's skill and knowledge in escorting the bill through the House 
came from conservation groups and congressmen. Among the letters 
was a congratulatory note from Laurance S. Rockefeller, chairman of 
the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission which had rec
ommended enactment of such a fund in 1962. 

Yet the fund served only as a wedge in providing aid for the millions 
of dollars needed to transform the paper parks into people parks. 
More financial muscle was desperately needed. It came in 1968, when 
the House of Representatives approved amendments to the Land and 
Water Conservation Fund. These amendments channeled part of the 
off-shore oil and gas receipts to the fund. Again, Rockefeller praised 
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Aspinall observed that the administration was adept at overselling a 
proposal to Congress "insofar as the necessity of it is concerned, yet 
underselling it insofar as the cost is concerned." One example of this 
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Aspinall's leadership in the amendments' passage and noted, "Cer
tainly the success of this bill in the face of its defeat in the Senate is a 
tribute to your outstanding work and the high regard which your col
leagues in the House hold for you. I only hope that the Senate will see 
fit to follow your vision and determination." It did, and yet the mone
tary shortfall persisted. 

A typical and troubling pattern continued. Administrations and 
Congress would create parkland after parkland, avowing that yes, 
they believed in "Beautifying America." Congress would duti£ully au
thorize the parks proposed by the President; then the administration 
would delay financing of their acquisition. 

One outstanding example of the dilemma was the Point Reyes Na
tional Seashore Park, a half-hour's drive from San Francisco. In 1969 
a New York Times writer observed, "This dramatic promontory just 
north of San Francisco is a monument to national beauty, to man's as
pirations and to government confusion. Its future as one of the na
tion's choicest preserves hangs in the balance at this moment, clouded 
by financial and administrative problems that beset ... many other seg
ments of the national recreation system." By 1969 less than half of the 
park had been acquired - 31,000 acres shy of the acreage authorized 
in 1962. While the original bill had authorized $14 million for acquisi
tion, seven years later two congressmen from California, Senator 
George Murphy and Representative Don Clausen, were seeking to in
crease the authorization to $57.5 million. 

Championing the increased funding measure, Aspinall said the orig
inal park had been grossly underfunded. He told his colleagues that 
poor cost estimates and land price escalations were to blame. He also 
scored the Nixon administration for allowing funds to accumulate in 
the Land and Water Conservation Fund while land acquisition pro
grams like Point Reyes faltered. He observed, "There is no economy 
in holding monies in a fund where they may draw four or five-percent 
interest, when they could be put to active use in authorizing areas 
where price escalation is running upward from 10 to 20 percent per an
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Conservationist of Year - National Wildlife Federation Secretary Thomas Kimball 
presented Aspinall the Conservationist of the Year award in 1964. Also recognized 
was Minority Ranking Member of the Interior Committee, Representative John 
Saylor. 

pattern was shown when the outgoing Johnson administration asked 
Congress to appropriate only $154 million of the $200-million funding 
level allowed by law for the parks funded under the Land and Water 
Conservation Fund. When the Nixon administration took over, it cited 
inflation and cut this budget request to $124 million in April of 1969
only 62 percent of the $200 million that was to accrue in the Land and 
Water Conservation Fund that year. 

Bureau of the Budget director Robert P. Mayo particularly enraged 
Aspinall in 1969 when he hinted in a letter that the Budget Bureau 
would parcel out fewer monies than were available in the fund, and 
stated that there would be insufficient money through fiscal 1976 for 
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even some of the more modest land acquisitions it had authorized. The 
Mayo letter came at about the same time as Interior Secretary Walter 
Hickel announced a five-year, $6.3-billion program for recreation in 
urban areas - "parks for people." 

Aspinall answered the Mayo letter by charging that the Budget Bu
reau had become "the usurper of the power of Congress" and was not 
keeping faith with Congress, which had intended that this $200 mil
lion in the Land and Water Conservation Fund be available yearly de
spite any national budget restrictions. Fumed Aspinall, "If Congress 
is to be thwarted in its work in this respect, and if the executive 
(branch), having once given its approval, is to be allowed to change its 
mind, then the work we do here is useless." 

In his letter, Mayo had implied that the Bureau of the Budget would 
determine priorities for acquiring those national parks which had been 
authorized by Congress. Aspinall retorted, "If I know my Con
stitution correctly I it says that the purse strings are in the hands of 
Congress. When Congress has once made its decision and the execu
tives approves the legislation, we have a right to expect that which is 
prOvided in the legislation is followed." 

At that time the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation was estimating that 
$275 million was needed to acquire areas already authorized by Con
gress, including Point Reyes. Yet the year's appropriation in 1970 was 
$124 million, and the federal share of that sum was $62 million (the 
rest was to go to the states for their use in recreational plans and 
development) . 

Aspinall continued to wage war on this issue: Congress would au
thorize the parks and the administration would pare appropriations 
never using the full sum in the Land and Water Conservation Fund. 
The administration would note there wasn't enough money in the fund 
to pay for all the authorized parks, even if every penny were appropri
ated. Aspinall was well aware of that concern, as he observed land 
prices for acquisition of newly-minted parks continue to rocket sky
ward. But he warned administration after administration that it 
shouldn't withhold what meager funds were available. He also sugges
ted to Congress that study of new park areas should take into account 
the fact that these parks were likely to remain fantasy, even if they 
were authorized. 

During a House Interior Committee meeting in 1969, Aspinall ob
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served that parks development could proceed "in an orderly fashion" 
if the administration wouldn't balk at Congress' will. But, he noted, 
"Until we corne to some kind of agreement with the executive, with an 
understanding that the Congress and the executive together are going 
to keep their word to the American people, it would be well for us to 
hesitate a little (before authorizing more recreation areas). It doesn't 
make sense to authorize a national recreation area or a national park 
or a national historic site, and then find ourselves having labored in 
vain. II 

Aspinall finally won some concession from the Nixon adminis
tration. In his 1970 environmental message to the Congress, President 
Nixon proposed full funding in 1971 of the $327 million then available 
under the fund. 

Financial ills continued to undermine the parks acquisition funding, 
however. In 1976, faced with the $500-million backlog of authorized 
national park lands which had not been purchased, Congress passed a 
bill substantially increasing the Land and Water Conservation Fund. 
Later, it hiked the annual authorization level to $600 million in fiscal 
1978, $750 million in fiscal 1979 and $900 million annually in the fiscal 
years from 1980 to 1989. Aspinall had helped set up the mechanism. 
Congress was fleshing it out. Yet as of this writing, the backlog 
persists. 
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Chapter Seventeen 

After the West Was Won 
Protecting the Prospector 

and the Prospects 

, '[ t's high time we stopped treating miners as if they were a 
gaggle of old-time prospectors heading off into the hills on 
their burros to win the West for us. We've won the West. The 

job is now to save it." 
So concluded a Reader's Digest article in September of 1972 on 

lithe Outdated Law That Ravages the West." The Digest stated that 
mining interests were "protected by a century-old law (giving 
them)...the right to do just about anything on our half-million square 
miles of public land. They have abused that right, and the law should 
be changed." 

The law, the 1872 Mining Law, allowed the miner to stake a claim 
on public land and and later buy the land for as little as $2.50 an acre. 
The law had its critics in the mining industry itself. Yet efforts to 
change the law had met a deadlock. The subject often drew shrill de
fenses from the mining industry. And, more and more in the public 
mind, the miner had become akin to King Midas or the oil baron 
hoarding wealth, whose source was often the public lands. 

One of the more outspoken defenders of the 1872 Mining Law was a 
Salt Lake City attorney, H. Byron Mock. He remarked at a convention 
in 1977 that liThe Mining Law of 1872 is a law of opportunity. It is a 
poor man's law, a pioneer law. It encourages exploration. Work and 
time and energy can be substituted for prohibitive 'front-end money.' 
It puts investment capital- money and work -into the effort to de
velop new wealth for our nation. It is a law that protects against the 
hoarder of our mineral resources. It broadens the opportunity for 
small beginnings, the 'seed' developments that are big tomorrow. It 
protects against the greedy. It punishes sloth, rewards the diligent. It 
prevents monopoly. Furthermore, it is a law that provides checks on 
the validity of government decisions. It provides an opportunity to de
velop markets and supply materials which officials cannot see, do not 
£eel are needed, or do not want. The right to self-initiate a mining 
claim minimizes governmental arbitrary discretionary denial. II 

Mock was invoking the basic principles of free economic enterprise, 
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and claiming that the mining law rewarded the diligent, small-time op
erator. Unlike the leasing system used for oil and gas, the 1872 Min
ing Law wasn't tailor-made for the big oil companies or other 
corporate interests, who could afford the complex, long-term require
ments of leasing. The 1872 Mining Law required no permit, and no 
longtime, expensive environmental impact statement. The man with a 
pick and shovel could still try his luck and perhaps strike it rich 
while helping to locate essential minerals for the nation. 

It was a romantic notion, which critics of the 1872 Mining Law re
jected as nonsense. One lawyer, after hearing Mock's remarks, nar
rowed his eyes, and his mouth formed a thin, dour line as he muttered, 
"I never believed in continuing education for lawyers, but I do now. 
That guy is illiterate." 

Aspinall as villain 7 

In the midst of the fray, where was Aspinall? To The Reader's Di
gest, he was clearly in the mining camp. He was the villain of the anti
quated law. Said the Digest, in its 1972 article, IIAspinall is chairman 
of the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, through 
which a mining reform bill must pass. He's a whip smart, 76-year-old 
ex-school teacher who is generally regarded as one of the hardest
working members of the House, the country's best-informed expert on 
public-land laws - and the congressional spokesman for the mining 
industry." 

To the author of The Reader's Digest article - James Nathan 
Miller, Aspinall's land-law philosophy came straight from the miners 
who were gouging out the mountainside where the congressman lived. 
Speaking of Aspinall's district, Miller wrote, "It is almost all moun
tains, valleys, forests and high plateaus./I Miller quoted the ranking 
minority member of Aspinall's committee, Representative John Say
lor, who stated, 'Wayne's constituents are vested interests who have 
used public land so long that they think they, not the federal govern
ment, own it./I 

Miller identified those vested interests as "miners who dig into the 
public domain, ranchers who graze their cattle on it, loggers who cut 
its timber, and irrigation farmers who want its rivers dammed./I Aspi
nall, said Miller, was dictating a user-oriented philosophy - a philo5
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ophy that "has, to a large degree, become national policy." Aspinall 
was a Cerberus, safeguarding those whose liveliliood came from the 
earth's belly. 

However, not all observers identified Aspinall as a staunch defender 
of the 1872 Mining Law. To those who had read the 1970 report of the 
Public Land Law Review Commission (PLLRC), a congressionally
authorized commission chaired by Aspinall, he had become a spokes
man for moderate reform of the law. Apparently, many more people 
read The Readers Digest than read the report. And most of the readers 
assumed that the Digest writer had read, carefully analyzed and dealt 
fairly with the report. It was an assumption with which those who had 
studied the report could not agree. 

The majority report of PLLRC, generally regarded as favorable for 
the miner, still conceded that the law "has been abused, but even with
out that abuse, it has many deficiencies." Foremost among the abuses 
was the possibility that "under guise of law," as the PLLRC explained 
it, the land speculator could obtain title to the public land to use it for 
purposes other than mining. And he could do this at the cost of a few 
dollars - usually $2.50 an acre and on some claims $5 an acre. Even 
when the land was used for mining, the bounty from the minerals, 
originally located on public land, generated no royalty for the public. 

Fumed The Reader's Digest, "The law that governs hard-rock min
ing in the United States today is probably the most perfectly pre
served statutory relic we have of the exploitive damn-the-environment 
era of the robber barons ...Congress decreed that anybody could go 
digging or sluicing for minerals almost anywhere he wanted on public 
land." The size, but not the number of claims, was limited, nor did the 
miner have to notify the federal government of his claim. He simply 
staked his claim and filed his location with the county clerk in the 
county where the claim was located. Later, if the miner could prove the 
land was worth mining, he could patent his claim - buy it outright 
for a maximum of $5 an acre, "even" said The Reader's Digest, "if the 
claim sat on a vein of pure gold." 

Referring to these abuses, Aspinall often told his constituents - in
cluding the miners - that the 1872 Mining Law was due for an over
haul. He supported the reforms called for in the PLLRC report, such as 
providing that the miner should obtain ownership (a patent) of the 
mineral only, not the surface of the land. 
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Aspinall: involve the ecologist 

In the closing days of his congressional career, Aspinall spoke to 
the American Mining Congress at their 1972 annual convention and 
warned them, "I am here to say that mineral development and environ
mental quality can and should go hand in hand. I believe the people of 
the United States will demand that this be done - and I believe the de
mand to be realistic." 

He also urged them to involve the ecologist "in your planning at an 
early state. Do not force him constantly to be on the defensive because 
if you do, you too shall be placed on the defensive." And he chided the 
miners, saying that some of their problems with the environmentalists 
"may have been brought on in large part by your own insensitiveness 
to their concerns in the past. I suggest that we admit they may have 
been right, at least a part of the time." 

In fact, Aspinall cited The Reader's Digest article and backed a 
number of the reforms that the author called for - reforms the author 
had insisted that Aspinall was thwarting. Aspinall supported giving 
the land management agencies additional authority to prescribe regu
lations for protecting the environment, requiring payment by the 
miner for extraction of minerals and halting the patenting of surface 
rights where only minerals values were involved. 

But his position was seen as too conciliatory by many. In the 1970s 
reform of the law was thought by many to be impossible; the law had 
to be obliterated, replaced by new law. 

Backing such a complete overhaut Congressman Morris Udall, a 
Democrat of Arizona, was quoted by the Digest as observing, ''The 
mining law does three things. It defines mining as the highest and 
best use of the public land. It gives miners first priority on these lands. 
And it frees them of any responsibility for what they do to the land." 
Such a cold-blooded look at the mining law came from a man whose 
constituents included miners. Yet the Digest, quoting Udall, never did 
explain why the author thought Udall could be so "objective" while 
Aspinall, whose vision the Digest thought was blurred by the miner's 
safety glasses, could "fail" to spot the weaknesses of the law. Rather 
than concluding that Aspinall's view, while different, might be as un
biased as Udall's, the author chose to charge Aspinall with "vested in
terests." Nor did the author interview Aspinall. 
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Hearing Nixon - Aspinall served in Congress under five Presidents - Truman, 
Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon. He served in the House with Congress
man Gerald Ford. "I know their shortcomings, just as I know my own," he once 
said. 

The debate on the mining law became more of an argument over 
symbols than over facts. Both sides were ready to concede the need for 
reform, yet each maintained that the other was intransigent. 

It was an iron curtain that divided mining supporters from wilder
ness advocates. The miner would point to the economic virtues of the 
silver, galenta, mica, quartz, bauxite and other minerals that he had 
liberated from the earth. Minerals were the foundation of the coun
try's economy. In support of the miner, the Public Land Law Review 
Commission said in its opening statement on mineral resources: "Our 
standard of living and our national defense are heavily dependent 
upon the availability of fuel and nonfuel minerals." Furthermore, said 
the report, "Our industrial dependency on the production of fuel and 
non-fuel minerals is more significant than the substantial monetary 
values they contribute. Many of the factors we take for granted in our 
standard of living would be impossible without reliable and economic 
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supplies of minerals." Minerals meant television sets, hypodermic syr
inges, automobiles, tungsten light bulbs and most of modern society's 
building blocks. 

In essence, minerals shored up private enterprise. Aspinall saw min
erals as the vital link to a healthy, free enterprise economy - an econ
omy that had been and still was essential to "our democratic form of 
government." From the exotic minerals such as gold, copper and silver 
to the workhorse, lackluster minerals such as titanium, rutile, cad
mium, manganese and fluorite, all were essential in a democracy. 
They made what he frequently called "their necessary contribution" 
to the economy and ultimately to democracy. 

Cutbacks in consumption 

Aspinall was well aware of the arguments that society was too af
fluent, and that cutbacks in consumption were necessary. But to Aspi
nall, affluence was a melodious word. He stated in a speech to the 
National Western Mining Conference in Denver in 1971, "I am proud 
that this nation is affluent; that we have been blessed with ambition 
and material progress, and that we are a strong nation .. .! hope we re
main progressive and strong and that we have the good judgment and 
knowledge to use our assets wisely and for the benefit of ourselves as 
well as others." 

And while he conceded that conservation of the resources was neces
sary, and could bring a decline in the rate of consumption, he still saw 
an inexorable, ever-increasing need for minerals. In that same speech, 
Aspinall observed "The last century was one of unusual industrial
ization ...(when) our consumption of minerals increased about ten 
times faster than our population .. .It is quite probable that the rate 
of increase for the future will not be as rapid. However, there is no 
doubt that consumption of minerals will increase faster than popu
lation and whether this increase is ten times, or merely three or four 
times, as has been established, major problems will develop in meet
ing those demands." 

Anticipating a continual climb in consumption, Aspinall had little 
patience with the backpacker, the deer hunter or the bird watcher who 
wanted 55 million acres of the nation's public lands enclosed in wilder
ness, closed to the miner. 
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It was like an argument between a psychiatrist and a medical doctor 
over who could most help the patient. The doctor could claim, "I will 
save his life." And the psychiatrist could reply, "I will save his soul." 
Aspinall was for wilderness, but he gave priority to the wise devel
opment of the timber, the gold and the silver that might be found in 
the wilderness. For Aspinall, the backpacker setting up his tent in the 
woods had, on occasion, to cede his path to the bulldozer or the cater
pillar that was carving out the nation's real wealth. Without copper, 
without bauxite, without aluminum, without timber, without grass for 
cattle to feed on, this nation was a paper house - a flimsy economy 
that would collapse. 

The miner should always be first in line at the altar of wilderness, 
despite the protests of the Wilderness Society and its Howard Zahni
sers, Aspinall thought. The congressman's doctrine was that the roots 
of the nation's wealth were intertwined in the soil, the good earth. To 
those conservationists who protested that ecology was a religion and 
science holding forth that very doctrine, Aspinall replied that wise 
husbandry meant wise usej conservation required measured use, not 
preservation, not a moratorium on use. Man was meant to wisely ex
ploit earth's bounty. 

It was, in part, a question of what it meant to kill the goose that laid 
the golden egg. The Sierra Club stated, /IA policy of unlimited eco
nomic expansion has made us a country rich in goods but poor in the 
quality of its environment./I In a land of plenty, the Holiday Inn was 
no longer equated with getting away from it alL Whether they really 
wanted to or not, many Americans dreamed of donning Vibran-soled 
hiking boots and trudging through the mountains which also hap
pened to house most of the minerals. For them, the words of PLLRC 
were empty. They were deaf to the Commission's argument that 
"Many of the factors we take for granted in our standard of living 
would be impossible without reliable and economic supplies of miner
als. Our survival as a leading nation depends on our mineral sup
plies./1 To a nation joining Weight Watchers and practicing 
Transcendental Meditation, the thought of enough minerals might 
mean nothing more than enough silver for another exotic ash tray or 
enough oil for plastic flatware at McDonald's. 

On the other hand, the miner saw his metals as the key to shelter 
and other necessities - be they light bulbs, canned goods or life-sav
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ing medical hardware. And, of course, the miner felt justified in sup
porting his own livelihood. Without metals he was without a job, and 
surely a job was more important than the deep-breathing satisfaction 
of the mountain climber. 

The miner rejected the ecologist's argument that he was destroying 
the earth's crust and pointed out that mining had disturbed less than 
one percent of this country1s land surface, most of it reclaimable. The 
counter-argument was that related constructionl particularly roads, 
had pockmarked the countryside with ribbons of destruction. To the 
miner, man was to have dominion over the earth. To the ecologist, 
man must pay homage to nature and subjugate his whims to nature's 
great scheme of things. 

A philosophical impasse 

Aspinall understood this philosophical impasse, and summarized it 
in a speech before the American Mining Congress in 1972. He ob
served that "environmenel has two distinct, though not mutually ex
clusivel meanings. One definition: "The complex of climatic, adaphic 
and biotic factors that act upon an organism or an ecological commu
nity and ultimately determine its form and survival." The other major 
definition: liThe aggregate of social and cultural conditions that in
fluences the life of an individual or community." Aspinall maintained 
that many in the environmentalist movement glorified the first defini
tion and neglected the second. He averredl IIWe cannot so concentrate 
on the ecological community that we fail completely to recognize the 
aggregate of social and cultural conditions of the human community." 

He voiced that belief in more bellicose language after he had retired 
from Congress. The year was 1977, just after he had returned from a 
trip to England. There he had observed mining in England's national 
parks, known as moors, and when he returned he spoke of the orderly 
mining process that he, as a consultant to AMAX Inc., miners of mo
lybdenum, had observed in England. Turning to his own COuntryl he 
spoke of the need for environmental controls on the miner, but also 
statedl "I'm not going to permit the economy of my area to be de
stroyed by some people who just want to come and look at what they 
think is beautiful- as long as I'm in the majority of public opinion, 
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that is." Save for the fact that he carried a cane, which he occasionally 
jabbed into the floorboards, the 81-year-old Aspinall could have been 
the same politician who had for 24 years campaigned on a platform of
ten built on the rights of the miner. 

He told one of his standard jokes - a brand of humor that would 
cause a self-proclaimed ecologist to gag. He spoke of the young man 
who moved from Minnesota to Montana to rebuild a run-down farm. 
The young man, after the land and buildings had been reclaimed, 
brought his mother from Minnesota to see his farmland at the peak of 
the harvest. She looked around in wonderment and exclaimed, "Son, 
what you and God have done!" The young man responded, "Mother, 
you should have seen it when God had it by himself." 

The joke was vintage Aspinall. Again and again, Aspinall called for 
conservation, but this didn't mean allOWing the earth's crust to remain 
untouched. He stated, "All minerals, because of their nonrenewable 
nature, must be conserved. Conservation to me means wise use - not 
preservation by non-use. A natural resource only gains value through 
use." 

To Aspinall the miner was a noble figure, who often risked and lost 
every penny he owned. And it was still the lone pr~spect.or who oft~ 
made the best, biggest finds. In 1977 a Grand Junction friend of ASPI
nall's had been puttering around in a likely uranium field in New Mex
ico. He found what he had expected: uranium, lots of it, and he sold 
the claim to Gulf Oil Company. 

Another of Aspinall's mining friends was a hard-luck man whose 
life had started out most promising: H. R. Brown, inventor of the 
Chicklets gum formula. Brown had sold his formula to a gum com
pany for $1 million, and had come West to seek his second fortune in 
oil shale. He settled in De Beque, Colorado, and later moved 20 miles 
west into the little town of Palisade. He hired as his lawyer a young 
man fresh out of law school, Wayne N. Aspinall. In the few years 
Brown had lived in De Beque, he had lost a good part of his fortune, so 
he appealed to the lawyer to take his fee in oil shale stock. Recalled As
pinall "He was in oil shale, I don't know how long, but long enough 
to los~ his shirt. In those days, that took rather long - to lose $1 mil
lion. I never got my fee." 

But even while Aspinall fondly told these stories, he favored many 
mining reforms that his critics supported. He thought the miner 

http:pr~spect.or
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should be required to record his claim not only in the county clerk's of
fice but also in federal offices, such as the Bureau of Land Manage
ment. He believed the miner should obtain a patent to the mineral only 
- which would revise the 1872 provision that the miner could obtain 
title to both the surface and the mineral underground. Aspinall also fa
vored requirements that the miner rehabilitate the landscape. And he 
thought the miner should pay a royalty or fee on production, both be
fore and after patent. Nor should the ban on mining in national parks 
be eased. 

All these recommendations were contained in the PLLRC report in a 
chapter on mining. The section also contained a minority position, 
supported by, among others, Representative Morris Udall. The Ari
zona Congressman and three other commissioners, University of Ari
zona Law Professor Robert Clark, Vennont Governor Philip Hoff, and 
PennsylVania Secretary of Forests and Water Maurice Goddard, lam
basted what they saw as schizophrenic minerals policies. The mining 
law of 1872 allowed patents for most hardrock minerals, such as gold, 
silver, copper, iron, lead and zinc, and the Leasing Act of 1920 pro
vided leasing for certain others, such as oil, gas and coal. The minority 
report urged that the leasing system, established by law in 1920, be ex
tended to all minerals except those made available by law for outright 
sale (sand and gravel, for example). 

"The location patent approach was devised more than 100 years ago. 
It served an earlier period," they said, "but cannot, even as modified, 
provide an adequate legal frame work for the future." The minority re
port said the PLLRC reforms would still allow hard-rock mineral ex
plorers to go on the public lands and search for minerals except for 
those lands where administrators had imposed guidelines restricting 
the land's use or had withdrawn the lands from general use. Also ob
jectionable to the dissenters was the fact that the PLLRC reforms 
would still allow the mineral developer both to obtain fee title (own
ership) to the mineral and to choose to purchase the surface at fair 
market value for his mining operation. Udall and the other dissenters 
saw the minerals as a public trust, whose ownership should remain 
public rather than pass into private hands. Only leasing, not own
ership of the mineral, should be allowed, they stated. 
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The leasing debate 

For his part, Aspinall objected to the dissenters' idea that the leas
ing system should be applied to hardrock minerals such as silver and 
copper. He said leasing of all minerals would place their development 
in the hands of the Secretary of the Interior - rather than with the pri
vate enterpriser. His big objection, though, was that a leasing system 
would mean the end of the independent, small-time miner, who could 
not afford to compete in the big leagues in leasing. It would be like pit
ting the little old lady who collects antiques against the Smithsonian 
buyer at a rare works auction. Leasing would spell death to the guy 
with the pick and shovel. Aspinall cited the many minerals that had 
been discovered by small-timers: silver, molybdenum, and gold in 
Colorado, phosphate in Florida, uranium in New Mexico. Such legend
ary mining efforts as Cripple Creek and the Matchless Mine in lead
ville had started with the small prospector in Colorado. And the 
practice continued to the present day: small people, curious, trying to 

Farewell - Members of Congress gathered in 1973 to pay farewell respects to 
Wayne Aspinall and his wife Essie. 
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get rich. The prospector should be encouraged, should be invited, to 
explore for minerals, Aspinall maintained. "How much environmental 
damage can you do with a pick and shovel?" he asked. 

For the prospector who had a bigger claim and more sophisticated 
machinery, PLLRC recommended a permit system. Any prospector 
desiring an exclusive right to develop a claim, or wanting to use heavy 
equipment that would "significantly" disturb the earth's surface, 
should be required to seek a permit and thereby legally perfect his 
claim PLLRC said. This would involve giving notice to the appropriate 
federal agency, paying a rental for his claim and honoring his permit, 
which would include "measures, specifically authorized by statute, 
necessary to maintain the quality of the environment, together with 
the type of rehabilitation that is required." 

Rehabilitation of the land should be required, PLLRC stated. How
ever, the recommendation contained an important caveat: "Rehabilita
tion does not necessarily mean restoration, but rather the maximum 
feasible effort to bring the land into harmony with the surrounding 
area." Many scientists argued that the land couldn't in some cases be 
restored to the original contours, or grow the vegetation it bore imme
diately before mining, but that the scarring could be obliterated and 
the environment rendered pleasing to the human eye. The end result 
might, someday, be a landscape with similar contours and similar ve
getation, but insisting on immediate reproduction - an instant replay 
of the pre-mining scenery - could be insisting on the impossible 
like asking a painter to photocopy his finished canvas. 

Most of the PLLRC recommendations remained in the report, not in 
the lawbooks. In 1977 Congress enacted a mining reclamation law. 
However as of 1979, despite the fact that the "whip--smart, ex-school 
teacher" had been out of Congress for nearly five years, the 1872 Min
ing Law was still on the books. Aspinall continued to favor reform of 
the law. But he also fought for the right of the miner to explore for min
erals and to continue to supply materials that would maintain the na
tion's affluence. While conceding "many individuals may admire the 
life style of Henry David Thoreau at Walden Pond," he stated, "I 
don't think the future of this nation lies in that direction. In making 
this comment I most certainly am not downgrading advantages of this 
simple style of life, for I know that most of us, at one time or another, 
have a desire to return to a less complex society. All I am saying is 
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that we, as a great industrialized nation, cannot now return to a pas
toral state." After all, Thoreau spent only two of his 45 years at Wal
den Pond, from whence he walked in each Sunday for a good New 
England dinner with his mother, It might not be the Wild West any 
more, Aspinall conceded, but neither was the nation a Walden Pond. 
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Chapter Eighteen 

Wilting of the Wild West 


,'F eeling the pressures of an enlarging population" burgeoning 
growth and expanding demand for land and natural re
sources" the American people today have an almost desper

ate need to determine the best purposes to which their public lands 
and the wealth and opportunities of those lands should be dedicated. 
Through the timely action of Congress" and through the work of this 
Commission" a rare opportunity is offered to answer that need. U 

_"A Program for the Future," opening chapter in "One Third of 
the Nation's Land, A Report to the President and to the Congress 
by the Public Land Law Review Commission," 1970 

In 1963 Philip Hoff became the first Democrat to be elected to gu
bernatorial office in Vermont in 109 years. A tall, handsome man, he 
seemed in the John F. Kennedy mold, among the best and the bright
est. One year after his election, Hoff received a call from Secretary of 
the Interior Stewart Udall. "Phil," Udal began, "you simply must 
serve on this commission." 

The commission was the Public Land Law Review Commission 
to be known as PLLRC (pronounced Plerk) - and Hoff was one of six 
presidential appointees among the 19 members. It was like asking Mu
hammad Ali to serve as a consultant on the problems of the long-dis
tance runner in Siberiai he wasn't likely to be well-informed about the 
topic. More than 90 percent of the federal lands were in Alaska and 11 
Western states. In some of those states, the federal government was 
The Absentee Landlord, as PLLRC pointed out in its final report. In 
Alaska, for example, 95 percent of the land was federal; in Nevada the 
figure was 86 percent-amounting to acreage nearly twice the size of 
the entire state of New York. Federal lands in Colorado equaled the to
tal acreage of Indiana and amounted to 36 percent of Colorado's total 
acreage. 

Hoff had much to learn. "I knew nothing about the Western states 
and Alaska and the complexity of their problems," he recalled in a 
1977 interview. His education was painful. Not only did he have to 
learn facts, but also he had to learn about an attitude that could be as 
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unyielding as the land. Hoff recalled that it was clear from the start of 
the commission's work, "I was marching to the tune of a different 
drummer." He found himself in a minority supporting a conservative, 
Eastern outlook on use of the public lands. He was joined by Robert 
Emmet Clark, a professor of law from the University of Arizona, and 
Maurice K. Goddard, Secretary of Forests and Waters for the state of 
Pennsylvania. Occasionally, said Hoff, "when push came to shove/' 
Representative Morris Udall of Arizona would join this bloc, as would 
Laurance Rockefeller, who had been chairman of the Outdoor Recrea
tion Resources Review Commission, But most of the time Rockefeller 
"had other fish to fry," Hoff said. Like Udall, Rockefeller seemed to 
leave the commission in the hands of its Chairman, Wayne N. 
Aspinall. 

So Hoff found himself "huddling in a comer with Clark and God
dard. I felt like a missionary traveling a jungle path in Africa," he 
later said. 

Western provincialism 

From the first Hoff observed a provincialism in representatives of 
the Western states, He noted that "Someone hadn't done a very good 
job of explaining the problems of the public-land states." Instead, 
those states and their legislators often took the tack of "speaking to 
the Sunday morning church crowd about salvation/' Hoff said. That 
is, they preached to one another about their needs. Hoff observed that 
in the East, "There was no understandinng of the complexity of public 
lands" and the problems they generate. Instead, Easterners avowed, 
"These are public lands, by God, and we aren't going to let them go./I 
So, Hoff, finding himself among a largely-Western-oriented commis
sion, "felt like a train going through, and 'just get out of the way, 
baby.' /I 

At first, he had to face Aspinalt the engineer of this train, and Hoff 
found that his own voice could hardly be heard above what he felt was 
the screech of the juggernaut led by Aspinall. Hoff later reflected, /lIn 
my own way, I'm as Single-minded as the Chairman. He knew where 
he wanted to go. He didn't brook too much interference, particularly 
in the beginning." Hoff soon decided that he was working with "a 
kind of crotchety old guy who was going to have his own way. I went 
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to him several times with recommendations he dismissed out of 
hand." 

Later, Hoff was mollified when he found that "While the Chairman 
was something less than an all-out advocate of planning, he sort of 
went along with (those of us who wrote the planning section of the 
commission's report). More importantly, once he committed himself 
to something, he stood by it. You might argue, you might strongly dis- , 
agree, but once something had been resolved, once he had com
promised, he stood by it." Hoff concluded, "It was a great privilege to 
serve under him  and you do serve under him." 

Aspinall represented the pioneer ethic, still championed in many , 
parts of the West, that a man's home, as well as the land it sat on, was 
his castle. A property ownership meant the unadulterated right to use 
the land as the owner saw fit. 

In contrast, it was the urban areas whose residents first began to re
alize that "my right ends where your elbow begins." The idea that an 
owner could buy a plot of land and use it as he pleased dwindled and 
became nostalgia in the East. But in the West, the idea remained on 
the statutes and in the hearts of the people. 

The close kinship with the land that the Westerners felt included the 
public lands. When the homesteaders arrived, the land was there for 
the taking. In the 1970s, the land was still ripe for development, as far 
as the Westerner was concerned. 

, Feds' : early enemy 

From the moment the federal government had first intruded into the 
citizen's use of the public lands, the Westerner resisted. At the West
ern Governors Conference in 1914 and 1918, one of the demands was 
for the federal government to cede all remaining public lands to the 
states in which they were located. More than a half century later in 
1974, Ferrington Carpenter, the first director of the U.S. Grazing Serv
ice, recalled the antagonism he had encountered 40 years earlier when 
he set out to implement the Taylor Grazing Act - the act whose prime 
sponsor was Congressman Edward T. Taylor, representing the same 
district that later was represented by Aspinall. 

The first meeting ever held under the Taylor Grazing Act was in 
Grand Junction, Colorado. Carpenter recollected, "Grand Junction 
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The Public Land Law Review Commission - At one of dozens of meetings, to 
right of Aspinall, is Milton Pearl, staff director of the commission. 

was packed with stockmen. The cattle boys had the LaCourt Hotel 
and the woolgrowers had the LaHarpe Hotel, and neither would speak 
to the other ... We couldn't begin to get them in any hall. We went 
out on the city park and took over the exhibition building. The cow
boys sat on one side ... and the sheepherders on the other ... and we 
got ready for business like a peace talk between two nations that had 
been fighting ... What were they to talk about? Why did Congress 
wake up and say they should have to drag grass into the conservation 
program? All of a sudden, Congress passed the Taylor Grazing 
Act ... and the boys out here ... were there to see that they got their 
share of the grass ..." 

Forty years later, Aspinall observed that the administrators had, in
deed learned how to resolve conflicts between sheepherders and cow
boy~by denying the land to both of them. He told the New Mexico 
Cattle Growers Association in 1964: "Administrators have taken 
upon themselves the task of retaining in federal ownersh!p a~ ~uch ~f 
the public lands as possible. Some of them seem to think It IS theIr 
land - not ours." 

Aspinall was ready to concede that large-scale sale of the public 
lands should be halted. But he still insisted, "We must ... provide for 
the maximum use and development, whether it be for mineral, grazing 
or other purposes, of those areas to which the federal government 
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should properly retain title." In making these determinations, we 
must take into consideration the historical use of the property and the 
investments of those who ... have made tremendous improvements to 
range lands utilized under Bureau of Land Management and Forest 
Service permits." The grazer, miner and logger could not be shunted 
aside on the public lands, he insisted. 

He added that not only economic progress but political survival re
q~red "further development of the public lands. Our very ability to 
eXIst on an equal political basis with other regions depends upon re
opening public land areas for settlement. We have no other way to 
go." He was calling for continued access for the traditional users of 
the public land, and he also was asserting that some of that land 
should be sold to those users. Said Aspinall, "1£ the population of the 
United States expands, we must make areas available for additional 
people to settle in the Western states without limiting ourselves to the 
construction of multi-story skyscraper apartment buildings in exist
ing Western communities." He was asserting the West's intention to 
be other than a recreation colony for the rest of the nation. 

For many, Wayne Aspinall was the personification of the nation's 
"Big, Bad Gatekeeper." So when his Public Land Law Review Com
mission released its report in 1970, it was greeted by accusations that 
Aspinall was carving up the public lands and serving them on a silver 
platter to miners, ranchers, farmers, timbering interests and others. 
"Moving in for a Land Grab" was the title of a Sports Illustrated ar
ticle in 1970. The subtitle spelled out the charge: "1£ some Western 
politicians - and supporting lobbyists - have their way and carry 
through on their'dominant use' policy, a vast public domain will be 
opened up for private use and profit." 

Critiquing the report 

Ten years after the report was released Hoff assessed this storm of 
protest: "A great deal of critical literature was based on a misunder
standing of the problems of the West. We (the commission) needed to 
stress ~~ problems of the Western states and the compromises 
r~ached. Easterners leveled most of the charges against the commis
SIon report. 

The New York Times was among the harsh critics. In an edito-
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rial,The Times observed, "A document of 342 pages compiled over 
five years by a body of thirteen congressman and six presidential ap
pointees cannot be fully analyzed in a day." But that didn't prevent 
the Times from trying. The editorialists had already discerned in the 
report an "outworn notion that the public lands should be adminis
tered, not just with economy, but with maximum economic efficiency. 
That is to say, with the object of getting the greatest financial yield for 
the smallest financial investment - a philosophy appropriate to bank
ing but not to the administering of nearly one-third of the country's 
land area, a territory larger than the whole of Argentina." 

To other observers, such a summation of the commission's report 
was a misrepresentation. Parts of the report did, indeed, give first pri
ority to commercial interests such as miners. For example, the mining 
section boldly stated, "Mineral exploration and development should 
have a preference over some or all other uses on much of our public 
lands." However, the report did go on to add, "Congress should con
tinue to exclude some classes of public lands from future mineral de
velopment." Like the Bible, then, the report could easily be quoted out 
of context, and one viewpoint thereby exaggerated. Critics felt that the 
report had been studded with a few environmental platitudes in a lame 
effort to placate ecolOgists. 

A part of the misunderstanding and suspicion that surrounded the 
report was probably rooted in the way the commission had been con
stituted. Many persons said the Public Land Law Review Commission 
was born of "a deal," the price President Kennedy and other con
servationists paid to pry a wilderness bill out of Aspinall's Interior 
and Insular Affairs Committee. In 1972, The Wall Street Journal re
counted that when the wilderness bill bogged down in Aspinall's com
mittee in 1963, "The preservationists struck a deal. They agreed to 
support an Aspinall bill to create a commission to review management 
practices on the nation's public lands. (Aspinall) agreed to report out 
a wilderness bill and permit amendments from the House floor. In 
1964 the preservationists finally got their bill." 

Aspinall disputed that description of the commission's inception, 
restern states and the compromises 
st of the charges against the commis

mong the harsh critics. In an edito

primarily because it smacked of back-room politics floundering in the 
smoke of situational ethics. Instead, he averred that he supported a 
wilderness bill because he believed a certain amount of wilderness was 
appropriate; Similarly, he sought PLLRC because he thought the pub
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lie land laws needed an overhaul. 
After years of working on wilderness legislation, mining reform and 

irrigation projects, Aspinall observed, "All of these old laws were 
messed up. They didn't fit together. They were the outcome of ambi
tions of individual Congressmen. The way they were put into being, 
and their administration was a mixed-up mishmash you couldn't 
make heads or tails out of." He noted that there were more than 4,000 
laws dealing with federal lands - many of them contradictory, unen
forceable and inequitable. 

So, he had written President Kennedy in October 1962, "I think that 
any student of the public-lands situation will recognize that we have 
reached a point where it is essential to establish dear-cut legislative 
guidelines concerning the management, use and disposition of our 
public lands. This has come about because of past inaction of Con
gress, coupled with the growing scarcity of land in the United States 
and the parallel need to preserve some of our undisturbed areas in 
their natural setting." 

Did Aspinall barter with Kennedy for presidential support of the 
commission? During a review of the commission's work in 1977, Aspi
nall stated, "I speak of an agreement. There wasn't any deal between 
President Kennedy and myself. There was an agreement. He knew 
that he wouldn't get certain things, and I knew we wouldn't get cer
tain things unless we got together. So we got together." 

Choosing the chairman 

Thus, in 1963 the wilderness bill was reported out of committee, and 
the Public Land Law Review Commission was given presidential 
blessing and congressional authorization. The first order of business 
was to elect a commission chairman. Aspinall's widely recognized par
liamentary ability made him a logical choice, even though he shied 
away from the post. The Subcommittee on Public Lands had never 
been his number-one priority. He had concentrated instead on rec
lamation, and territories, particulary statehood for Alaska and 
Hawaii. The senior member on the commission, Senator Clinton An
derson of New Mexico, sparred with Aspinall about the choice of a 
chairman. Aspinall wanted Milton Pearl, a House Interior and Insular 
Affairs staff aide. Anderson would not accept a House staff member. 
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Another Senator, Gordon Allott of Colorado, suggested a com
promise: Aspinall himself, the Congressman who had sponso~ed the 
legislation authOrizing the commission. Anderson agreed With the 
choice of Pearl as staff director. Recalled Aspinall, "I didn't want to be 
chairman, but I had to be to get the job done." 

Aspinall was the titular and spirtualleader of the commission, al
though the staff did most of the legwork. As usual, Aspinall's work 
was meticulous. He saw that the public lands were still as important 
to the West's economy as oil was to become to the Middle East. His 
foes, however, thought otherwise of Aspinall's efforts. Said Field and 
Stream Magazine in 1970, uWith the establishment of the commission 
in 1964, Mr. Aspinall made his goal clear: to turn large tracts of public 
land into private ownership and to accelerate exploitation of natural re
sources. A great kingdom of the outdoors, the legacy of the nation, is 
at stake." 

But according to a commission staff member, Aspinall did not try to 
influence the vote of the commission. In an interview in 1977, the staff 
member said, "The Chairman never voted except in ties. And then, the 
environmental critics would have been astounded, and the American 
Mining Congress disheartened at his votes." 

Aspinall also hired the staff that wrote the commission's rough 
draft. Recalled Jerry Muys, one of eight senior staff members, "There 
were only two questions the Chairman asked when I was hired: if I 
drank too much and if I was a good family man. He didn't ask me to 
take an oath to defend the Mining Law of 1872." 

Aspinall draws skeptics 

Predsely because the Chairman was named Aspinall, ~any w~re 
skeptical of the commission's report even before they read ~ts ope~g 
page. A member of the senior staff, Perry Hagenstem, asslst~t,~ef 
of the Resources and Evaluation Group, summed up the skeptics View 
of the commission by quoting a ditty by Geoffrey Parsons: 

If you're pestered by critics and hounded by faction 
To take some precipitate, positive action 
The proper procedure, take my advice is 
To appoint a commission and stave off the crisis. 

Hagenstein observed that many times a commission is created simply 
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commissioner," said Hagenstein. S 
Younger constituents - Congressman Aspinall greets school children near Yampa, 
Colorado. 
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to allow a blue-ribbon panel to rubber stamp something an authority 
wants to do anyway. Or it is created to postpone action, yet it gives 
the impression that the problem is being addressed. 

But Aspinall sought neither to stave off a crisis nor to postpone ac
tion. His aim was much the same as those of three previous commis
sions that had dealt with public land issues - commissions of 1870, 
1903 and 1929. The first commission was created because, "Congress 
had gone on piling land law upon land law ... without considering 
how later legislation might affect or be quite out of harmony with ear
lier laws which were not repealed," according to Paul W. Gate's His
tory of Public Land Law Development. 

However, Aspinall's commission was broader than its predeces
sors. PLLRC examined virtually all federal laws relating to public 
lands. Rather than codify those laws, the commission reviewed them 
and recommended changes. By far, it was the most expensive of the 
public-land commissions; it was authorized to spend $7.39 million 
over six years, assisted by a staff of 48. 

But, the commission suffered because no single President ever chose 
to adopt and champion it. Hagenstein noted, "It was conceived during 
President Kennedy's term, the public members were appointed by 
President Johnson, and it reported to President Nixon. It had no home 
in the White House, and its recommendations, many of which were 
based on criticisms of the way in which the laws were being adminis
tered, did not have the enthusiastic support of the public-land manage
ment agencies." 

Influencing or dominating 

Thus, rather than resting against an executive backbone, the com
mission depended on Wayne Aspinall for its sustenance. The crafting 
of its report did, indeed, bear the Aspinall imprint. However, none of 
the commission members accused Aspinall of being dictatorial. But 
the commissioners did allow Aspinall to dominate for two reasons, ac
cording to Hagenstein. First, "his knowledge of the issues, gained 
through eleven terms (as of 1970) in the Congress - some six of 
which were as chairman of the House Interior and Insular Affairs 
Committee, was more extensive and detailed than that of any other 
commissioner," said Hagenstein. Second, it was the congressional 
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fashion to allow a chairman to dominate simply because he was the 
chairman. Noted Hagenstein, "In the almost frenetic atmosphere of 
the Congress, where there are more things to be done than can be done 
if members insist on being involved in every issue that interests them, 
chairmen are assigned tasks and then allowed to pursue them as they 
see fit." 

Most members of the commission were congressmen. Of the 19 
members, six senators and six representatives were appointed from 
the ranking membership of the Senate and House Interior and Insular 
Affairs Committee. Equal representation was accorded minority and 
majority parties. The President also appointed six members from dis
tinguished citizens across the country I and the commission elected As
pinall chairman. 

The massive task of the commission was overseen by Milton Pearl. 
He supervised the awarding of contracts for 33 subjects studied for the 
commission report-subjects covering, in Hagenstein's words, "every 
nook and cranny of public lands." 

Milton Pearl was a handsome man whose ruddy cheeks, straight 
nose and 5-foot, ll-inch frame gave him a movie-star type appear
ance. He supervised the consulting staff that prepared the auxiliary re
ports for the commission. "We soon learned," recalled Fred Kirgis, a 
member of the commission's advisory committee, "that it was Pearl to 
whom we should address all inquiries." Pearl's direction brought 
forth study reports - seven feet high, according to Hagenstein. The 
reports were of varying quality. Some of them were mediocre, particu
larly those reports compiled by teams of private consultants, prac
ticing attorneys and academics, Hagenstein recalled. But especially 
valuable to the commission were a series of regional public meetings 
held in 16 places throughout the country. A total of 900 witnesses testi
fied. In addition, the commission appointed an advisory council of 25 
members, and asked each governor to appoint a representative from 
his state. From all this input, the commission held another 19 meetings 
to decide what public-land policy should be. During the last six or 
seven of those meetings, the commission worked from policy eval
uation papers that had been prepared and were presented by senior 
staff members. 

The result was a report, released in June 1970. Former Under
secretary of the Interior John Carver calls it iIthe mos t searching as-
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"The commission is sure that capitalism can coexist with con
servation. To crusaders like Mike McCloskey, executive director of 
the Sierra Club, that idea is elusive and unrealistic. As he sees it, more 
logging, grazing and mining on public lands can only benefit the few 
at the expense of the many ..." 

Sports Illustrated's Harold Peterson wrote, "Rhetorical gestures 
are made to environment throughout the report. The pages are over
grown with hedges and verbiage planted to protect the commission./I 

In both criticisms, the underlying theme was a distrust of a report 
that could find room for both the miner and the backpacker on the pub
lic lands. The tiger and the lady could not, said the critics, occupy the 
same land. To the commission, however, the only way the competing 
interests could be accommodated was to acknowledge all of them, and 
to allow each to compete for use under an orderly planning procedure 
outlined by PLLRC. The writing of the report itself reflected this belief 
that the competitive users should wrestle with one another for use. 
Each user-timberer, miner, recreationist and so on-was treated in a 
separate chapter. The interlocking nature of the report escaped many 
of its critics. The commission proposed an overriding system of land
use management to be housed in a new Department of Natural Re
sources. Yet no one principle of land management was given supreme 
endorsement . 

'Dominant use': key 

The question was how all these competing uses could be reconciled 
when conflicting users vied for the same parcel of land. Here PLLRC 
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sessment, the most fundamental public exposure and discussion ever 
concentrated on a broad natural-resource issue." 

Yet the dual tone of the report was abrasive to many critics. A 1970 
issue of Time magazine, in its Environment section, termed the report 
"a mixed blessing." Time lauded the commission's recommendation 
that a new Department of Natural Resources be created to consolidate 
the administration of all public lands. "But," the magazine went on, 
lithe main thrust of the report is a compromise between two conflict
ing policies. The commission urges greater exploitation of federal 
lands for commercial use, while simultaneously paying homage to en
vironmental preservation . 
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suggested the principle of dominant use. The idea was to establish pri
orities for given parcels of public land, and to allow for subsequent 
readjustment of these priorities. Dominant use was to supplement the 
fuzzy concept set forth in the Multiple Use-Sustained Yield act of 
1969. Multiple use, to its critics, had become a tool the administrator 
seemed to wield to favor whatever land use he himself preferred. To its 
harshest critics, multiple use implied the unrealistic notion of a 
bounteous land, never troubled by stockmen and recreationists tug
ging at the same parcel. 

Congressmen from the public land districts knew that their con
stituents had fought over the same piece of ground and they com
plained that the referees-the land-use administrators-awarded use 
of the land on an inconsistent basis. One administrator might be par
tial to endangered species, another might seem to favor grazers. Users 
also said that once a decision was made, it seemed as stable as a two
legged stool, since a land-use administrator might arbitrarily reverse a 
decision. A timber firm, for example, complained to PLLRC that it had 
built a new plant when the Forest Service increased allowable cut on 
an adjacent national forest. But in the middle of the company's 10
year plan, the Forest Service returned allowable cut to its previous 
level. Pressures from recreation users resulted in the cutback, the com
pany claimed. Likewise, the recreationist was perched on the same un
certain overhang and feared that economic interests might persuade 
the administrator to withdraw protection for an endangered river or 
species of wildlife. 

Part of the problem of any land-use control centered on how much 
authority the bureaucrat would be delegated. Aspinall recognized that 
Congress shouldn't administer every blade of grass on the public 
lands. At the same time, he realized that if Congress felt the adminis
trator was usurping power that belonged to the legislature, Congress 
could use its oversight authority to call hearings to investigate. He 
once noted, "This oversight authority can be helpfuL However, all too 
often it proves harmful and causes unnecessary lack of cooperation be
tween representatives of the two branches of government-the legisla
tive and the executive. The one who gets hurt the most in such matters 
as they apply to our federal lands is the user." 

Aspinall once told Bureau of Land Management administrators, 
LiThe successful bureaucrat is one who understands thoroughly the re-
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sponsibility of his position. This means knowing who his ultimate 
boss is-the public." How could the administration of the public lands 
be rendered more consistent and how could the user, once granted a 
right, be assured of some tenure? 

At first the commission considered the solution Congress had en
dorsed for wilderness in the Wilderness Act of 1964, the last major 
public-land legislation adopted before the commission's report. In that 
act Congress was given the responsibility for establishing w~derness 
areaS-including defining those uses that were not compatible, and 
therefore not allowed, in wilderness. Some congressmen thought that, 
likewise, all public-land uses should be designated by Congress. Even 
the authority to withdraw public lands for specified uses should be left 
up to Congress, they said. But the commission rejected this notion ~e
cause of the impossiblity of Congress resolving each and every public
land use conflict. The task would be enormous, requiring far too many 
decisions for the legislative body, the commission decided . 

Next, the commission considered asserting certain priorities or ob
jectives for land use. For example, the commission might say that wa
ter development should always have first priority on public lands. The 
Mining Law of 1872, in effect, had given miners first priority on the 
federal lands. Perhaps new priorities could be established. Or, per
haps a particular objective--such as protection of the environment or 
promotion of economic security--could be endorsed by Congress. 

No top priority 

This approach, however, presented several difficulties. For example, 
Senator Leonard B. Jordan of Idaho asked, "What happens where we 
want to preserve wilderness and yet beetles are infesting the trees lo
cated in the wilderness areas? Must we let nature take its course 7" 

Aspinall answered, "You put your. f~ger on the ultimate que7tion. 
In certain areas we protect for protectIon s sake - for example, histor
ical sites. I believe in saving where you preserve, but not in saving 
where you destroy." 

PLLRC vice Chairman Byron Mock concluded, "Should preserva
tion always be given dominant status 7 If this is the question, we 
should say 'no: All we should be saying here is that in proper situa
tions, preservation of natural environment should supercede other 
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Chief Jack House and "Congress"-Hereditary chief of the Mountain Utes (To
waoc, Colorado), Chief Jack House referred to his friend Aspinall as "Congress." 
Aspinall is an honorary member of the Southern Ute Tribe at Ignacio, Colorado, and 
the Cherokee tribe at Cherokee, N.C. 

utilization." 
But what were "proper situations?" 
For its part, the commission decided that no national objective or 
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anyone land use should receive first priority in all cases. The land was 
too varied, the communities themselves too diverse to insist on a uni
versal answer to all public-land use conflicts. How, then, could any 
consistency be introduced into this infinite variety? Must decisions al
ways be made on a case-by-case basis, and would that always make 
them vulnerable to the loudest cry, the biggest bully? 

The commission settled on a planning process that would take into 
account the demands being placed on a specific parcel of land and the 
capacities of the land itself. In short, the commission endorsed a na
tional zoning process for federal lands. Inviting public participation, 
land-use administrators in the BLM and Forest Service would estab
lish priorities for each parcel of public land. In one region, it might be 
wildlife species protectionj in another, it might be safeguarding the 
watershed; in another, it might be timbering. The commission out
lined a public-planning process that would result in zoning - which it 
called classification of all public lands. 

Thus, the commission recommended, "Management of public lands 
should recognize the highest and best use of particular areas of land as 
dominant over other authorized uses." That one recommendation 
wove the conflicting uses together. Each of the report's chapters 
seemed to advocate the particular use under consideration, but the con
flicting uses were to be reconciled through the principle of dominant 
use which was to be applied only when a single, overriding use needed 
protection. 

However, within 48 hours after the report was released, critics 
aimed straight for the jugular of the recommendations: the concept of 
dominant use. Some critics saw the recommendation as an ill-con
cealed attempt to revive the worst parts of the proposed National Tim
ber Supply which had only recently been killed in the House of 
Representatives. Some conservationists denounced the dominant use 
idea as a way of enshrining current economic uses on the public lands 
for all time. 

Shield or tool? 

Yet, in truth, the commission hadn't schemed to shield existing 
users but had sought a tool to conSistently decide among conflicting 
uses. The commission believed dominant use classification would ac
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complish three objectives: "It ... would bring order out of chaos, 
would provide assurance that commitments of the federal government 
would be met, and would enable the public to comprehend the man
agement of its lands," in Hagenstein's words. In contrast, alternatives 
to resolving these conflicts hadn't gained commission endorsement, 
"because they were too simple to cope with the vast differences in land 
and conditions from one area to another," he noted. 

Also confusing to many of the commission's critics was the idea of 
multiple use, discussed again and again by the commission - in some 
rather confusing language. One day, for example, PLLRC Vice Chair
man Mock announced, "Mr. Chairman, in order to get a hold on this 
problem (of multiple use), I have tried to understand what it's all 
about, and at this stage I still haven't arrived there." 

Representative Morris Udall observed, "This is not like you." 
"No," agreed Mock, "It isn't. (But) ... I finally came down to the 

idea that multiple use is where you have more than one use but not 
necessarily all conceivable uses. And then I got to worrying about 
how you eliminate which use you exclude, and I think then I began to 
come a little bit to grips with what the problem is." 

"How you eliminate which use you exclude." It sounded like an ex
pression out of Alice in Wonderland, yet the idea of excluding in
compatible uses was the critical problem in multiple use. The 
commission, reflecting Mock's groping for a definition of the term, 
concluded it had none. Its report said, "Multiple use is not a precise 
concept. It is given different meanings by different people, as well as 
different meanings in different situations. We have listened to state
ments from diverse interests which all commended the idea of multiple 
use, but it was apparent that they were supporting different basic posi
tions. This confusion permeates public-land policy./I 

The commission's answer was to insert the concept of domL'"\ant use 
while also retaining aspects of multiple use. This approach would"of
fer something for everybody, but no single interest gets everything," 
in the words of an American Forest Institute report. Rather than the 
current system of dispersing management of the public lands in four 
major bureaus, housed in two departments (Interior and Agriculture), 
the commission proposed a Department of Natural Resources. The 
Forest Service would move from Agriculture to the Department of the 
Interior, which would then become the new Department of Natural 
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Ironically, Hagenstein observed in 1977, the commission was look
ing at a management system at the very time when ecologists were de
manding more regulations. PLLRC was attempting to create a 
structure for management and to give the managers an overriding phi
losophy, founded in multiple use and bolstered by dominant use. How
ever, such an approach to land-use problems met reproof from many 
environmentalists. As Hagenstein observed, the commission began its 
proceedings in 1964 on the eve of the environmental movement; in 
1970, the year it issued its report, Earth Day took place, and the Na
tional Environmental Policy Act passed Congress. The mixture of the 
three was noxious. To talk of management of the public lands to the 
ecologist was like talking of orchestration of a disaster. 

The critics dismissed PLLRC's sound analysis of how land-use 
regulations should be administered. PLLRC suggested a planning 
&amework to guide the administrator when he was cast in the role of 
arbitrating between two land users who both wanted exclusive control 
of the land. The framework gave Congress the authority to declare a 
"dominant use" in parcels where a single use seemed necessary. For 
example, where the nurturing of a young forest, whose seedlings 
needed protection, might have priority over uses by backpackers, min
ers and others who might trample on the tender growth. Eventually, of 
course, the land could be returned to multiple use, once the forest ma
tured. Multiple use was still an integral part of land management. 

Yet another of the burgeoning problems of land management in
volved the relationships among the federal, state and local agencies 
that dealt with public lands. The rift between the executive and legisla
tive branches as they fought over public-land management appeared 
to be as big as the breach between the federal and state governments. 

Often the state and local governments found that the federal govern
ment heeded their opinions as closely as a football coach would harken 
to the advice of a cursing, rowdy fan. Noted D. Michael Harvey, chief 
counsel on the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, 
in a speech at the 1977 PLLRC reunion, "although full state participa
tion in planning may be invited, the relative lack of manpower, techni
cal expertise and funding at the state level often serve to reduce the 
actual participation possible. The states are, in effect, implicated in de
cisions when they have in reality been only observers in the decision
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making process." 
But the state muscle, nourished by federal funds, was growing 

stronger. Harvey observed that the Water Resources Planning Act of 
1965 set a precedent in some regions of "intimate cooperation between 
federal and state agencies in developing an approach to water-re
source management." He urged that legislation recommended by 
PLLRC be enacted to "authorize experimentation with federal-state 
Regional Land Use Planning Commissions. These commissions would 
serve as the focal point for all federal-state land and resource planning 
efforts. These could build on the experience of the Joint Federal-State 
Land Use Planning Commission for Alaska established by the Alaska 
Native Claims Settlement of 1971, and on the River Basin Commis
sions under the Water Resource Planning Act of 1965. Only by such a 

Campaign '64 - Aspinall with Ute Chief Jack House, Ex-Governor Herschel Love
lace of Iowa, northeast Colorado resident Ralph Phillips, U.S. Senator Ed Johnson 
and Bob Hogsett of Fort Morgan. 
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mechanism can we achieve a truly coordinated national land-use 
policy./I 

Harvey concluded that PLLRC had begun a trend away from "the 
ad hoc, short term, case-by-case, crisis-to-crisis land resource deci
sion-making so prevalent in the past./I He observed "We are moving 
toward Aldo Leopold's view that 'we abuse land because we regard it 
as a commodity belonging to us. When we see land as a community to 
which we belong, we may begin to use it with love and respect. There 
is no other way for land to survive the impact of mechanical man.' II 

Not for sale 

One other precept seemed to dominate the report. PLLRC concluded 
that the sale of the federal lands no longer served a valid purpose. Said 
the report, "We recommend that the policy of large-scale disposal of 
public lands reflected by the majority of statutes in force today be re
vised and that future disposal should be of only those lands that will 
achieve maximum benefit for the general public in non-federal 
ownership ..." 

While asserting the need for modest disposal of federal lands in the 
West, Aspinall endorsed this recommendation. He stated, "For the 
foreseeable future, probably beyond, the vast majority of public lands 
will serve the public interest best by remaining in federal ownership." 
Once this principle was enunciated, the commission turned to the 
co~ts of maintaining these lands while simultaneously providing for 
the needs of Westerners. One conclusion: the federal government 
should make eqUitable payments in lieu of taxes to the state and local 
governments affected by the loss of taxes &om these federally owned 
lands. 

The commission was one steppingstone toward a monstrous chore 
- administering public lands fairly. Several of the commissioners 
saw the study as an opportunity to knit together the nation, if the East 
understood the West, and the West in turn began to recognize special 
problems in the East. Observed Hoff, "The East has some gigantic 
problems which you (in the West) must corne to under
stand... Capital investment in the East is desperately needed. There's 
got to be some exchange." 

The immediate result of PLLRC was a whimper, once the uproar 
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from public comment had died. As Hagenstein observed, the literature 
on commissions shows that they are orphans, "cast adrift in a sea of 
ongoing agencies, programs and issues that are competing for atten
tion." The lack of mechanisms for follow-up to commission recom
mendations meant there was no legislation in 1972. Aspinall drafted a 
bill, and his Senate counterpart, Jackson, drafted a bill, yet neither 
was passed. Missing, Hagenstein noted, was a systematic effort to im
plement the commission's recommendations. Attorney General John 
Mitchell had said he would assume a leadership role for the commis
sion in the Nixon administration, but in fact the orphan was left to 
fend for itself. 

For Aspinall the failure of Congress to implement any of the re
port's recommendations before he left office in 1973 represented one of 
the biggest frustrations of his congressional career. Nor was it likely 
that the staff would champion the report. A key figure behind the 
PLLRC report, Milton Pearl, died a few months after the report was 
released. 

Implementation comes later 

Yet, even without Aspinall, Pearl, or presidential backing, the 94th 
Congress embraced many of the commission's recommendations. In 
1976, four years after Aspinall left Washington, the House Committee 
on Interior and Insular Affairs noted that the commission had pre
dicted it would take five to ten years before Congress would imple
ment some of its recommendations. "Almost as if that estimate was 
transformed into a timetable, the committee in 1976 reported out, and 
the Congress and the President approved, the first three significant 
pieces of legislation growing out of the commission's report," stated 
the Interior Committee. These three were the Federal Land Policy and 
Management Act, an In-Lieu of Taxes measure and a statute for regu
lation of mining activities within the National Park System. 

Observed the House report: 

"The Federal Land Policy and Management Act (Public Law 94
579) often referred to as the BLM Organic Act, represents a trans
lation into law of many PLLRC recommendations relating to manage
ment of the public domain ... In addition to specific directives 
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contained in sections on land-use planning, withdrawals, acquisitions 
and exchanges, enforcement authority, and repeal of many obsolete 
public-land laws, the act contains congressional policy pro
nouncements based on many of the similar recommendations of the 
commission." 

In that act alone, PLLRC commission members counted 42 refer
ences to the formal recommendations of the commission. 

The In-Lieu Taxes measure (Public Law 94-565) embodied the com
mission recommendation that stated, lilt is the obligation of the 
United States to make certain that the burden (of federal ownership of 
public lands) is spread among all the people of the United States and 
is not borne only by those states and governments in whose areas the 
lands are located. Therefore the federal government should make pay
ments to compensate state and local governments for the tax immu
nity of federal lands. II 

The third piece of legislation, (Public Law 94-429), repealed appli
cation of mining laws to areas of the National Park System, in accord
ance with the PLLRC recommendation that Congress should continue 
to exclude some classes of public lands, particularly national parks 
and monuments, from future development. "We do not favor opening 
these areas to mineral development, II said the commission. In this law, 
Congress phased out such operations in the few parks where they still 
existed. 

Whether other sections of the massive, complex commission report 
will be implemented by Congress is uncertain. As of 1979, only two of 
the commission's members remained members of Congress, yet they 
were both in powerful positions: Morris UdaH, chairman of the House 
Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, and his Senate counterpart, 
Henry Jackson, chairman of the Senate Energy and Natural Re
sources Committee. 

The promise of the Public Land Law Commission still beguiles any
one who troubles to read the report. Its repudiation of the old West 
was once described in an editorial that was both nostalgic and far
sighted. The comments came from a newspaper that adulated the com
mission's chairman. Said Aspinall's hometown paper, The Grand 
Junction Daily Sentinel in 1970: 

To nostalgic Westerners and some vested interests the report of the 
Public Land Law Review Commission is the end of the world . 
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In a sense" it is. Public land laws" a conglomeration of regulations 
often contradictory and frequently unrealistic" were designed to ex
pand and develop a frontier country. 

The country was big; its resources were rich; the people were few; 
dreams of empire were rampant. The land was there for the taking. 

Nobody seemed to notice that when the frontier was gone the laws 
stayed on. Few saw that a burgeonin& mobile population was on a 
collision course with an over-used" fast disappearing expanse of 
land. 

Special interests from cattlemen to conservationists" miners to mo
torcyclists" fought over everything from water to wilderness. Patch
work laws protected some interests" destroyed some rights" eroded 
the land and built administrative empires. 

Men like the Fourth District"s Congressman Wayne N. Aspinall 
saw that the patchwork wouldn"t hold . .. A new carefully woven~ 
water-and-air tight model for the 21st century was in order. 

T 
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